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Abstract 

An increasingly digital world requires organizations to act more agilely, to suc-
ceed in responding quickly when changes or new opportunities arise. The in-
creased digitalization creates a need for organizations to develop an ability to 
quickly deliver digital innovation, with quality to meet changing customer 
needs over time. This need for agility to support innovation has aroused interest 
among information systems researchers in recent years. Two different research 
streams on agility exist, with the following perspectives: organizational agility 
concerning IT strategies and operations for organizational cost efficiency; and 
agile methods in software development, to achieve continuous rapid delivery of 
digital solutions that meet customer needs. The current information systems 
literature on organizational agility covers only the first-mentioned perspective, 
leaving a knowledge gap. To fill the gap we must have a broader understanding 
of how organizational agility relates to achieving high-paced digital innovation 
capability. 

This thesis intends to broaden our understanding of how organizational agility 
impacts digital innovation by reporting my studies of startups in the automotive 
industry. The reasons for studying automotive startups are twofold: (a) media 
reports have indicated that startups generally seem be successful at high-paced 
digital innovation despite limited means, and (b) some of these startups have 
begun to challenge automotive incumbents. This aroused an interest in better 
understanding how startups achieve this ability, and whether there are any les-
sons that are transferable to incumbents. Therefore this thesis contributes to a 
broader perspective of organizational agility by addressing the research ques-
tion: How do startups use organizational agility to drive digital innovation? 

Results from the research show that not all startups possess equal abilities in 
terms of organizational agility for digital innovation. This research has identi-
fied nine organizational agility capabilities, which form four organizational 
agility readiness patterns impacting digital innovation. 

This research provides a theoretical contribution to organizational agility by 
showing that an amalgamation of two research streams in the information sys-
tems literature is needed to achieve a more holistic approach. This approach is 
needed as the role of IT has changed, from a primary focus on supporting or-
ganizational efficiency and cost savings to today, when IT plays a vital strategic 
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role through digital innovation. The two information systems research streams 
concerning agility are: a) IT strategies and operations supporting organizational 
efficiency, and b) software development as an innovation outcome. Currently, 
the information systems research on organizational agility primarily covers 
only how agility relates to the IT role of supporting efficiency. This research 
argues that a broader perspective on organizational agility is needed, to under-
stand better which organizational agility capabilities impact digital innovation 
and how they impact it. 

The empirical contribution is the identification of nine organizational agility 
capabilities, which form four organizational agility patterns that affect digital 
innovation capability to varying degrees. It is crucial that organizations be 
knowledgable about these nine organizational agility capabilities, since how 
they manage them will result in different digital innovation capabilities. The 
contribution to practice is the conceptual framework of four agility readiness 
patterns for digital innovation. These can be used to evaluate organizations' 
current digital innovation capability, and guide them as to which capabilities 
they may need to improve if they want to develop another level of digital in-
novation capability. The nine organizational agility capabilities identified in 
this research represent a minimum set that an organization needs to manage 
knowledgeably, in order to become an agile enterprise for digital innovation. 
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Executive Summary 

An increasingly connected digital world is characterized by increasingly fierce 
competition, often from unexpected directions. Not infrequently, the challenges 
can come from digital startups or from tech giants that have managed to retain 
their original, high-paced startup innovation capability, e.g., Tesla, Google, and 
Apple. The need to develop organizational agility for rapid digital innovation is 
evident. 

This thesis provides insights into how organizational agility relates to digital 
innovation. It also provides a tool that can help organizations assess their cur-
rent organizational agility readiness, and improve their digital innovation cap-
abilities to meet the world's growing demands for rapid, value-creating innova-
tion. 

This research identified nine organizational agility capabilities, representing a 
minimum set of such capabilities that an organization needs to be knowledge-
able in managing to become an agile enterprise for digital innovation. For truly 
effective results, the mission of developing the nine organizational agility cap-
abilities needs to be owned by the founder/CEO and cannot be delegated, due 
to the CEO’s influence. To achieve the ultimate goal of being an agile enter-
prise with hyper-efficient capability for high-paced digital innovation, the or-
ganizational agility capabilities cannot be cherry-picked, since they are related 
to each other and if seen as a chain, the chain is no more robust than its weakest 
link. 

For direct empirical study, this research sampled a range of startups (and some 
incumbents) in the automotive industry. The startups were found to have vary-
ing degrees and combinations of strengths in the nine organizational agility 
capabilities. This in turn led to identifying four distinct patterns of agility read-
iness for digital innovation, based on the various configurations of agility cap-
abilities—with each pattern enabling digital innovation in different forms, and 
to different extents. The nine organizational agility capabilities are leadership 
agility, employee agility, transparency, adaptability, long-life learning, co-cre-
ation, digital tools leverage, business model innovation, and investor selectivity 
(Table 2). The four organizational agility patterns are Digitally Industrializing, 
Digitally Complementing, Digitally Exploiting, and Digitally Disrupting, with 
the last being the most fully developed (Figure 7). 
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The conceptual framework of the four patterns can be used as a navigator to 
guide companies on what they can achieve in digital innovation, based on their 
current strengths in the nine organizational agility capabilities. If companies 
want to cultivate a different or higher level of digital innovation capability, the 
framework can then guide them on what changes are required to move to the 
corresponding pattern of agility readiness. 
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Foreword 

My interest in organizational agility originates from when I held a position at 
Siemens Medical Solutions between 2001-2008. My journey in organizational 
agility for high-paced digital innovation at scale did not end when I left this 
position but continued when moving into the management consulting domain. 
The agile journey at Siemens and onward has been shared in the foreword to 
my Licentiate thesis (Goncalves, 2021a). It is from this shared story that I now 
will continue my reflection. 

When I left Siemens in 2008, I learned that all companies operating in a global 
market would need to build an organizational agility capability to remain com-
petitive, given how easy it is for new digital startups to start challenging estab-
lished companies. These startups seem to have greater ability to invest in in-
novation without having a legacy that weighs on them, in the combined forms 
of non-agile leadership, mindset, knowledge, and a technical debt preventing 
new designs from being shaped. Thinking of the experience we had developed 
with our all-in agile transformation journey at Siemens, and of how much 
waste there had been in the form of unnecessary structure, unmanaged technic-
al debt, and more—all of which reflected a dysfunctional way of organizing the 
organization, which had been created as the company grew in the years before 
we became an agile organization—I realized that a very significant competitive 
advantage could be gained or lost in this regard. As I reflected on the difference 
between the time before agile and the time after agile, it was easy to conclude 
that it would only be a question of when companies would embark on an agile 
transformation journey, given the significant gains that could be achieved. Hav-
ing said that, it is now easy for me to conclude that the longer companies wait 
to transform into agile companies, the greater the risk of missing out on signi-
ficant opportunities and responding quickly to market changes as they arise. As 
more and more talented individuals become knowledgeable about agile think-
ing and skilled in agile practices, these agile individuals will continue to be 
drawn to organizations with similar ways of thinking. When I follow other 
agile individuals on social media, I can see them leaving companies that they 
have enjoyed working for when the company gets acquired by a larger organiz-
ation, or a new CEO enters with a non-agile mindset and approach. The move-
ment to leave is quite fast, and an indication that something is probably not go-
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ing in the right direction at the current company. The problem is simply that the 
cultural differences become too great for these individuals to thrive, which is 
something that research has been able to show. This can become an impediment 
for incumbents when they try to recruit software engineers, in particular talen-
ted developers who already have largely switched to an agile way of working. 
These individuals will quickly see through companies that try to give the ap-
pearance of being agile, which leads to them turning down job offers or con-
sulting assignments that the incumbents would like them to take. Further, I 
want to highlight proactive ability as a key component of organizational agility. 
It is an important quality to master, given its positive effect on quickly sensing 
and seizing patterns in the market that will require companies to respond to 
these changes as they become realities. Proactive capability can create an ex-
cellent competitive advantage in a global digital market. 

As I reflect on the recent years participating in this doctoral program, there is 
no doubt that I have deepened my knowledge by studying automotive startups 
and how they apply organizational agility to drive their digital innovation initi-
atives. The in-depth knowledge gained from my doctoral studies, combined 
with my over 20 years of work experience in scaled agile product development 
and agile transformations in different industry domains, has filled in some 
knowledge gaps that previously had left me unable to explain why certain phe-
nomena occurred or did not occur, as described in the agile literature. 

There are some important lessons and insights from this research. The first is 
the importance of culture; secondly, the importance of IT infrastructure for an 
agile culture fit; thirdly, the minimum set of nine organizational agility capabil-
ities that impact digital innovation capability; and fourth, the importance of 
investor selectivity. Concerning culture, the most important insight from this 
research is how vital an agile culture is for success in organizational agility. 
The culture permeates the entire organization since it can enable, impose, or 
hinder the agile values, behavior, and principles that shape the desired agile 
leadership and talents. Given how crucial agile culture is, it becomes clear why 
it is essential to recruit for an agile cultural fit, in positions from CEO down to 
team member. Improper recruitment can quickly ruin a hyper-efficient innova-
tion culture, stalling the organization's pace of digital innovation. I have seen 
this phenomenon out in industry and previously had not been able to relate it to 
culture, ascribing it more to people's individual characteristics. Although I act-
ively worked to create an agile culture during the agile transformation journey 
at Siemens, I actually had not thought of it as a culture until now. The agile cul-
ture is an innovation culture that enables co-innovation regardless of the loca-
tion of the resources. However, it requires that co-innovators have knowledge 
and experience in organizational agility to succeed in open innovation envir-
onments. This study made the point clear, when I found that startups connected 
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to an incubator run by several mobility incumbents were not even able to get 
co-innovation efforts going with those incumbents. According to the startups, 
the incubator became only a place where they could market themselves to those 
large companies. All of the startup companies were very frustrated about this, 
as they had joined the incubator believing that they would co-innovate with 
incumbents, but then nothing happened. When I reflect on my employment at 
Siemens and one of my major consulting assignments as an agile coach in the 
telecom domain, there was great skepticism that open co-innovation could 
really work. Can one really trust external actors for co-innovation? How will 
customer relationships be affected, when the transparency that goes with being 
agile allows customers to look straight into our R&D organization and see our 
shortcomings? Will they continue to want to buy our products, or will they turn 
to our competitors? These were just a few of the concerns that abounded in 
these organizations. Given the significant impact that agile culture has on co-
innovation in open innovation environments, it should be in the organizations' 
interest to acquire knowledge of how this culture can be developed and main-
tained, if the organization is at all interested in developing an ability for high-
paced digital innovation. Concerning IT infrastructure, the insight confirmed in 
this research is the added value to digital innovation when IT infrastructure and 
digital tools can be chosen for an agile cultural fit. It cannot be overemphasized 
how important it is to have digital tools that support the agile way of working 
across organizations and not the reverse. Concerning the minimum set of nine 
identified organizational capabilities, the insight from this research is how these 
agility capabilities impact digital innovation capability. Given how founder(s)/
CEOs directly or indirectly affect an organization through their mindset, beha-
vior, and decision-making along the way, these capabilities needs to be owned 
by them and cannot be delegated. The minimum set of nine organizational agil-
ity capabilities, if seen as a chain since these capabilities are related to each 
other, is no more robust than the weakest link and represents the dominant cul-
ture present in the organization. It means that an organization cannot cherry-
pick some of these nine capabilities if it wants to become an agile enterprise 
with all the competitive advantages that come with it. In addition, these nine 
organizational capabilities formed four organizational agility patterns based on 
analysis of each organization's strength within each of the identified nine agil-
ity capabilities. Admittedly, the result was a bit unexpected to me. Probably 
like many others I had a preconceived notion that digital startups were more 
similar than the results showed. I find it interesting that nine randomly selected 
digital startups showed a spread in innovation capability. Concerning investor 
selectivity, the interesting insight from this research was how much impact se-
lectivity had on startups' ability to innovate. There were differences regarding 
how the founders involved investors and the demands that some of them set for 
involving investors in their innovation initiatives, since equity investors usually 
want to be part of the company board. The startups that were more fully agile 
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controlled their own destiny, while others had chosen from the beginning not to 
raise external capital for fear of losing control of the company and its innova-
tion. Some startups were just grateful that they had managed to raise capital 
and did not even understand why I was interested in knowing how they raised it 
and how the board affected their business. However, it later turned out that in-
vestors as board members had a significant impact (positively or negatively) on 
their business and innovation progress. 

Overall, this research has aroused great interest in digital startups, especially 
startups that seem to fully master the minimum set of the nine identified organ-
izational agility capabilities for digital innovation. These are startups that I 
would focus my future research on, due to their special abilities around organ-
izational agility for digital innovation, which stand out in comparison to the 
other startups in this study. Also, I would recommend that incumbents invest in 
co-innovating with these startups. Beyond contributing to innovation outcomes, 
startups of this kind could contribute added value in the form of knowledge 
about organizational agility for digital innovation. Agility capability is difficult 
to learn by reading a book or taking a course. It needs to be learned through 
real hands-on experience, which is easiest gained by collaborating with those 
who have mastered the craft. 

Gothenburg, January 2022 

Dulce Gonçalves 
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Introduction 

The introduction covers the motivation for the research area as well as a prob-
lem statement and concluding contribution. Finally, there is a disposition for 
this doctoral thesis. 

Motivation 
Digitalization has created a demand for organizations to develop agile leaders 
and talents who quickly employ innovative practices to deliver desired results, 
improve strategic capabilities, and increase efficiency (Gouda and Tiwari, 
2021). If we also take into account that the digital market is increasingly volat-
ile, and that ”born global” and “born digital” startups can quickly adapt to new 
technology that allows them to grow quickly—largely through co-creation with 
network partners—these factors constitute increased competition for incumbent 
firms (Andersson, 2011; Tumbas, Berente, and Brocke, 2017; Gerster, Dremel, 
Conboy, Mayer, and Brocke, 2021). High-paced innovation seems to be an 
ability that some digital startups master better than incumbents, since newer 
technologies seem to favor startups over incumbents (Jovanoci, 2001; Acs, 
Song, Szerb, Audretsch, and Komlosi, 2021). It is in this context that agility has 
emerged as a critical business imperative for staying competitive and innovat-
ive (Youssef, 1994; Goldman, Nagel, and Preiss, 1995; Yusuf, Sarhadi, and 
Gunasekaran, 1999; Appelbaum, Calla, Desautels, and Hasan, 2017a; Burch-
ardt and Maisch, 2019; Gersteret al, 2021). In the current body of agility liter-
ature, various aspects of agility have been identified as important for continu-
ous digital innovation. According to Burchardt and Maisch (2019), organiza-
tions that promote a culture of change have a better opportunity to develop con-
tinuous digital innovation capability. Activities such as experimentation, col-
laboration, co-innovation with external actors, continuous learning, and know-
ledge sharing are usually required to enable rapid adaptation (Goldman et al, 
1995; Yusuf et al, 1999; Cameron, Quinn, DeGraff, 2006). These activities usu-
ally need to be facilitated by appropriate digital technology, methods and prac-
tices (Gerster et al, 2021; Gouda and Tawari, 2021). 

As previous research shows, digital technology can directly or indirectly sup-
port agility by offering forms of assistance such as digitized work processes, 
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knowledge systems, improved proximity, collaboration tools, and support with 
development environments (Sambamurthy, Bharadwaj, and Grover, 2003). 
Gouda and Tawari (2021) argue that it is in the organization's interest to adopt 
new technology quickly to survive in the market. New technologies usually 
demand new skillsets and agile capabilities, enabling the organization to lever-
age networks, create strategies and synergies, and seize new opportunities 
faster than competitors (Gouda and Tawari, 2021). Startups that make digital 
technology a critical element in their business models, from the beginning 
through growth and maturity, have been identified as having different oppor-
tunities than incumbents (Tumbas et al., 2017). They can focus on their core 
and reuse market-available components instead of developing everything them-
selves. This keeps their core as lean as possible and means less work for hand-
ling technical debt, leading to cost efficiency and innovation speed. It is helpful 
to have the ability to break down the product into parts, to find what constitutes 
the unique core part that the organization wants to keep for itself, and what oth-
er parts are not unique to the company's innovation and can instead be shared 
with others through co-innovation or by reusing market-available components. 
For example, Tesla's growing strength has been attributed to its agile thinking 
and ability to quickly, radically change course and find alternative solutions. 
One such event occurred in the recent global shortage of computer chips. When 
suppliers could not deliver certain chips needed for Tesla's vehicles, Tesla in-
stead used alternative parts and programmed software to mitigate the chal-
lenges caused by the shortages (Ewing, 2022). The company's know-how in 
software development, and its general understanding of digital innovation with-
in changing environments, enabled Tesla to quickly find workarounds in con-
trast to other carmakers (Ewing, 2022). 

This ability requires an organization to transform its thinking about its product 
and the product development process, compared to previous times when the 
organization developed the entire product. An ability to continuously transform 
its thinking in this way is necessary for building radically different solutions. 
For example, as Van Alstyne, Parker, and Choudary (2016) stated regarding 
platform market entrance: “… product managers who focus on features are not 
just measuring the wrong things, they are thinking the wrong thoughts”. To 
launch new products successfully, companies may have to open up and em-
brace the help of external actors, either through co-innovation or by having 
others develop products that are needed in the market for a company’s own 
product to be salable. Research has shown that ecosystems can orchestrate the 
entire infrastructure needed for a company’s innovation initiative and collabor-
ations in different environments. For example, not many customers would be 
interested in buying an electric car without easy access to battery charging 
when they are out driving. To meet the needs of growing numbers of customers 
in the years ahead, car manufacturers might have to rethink how to secure a 
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complete infrastructure of charging stations around the world, through end-to-
end value stream thinking. This will probably require the manufacturers to con-
sider applying a co-innovation strategy, unlike Tesla, which handles most 
things itself. It could be done through co-creation in the ecosystem and apply-
ing different business models, since most automakers do not have or want the 
resources needed to build the entire infrastructure. The difference between co-
innovation and outsourcing is retained control and knowledge growth, one of 
the key gains with agile product development. Previous research has studied 
how these digital value streams may require significant structural and cultural 
changes for incumbents (Svahn, Mathiassen, and Lindgren, 2017; Burchardt 
and Maisch, 2019). 

The automotive industry is undergoing a significant transformation from a pre-
viously stable mechanical industry to a digital one (Eliason, Heldal, Lantz, and 
Berger, 2014). Digitalization has forced many large organizations, such as 
automakers, to undertake an all-in transformation journey (Svahn et al., 2017; 
Schmidt, 2020; Daimler, 2022), which challenges them to quickly develop fast-
paced and continuous digital innovation capabilities in order to stay competit-
ive (Denning, 2020). However, there seems to be a knowledge gap about how 
to make the entire organization sufficiently agile for this type of innovation 
(Maples, 2009; Denning, 2016). For example, in Daimler’s sustainable busi-
ness strategy, an enabler seems to be the crafting of an agile culture to increase 
the pace of innovation (Daimler, 2022). Rapidly transforming into a computer-
ized electromechanical industry requires automakers to rethink their portfolios 
and switch from hardware to software solutions (Eliason et al., 2014; Svahn et 
al., 2017; Burchardt and Maisch, 2019). For example, the required transforma-
tion would mean starting to think of cars as platforms for continuous service 
delivery to customers, with various business models used to attract volume to 
the platform. Examples of models that could help in this regard might include 
sharing-economy transport models such as Zipcar, Uber, and Lyft (Swan, 
2015). Digital markets are often characterized by platforms that bring produ-
cers and users together for an efficient exchange of value, such as with Uber or 
Airbnb (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). There is a palpable need to be able to trans-
form one’s way of thinking when designing digital products, and one of the 
incumbents' biggest digital platform failures is simply not understanding critic-
al platform thinking (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Structural debt keeps them 
locked into the idea of selling products instead of building ecosystems, because 
the current structure indirectly tends to get people stuck in old ways of think-
ing. The meaning of structural debt is the deficit incurred when a company’s 
organizational structure is not constantly adapted to current needs and kept to a 
minimum. It forces companies to continue the traditional way of innovating, 
where collaborations with external actors take time to build needed trust 
between actors to enable innovation to happen. If organizations can only apply 
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new technology to solve design problems in a way similar to how they worked 
in the past, there is probably little added value to digital innovation capability. 

In information systems research, an increased interest in research on digitiza-
tion and implicit agility has emerged. Companies have found, for example, that 
agile product innovation does not seem to be compatible with traditional hier-
archical leadership, as this leads to culture clash. There is a demand for new 
innovation management theories that can provide deeper understanding of the 
complex socio-technical phenomena called digital innovation, in order to an-
swer questions such as: “How does a firm organize for innovation when its 
partner and their contributions are diverse, unknown or ill-defined?”, and “How 
do innovation collectives form, evolve, and contribute to a shared innovation 
agenda?” (Nambisan, Lyytinen, Majchrzak, and Song, 2017: p.226). These 
questions are important for industries such the automotive industry, since they 
are moving into a digital business environment but have not had software as a 
core business, and they now need to handle emerging technology concepts like 
electrification of the power train, autonomous driving, and connected mobile 
services, while also mastering business model innovation and building new 
capabilities to innovate at a high pace (Svahn et al., 2017; Jordanius, Juell-
Skielse, Rydehell, 2021). Transforming from hardware design and production 
to understanding how to think, design, and continuously deliver new digital 
service experiences for customers in a global market can be highly challenging 
for automotive incumbents (Svahn et al., 2017). According to Svahn et al. 
(2017) there is probably not a single layer within the automotive company 
structure that will not be impacted. 

It has been found that digital companies, especially startups, differ from in-
cumbents in their capability and thinking about how to leverage digital techno-
logies as critical core elements of their business models through growth and 
maturation (Tumbas et al., 2017; Juell-Skielse and Jordanius, 2017). For ex-
ample, Tesla has forcefully challenged OEM incumbents to introduce fully 
electric vehicles (Juell-Skielse and Jordanius, 2017), along with platforms for 
remotely updating the vehicles' digital systems without needing visits to a 
maintenance shop. Reuters announced in March 2017 that Intel had purchased 
the Israeli autonomous vehicle software startup Mobileye for $15.3 billion 
(Cohen, Rabinovitch, and Lienert, 2017). According to Juell-Skielse and 
Jordanius (2017), the price paid for this startup was roughly equivalent to the 
market capitalization of incumbent OEMs such as Peugeot and Suzuki—each 
of which employed thousands of people building entire vehicles, compared to 
the staff of 450 at Mobileye. According to De Massis, Frattini, and Quillico 
(2016), incumbents can learn and benefit significantly from unicorns by apply-
ing their lightning innovation approach. (The term “unicorn” was coined in 
2013 by Aileen Lee and is commonly used to identify privately held startup 
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companies valued at $1 billion or more.) Unicorns’ lightning innovation ap-
proach can briefly be described as having sharply focused and experienced 
leadership, building business models around a single digital platform or soft-
ware, and enabling cheap, high-speed development and leverage. No high in-
vestments in physical assets or workforce are needed, in part because the uni-
corns often make use of partnering for co-innovation. The companies are 
backed by financiers willing invest more money on short notice, or to quickly 
kill a venture or sell their stake if rapid innovation is not forthcoming. The uni-
corns’ culture, incentives, and needs therefore concentrate around speed, which 
means optimizing the business to bring specific digital innovations to market at 
an extreme pace. Unicorn success stories include companies such as Uber, 
Xiaomi, Didi Chuxing, WeWork, Airbnb, SpaceX, Palantir, Grab, Slack, Spoti-
fy, and Bird (Austin, Canipe, and Slobin, 2019). Furthermore, De Massis et al. 
(2016) claim that the benefits the incumbents could gain from applying the uni-
corn lightning innovation approach are fairly immediate returns that would not 
entail significant technical risks, and would target very clear and large markets 
outperforming existing products or services. The constant increase in digital 
innovation speed cannot be mistaken when reviewing the values and numbers 
of unicorns that have joined the billion-dollar startup club globally. As of 
September 2019, the U.S. had 88 unicorns in the San Francisco Bay Area 
alone, with valuations between $1-47 billion; while Asian markets reported 45 
unicorns valued at $1-56 billion, Europe had 12 unicorns valued at around $1 
billion, and other continents listed five unicorns also valued at around $1 bil-
lion (Austin et al., 2019). When analyzing the 150 combined unicorns, it is al-
most impossible not to see how rapidly the Asian unicorns have evolved in re-
cent years, and their competitiveness compared to those in the U.S. and Europe 
(Austin et al., 2019). 

These success stories may help to explain why automotive companies have 
launched increasing initiatives to embark on an all-in agile transformation jour-
ney. The initiatives might enable them to emulate the unicorns' high-speed agile 
practices with a fraction of the resources (Gerster et al., 2021), and equip them 
to compete better with tech giants such as Tesla, or Google's Android Automot-
ive OS Platform (Voigt, 2020). Kappelman, McLean, Johnson, and Gerhart. 
(2014) claim that as companies become more digitized, there is a need to redir-
ect their IT focus to more strategic priorities such as business mobility, innova-
tion, the pace of organizational change, and reducing time-to-market, thereby 
reaping the full value that IT can offer. To accomplish this, companies need to 
know how they can develop a more holistic approach to using information 
technologies. A significant part of the information systems literature focuses on 
agile practices and methods for agile projects and teams, or on more tactical 
and operational IT challenges such as organizational efficiency, service deliv-
ery, and cost reduction (Kappelman et al., 2014). There appears to be a shortage 
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in the literature on how to go from agile product development at a project level, 
to designing an organization that would enable innovation continuity. This 
would mean developing an organizational ability for high-pace continuous digi-
tal innovation similar to the Silicon Valley tech giants such as Tesla and Google 
(Wang, Conboy, and Pikkarainen, 2012; Jansson, 2015; Steiber and Alänge, 
2016; Denning, 2016; Gustavsson, 2019). 

While the literature has focused primarily on incumbents' attempts to become 
more agile (Paasivaara, Behm, Lassenius, and Hallikainen, 2018), relatively 
little is known about how the new generation of born digitals develop their in-
novation capability. There seems to be a preconceived assumption that all star-
tups are agile by default since they are young organizations. For example, Ger-
ster, Dremel, Brenner, and Kelker (2019: p.4957) state, “while startups or 
“born-digital” companies are agile by nature, traditional companies struggle 
with the question of how to increase organizational agility.” However, there is 
seldom any elaboration to support this claim. Little is known about how star-
tups apply agility or how it enables digital innovation. 

Studying startups can shed some light on how their organizational agility en-
ables the dynamics needed for digital innovation capability. As these organiza-
tions are often significantly smaller than incumbents, it is easier to gain insights 
into various issues concerning the digital innovation value stream. The stream 
can be traced from the founders and top managers, who usually have more of a 
business perspective on strategic goals and economic factors, down to the de-
velopers who focus more on the operational aspects of digital innovation. 
Therefore a study of these companies can cover a significant part of the organ-
ization, unlike research on agility in teams, which typically addresses only a 
small subset of the organization. A startup study can quickly reveal how vari-
ous decisions and information flow through the company, both internally and 
externally, with implications for everyone—all of which is important to under-
stand if we wish to gain a holistic, enterprise-wide perspective on agile capabil-
ities. The research approach can be compared to cutting through the company 
and getting an end-to-end feeling for how value streams of information move 
from the market into and through the company, and back out to the market. 
Once patterns have been found, these can be tested for generalization to in-
cumbents. Innovation is not a one-person activity nor does it occur on an is-
land. It needs to be enabled from the top management down to the software 
development floor. 
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Problem Statement 
Current information-systems literature on agility research mainly covers soft-
ware development projects (Paasivara and Engblom, 2013; Gustavsson, 2020) 
or IT management (Benjamin and Wilson, 2016), or is implicitly covered with-
in digital innovation research—for example, through research on dynamic cap-
abilities (Sandberg, 2014). According to Maples (2009), there are some appar-
ent benefits of agile and some critical factors that can affect the likelihood of 
succeeding with agile. Maples (2009) argues that agility is a disruptive force 
for all incumbent companies, since it rapidly sheds light on what is broken in a 
company's value chain, which is possible due to the transparency usually found 
in agile environments. There is less known about how and when to apply trans-
parency, apart from that it seems to have an impact on succeeding with agility 
and with co-innovation in ecosystems or communities. In the following para-
graphs some central aspects of agility in organizations will be described. These 
are: organizational culture, organizational transparency, organizational adaptab-
ility, co-creation in ecosystems, and digital tools. Each aspect will be presented 
and discussed in more depth in the literature review. 

In the growing body of agility literature, organizational culture tends to be 
identified as an essential critical factor. Agility is said to require a culture of 
trust and awareness of the factors that could impact the success of the agile 
journey, e.g., when adding new influential members to a team (Maples, 2009; 
Burchardt and Maisch, 2019; Digital.ai, 2021). According to the 15th annual 
State of Agile Report on agile adoption and how it accelerates across the enter-
prise, the significant barriers to agile adoption are a) general organizational res-
istance to change, b) inconsistencies in processes and practices, and c) cultural 
clashes (Digital.ai, 2021). Despite the growing awareness of the importance of 
organizational culture, not much is known about the relationship between or-
ganizational agility and culture, or about the attributes that could impact the 
development of such a culture. What is most often described in the literature is 
that agile culture is characterized by a flat structure, empowerment of people 
and teams, autonomy, self-organization, and flexibility (Burchardt and Maisch, 
2019). Agile culture usually requires that organizations make significant 
changes to their structure, culture and leadership, enabling them to continu-
ously transform their thinking (Maples, 2009; Van Alstyne, Parker, and 
Choudary, 2016a). It usually affects behavior, values, how to view problems, 
and how to organize product development for a highly competitive, rapidly 
changing digital market (Van Alstyne et al., 2016). Burchardt and Maisch 
(2019) argue that there is a need for culture change towards agility since vari-
ous product development approaches applied within digitalization initiatives 
can be counted upon to require open innovation, involving various stakeholders 
groups such as customers, suppliers, and academia. These actors are involved 
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to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of innovation projects, by applying 
various agile practices and methods such as design thinking, lean startup, and 
business model innovation. The agile way of working, meaning collaboration 
with external actors in an open innovation environment, is something that digi-
tal startups seem to master (Tumbas et al., 2017) and something that incum-
bents seem to face some challenges with (Svahn et al., 2017). Furthermore, 
Burchardt and Maisch (2019) claim that the ongoing startup hype is increasing 
the pressure on car manufactures to drive internal change toward a new devel-
opment culture, as seen for example in BMW Startup Garage. 

Transparency and trust are critical factors for enabling collaborations with ex-
ternal actors in open innovation environments, particularly for co-creation in 
ecosystems and communities, since these factors foster the needed collaborat-
ive culture (Kucharska, 2017), which requires an agile mindset and behavior 
characteristics in both leaders and team members. According to Parris, Dapko, 
Arnold, and Arnold (2016), it is essential not to give the appearance of apply-
ing transparency and then not act accordingly, as this can produce a negative 
impact on the company's brand. There has been recurring pattern of incumbents 
putting out marketing that does not always match their actual behavior, as in 
the example shared by Basadur, Gelade, and Basadur (2006, p 57): “Some or-
ganizations publicly display slogans such as 'Innovation is our most important 
goal' but when asked 'what are you doing about it?' their top managers reply, 
'why, nothing.’” In such cases, the top managers' behavior might result in re-
duced credibility, loss of trust in the company, and a lower likelihood of enga-
ging external actors for co-creation in open innovation environments, espe-
cially given how quickly information spreads in today's connected world 
(Tapscott, 2015; Parris et al., 2016). 

Another critical aspect identified in the literature is fast adaptation to new real-
ities, which is facilitated when organizations apply constant learning to fast-fill 
knowledge gaps along the innovation journey (Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001; 
Paasivaara and Engblom, 2013). If people do not continually learn and re-learn, 
it becomes difficult for organizations to adapt quickly, but the question is how 
to incorporate continual learning into the daily work schedule. This is particu-
larly challenging because people learn in different ways (Basadur et al., 2006). 

All of the critical factors mentioned so far, culture, transparency, adaptability, 
and co-creation, must be addressed and established primarily by top manage-
ment since the people at that level indirectly or directly influence others in the 
corporate management layers below them (Maples, 2009; Paasivaara and En-
gblom, 2013; Digital.ai, 2021). If top management does not support agile, there 
can be a high risk of implicitly reinforcing the return of “traditional culture,” 
leading to the rapid erosion of “agile culture” (Maples, 2009). 
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Finally, a critical enabler for agility in organizations is a joint infrastructure, in 
which digital tools support an agile way of working and enable people to col-
laborate across locations and in different time zones. Information needs to be 
easily accessible for everyone contributing to the value chain, so that they can 
have constant input to the main software product build through continuous in-
tegration as the product is tested, verified and validated (Moore and Spens, 
2008; Maples, 2009; Paasivaara and Engblom, 2013). The infrastructure 
needed to enable continuous integration of large-scale distributed systems de-
velopment over different locations and time zones seems to be costly and diffi-
cult to put into place. It requires developers to constantly check-in their code 
for integration into the final rounds of product verification and validation, a 
task that apparently was not handled in a case described by Maples (2009). The 
most commonly used digital tools for continuous integration of development 
environments are Subversion and Git/GitHub as version control systems, and 
Jenkins as an integration server (Shahin, Babar, and Zhu, 2017). This infra-
structure, in the form of an automatic continuous integration system, is the 
heart of the software production factory. It ensures that code quality is main-
tained and that the right product is built as different types of tests are run, e.g., 
a user story acceptance test, hazard test, and performance test. Shahin et al. 
(2017) say they have identified seven critical factors that can impact the suc-
cess of continuous practices, which they list in the following order of import-
ance: testing (effort and time), team awareness and transparency, good design 
principles, customer, highly skilled and motivated teams, application domain, 
and appropriate infrastructure. All agile practices are enabled and facilitated by 
an agile culture and agile thinking. 

As described in the paragraphs above, there are aspects that have been identi-
fied as crucial for reaping the value of an agile organization. However, previous 
research seems to have studied only a few aspects at a time, and we know little 
about how the different aspects affect each other. Another limitation in current 
knowledge about agility in organizations is that, although the research often 
talks about ”the organization,” most studies focus on only part of the organiza-
tion, such as a team, a specific segment, or a problem area. There needs to be a 
company-wide willingness to adapt all processes in the innovation value chain 
(Maples, 2009; Paasivaara and Engblom, 2013). A big challenge of digital in-
novation in volatile global markets is that there may be many unknowns and 
few knowns upfront. Further, it can be hard to tell how things will change or 
evolve. The situation requires a pragmatic attitude and a great deal of experi-
mentation and fast feedback loops, meaning an iterative and incremental ap-
proach enabled by an agile mindset and practices (Schwaber and Beedle, 
2001). It is a similar situation to what software developers faced in the late 
1990s, when they began to apply agile values and principles to overcome prob-
lems generated by too-rigid processes in the development of large, complex 
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systems (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001; Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001). A crit-
ical reason agile became sought after was the difficulties that arose in planning 
an entire development process for such a system, and then delivering some-
thing that could meet the agreed-upon specifications for scope, budget and 
quality (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). Changing an entire organization from 
rigid to agile, for large-scale innovation in the face of change, presents even 
more difficulties. When an organization has a hierarchical silo structure, with 
different silos responsible for different functions like sales, product manage-
ment and quality control, these units must be aligned with each other and with 
the organization’s innovation value chain. Lack of alignment will soon stall the 
pace of innovation (Maples, 2009). According to Maples (2009), the innovation 
process is often halted by metaphoric “walls,” which represent the walls that lie 
between R&D and the rest of the company. This can cause challenges when 
trying to bring an innovation to market at scale beyond R&D. As Maples 
(2009: p.90) states, “The maturation of the products and the process of taking 
them to market presented the first opportunities for the Agile development or-
ganization to be inserted into the greater value chain—the macro process of 
delivering our software products to market. Moreover, at the moment when 
Agile could no longer just be a ‘development thing,' we hit the wall.” When the 
development project is delivered, and all resources return to their resident units, 
the agile process ends because the organization itself is not agile, only the pro-
ject (Maples, 2009). Maples concludes that the organization's lack of ability to 
be agile, and to orchestrate the value chain for agile end-to-end product devel-
opment, leads an organization to hit the “wall” fast. Innovation then gets 
stalled because the agile transformation journey is not being continued; it must 
be a continuous and never-ending journey of handling change. However, the 
focus in the existing literature seems to be on just one or a few aspects of or-
ganizational agility at the team or project level (Wang et al., 2012; Gustavsson, 
2019), resulting in both a narrow understanding of organizational agility as an 
empirical phenomenon and a fragmentation of the research area. The limited 
understanding of organizational agility has affected how organizations actually 
work to implement agile beyond agile teams and projects. The need to adapt 
the organization’s value chain and the need for structural cultural change have 
been missed (Maples, 2009; Paasivaara and Engblom, 2013; Burchardt and 
Maisch, 2019). It is not uncommon to see established companies implement 
large agile frameworks in the hope that this will help them transform into agile 
companies, but without the support of agile professionals, it might be hard to 
understand how to tailor an agile framework to add value to a particular organ-
ization (Maples, 2009; Denning, 2020). This demonstrates a great need for 
knowledge about how to develop and master a concept for enterprise agility, 
similar to the visionary concept presented back in 1991 by Goldman et al. 
(1995) to align the company's value chain for digital innovation. 
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In short, there is a need for developing a broader perspective on organizational 
agility. Most of the research on organizational agility is covered outside the 
information systems basket of literature. It is found widely in other disciplines 
covering operations, production management, and economics, or within the 
software engineering streams—which is perhaps not so strange, considering 
that agility first originated within manufacturing and took hold ten years later 
in software engineering with the Agile Manifesto (Beck et al., 2001). Neverthe-
less, in today's digitalization context, organizational agility has become vital for 
competitive performance, since it can enable rapid and continuous digital in-
novation (Sambamurthy et al., 2003; Tallon and Pinsonneault, 2011; Burchardt 
and Maisch, 2019). 

The knowledge gap that remains in the literature presents an opportunity for 
scholars of information systems to take the lead in developing a further under-
standing of organizational agility. One way to handle this challenge could be by 
understanding how the critical success factors are related to each other. A recur-
ring statement in previous literature has been that startups have the ability to 
master agility on an organizational level. Therefore this study was focused on 
how organizational agility among startups can become a resource for digital 
innovation. 

Research Question 
The purpose of this doctoral dissertation is to contribute to a broader under-
standing of organizational agility, and its relation to digital innovation capabil-
ity, by addressing the research question: How do startups use organizational 
agility to drive digital innovation? 

This doctoral thesis examines five aspects of how organizational agility drives 
digital innovation. From a literature review of the research on organizational 
agility, the following five aspects were identified: organizational culture, organ-
izational transparency, co-creation in digital ecosystems, organizational adapt-
ability, and digital tools. There may be other aspects of organizational agility 
that were not covered by the literature review. Still, the aspects named here are 
the ones identified in previous research as the most important to consider, in 
order to fully understand the role of organizational agility in digital innovation. 

These five have been chosen because they are related to each other to varying 
degrees, and they can help us gain a broader perspective on the issues at hand. 
Here is a brief overview of the five aspects of organizational agility, with de-
scriptions of how each will be examined in the pages ahead. 
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- Organizational culture — Focus on how organizational culture affects the 
firm's ability to explore and exploit digital innovation opportunities. Research 
question: How do cultural values shape organizational agility when incum-
bent firms and startups within the automotive industry explore digital innova-
tion opportunities? 

- Organizational transparency — Focus on how transparency and openness 
can align people (both internally and externally) with the company's priorities 
and build trust, commitment, and engagement. Research questions: How does 
organizational transparency strengthen digital innovation capabilities in star-
tups? How can organizations mitigate the potential risks that come with 
transparency? 

- Co-creation in an ecosystem — Open innovation needs to be enabled by 
organizations for co-creation to happen. Research question: How does co-
creation support digital innovation in automotive startups? 

- Organizational adaptability — Focus on how organizations handle the ac-
quisition and utilization of knowledge to adapt quickly to new realities as 
these emerge in the market. Research question: How do startups use organiz-
ational adaptability in digital innovation? 

- Digital tools — Focus on digital tools as enablers that facilitate organization-
al agility and innovation. Research question: How do automotive startups 
apply digital tools for an agile culture to strengthen their digital innovation 
initiatives? 

Disposition 
The remainder of the thesis is organized in the following way. The chapter on 
organizational agility and digital innovation will describe how the literature 
search was conducted, followed by a literature background on organizational 
agility, agile software development, and digital innovation. The chapter on re-
search methodology will cover the chosen method, how the studies have been 
conducted, and the quality criteria considerations for qualitative research. The 
chapter on summary of papers will cover a summary of each of the five in-
cluded peer-reviewed published papers for this thesis. The analysis and discus-
sion will cover the analysis and results of the five aspects of organizational 
agility. The conclusion and contribution chapter will cover the conclusions and 
contributions of this thesis. The last chapter covers recommendations for future 
research. References and copies of the five included papers are at the end of the 
thesis cover paper. 
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Organizational Agility and Digital Innovation 

Informatics has emerged as an interdisciplinary field for studying information 
and technology, focusing on how people apply these to produce and manage 
information and knowledge (Bansler, 1989). In recent years digitalization has 
radically changed the nature and structure of new products and services, how 
they are developed, and how they create value (Nambisan et al., 2017). Digital-
ization has enabled new innovation environments for distinct types of co-in-
novation with various actors holding different goals and capabilities. New in-
novation methods and logic have emerged, transforming entire industries, and 
leading to a need for new research methods to explore digital innovation more 
efficiently (Nambisan et al., 2017). According to Benner and Tushman (2015), 
information technology is becoming cheaper, which fundamentally pushes in-
novation to move beyond the company's boundaries toward open innovation in 
communities driven by digitalization. Open innovation stands in sharp contrast 
to how innovation has been conducted in the past, which was mainly internally 
within the company, i.e., through closed innovation. In addition, the community 
is the core of open innovation, and according to Chesbrough (2012), those who 
master innovation in communities and networks will thrive and remain compet-
itive. 

The background to this research on organizational agility is that it seems to 
drive digital innovation (Hylving, Henfridsson, and Selander, 2012; Nambisan 
et al., 2017), which is of great importance when digitalization is increasingly 
affecting our society as a whole (Nambisan et al., 2017; Burchardt and Maisch, 
2019). Organizational agility has its origins in manufacturing research and from 
an enterprise perspective. Goldman et al. (1995) tried to solve the quality prob-
lems and the slow pace of innovation in American industry, which increasingly 
began to lose its competitiveness against mainly Japanese companies in the 
1980s. There were similar quality and efficiency problems on the software side 
when internet-enabled e-commerce started to take off, and many software de-
velopers tried to find solutions to this dilemma (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001; 
Conboy and Fitzgerald, 2004). Around the turn of the millennium, practitioners 
and researchers in software technology began to take an interest in agile and 
lean software development. Their goals were to find solutions to the quality 
and efficiency problems that existed primarily in the development of large 
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complex systems, and to be able to meet customers' needs within a given time 
frame and budget (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001; Conboy and Fitzgerald, 2004). 

Information systems has approached agility from either one of two perspect-
ives: agile software development or organizational agility. Research on organ-
izational agility has only gained momentum in recent years, and has focused 
mainly on how IT can increase organizational efficiency, reduce costs and en-
able digital innovation. The agile perspective focuses especially on challenges 
in large agile software development projects, e.g., inter-team coordination, cus-
tomer engagement, and agile requirements design. There is no visionary, enter-
prise concept similar to the one presented in 1991 for agile manufacturing 
(Goldman et al., 1995) that has been researched for software development. 
Software practitioners have developed several agile methods that exist on the 
market, e.g., Scrum and Scrum-of-Scrums in 2001 (Schwaber and Beedle, 
2001) and Scaled Agile Framework (SAFe) in 2011 (Leffingwell, 2021). The 
15th State of Agile Report, concerning how agile adoption accelerates across 
the enterprise, was a global online survey conducted between February and 
April 2021, sponsored by the technology consulting company Digital.ai (2021). 
Out of 4182 responses to the survey, 1382 complete responses were collected, 
analyzed, and prepared into a summary report by the independent Regina Corso 
Consulting. According to that report, Scrum is still the most widely adopted 
agile method in the industry, used by 66% of respondents, followed by deriva-
tions of Scrum with an additional 15%. Scrum-of-Scrums is a lightweight, flex-
ible method of scaling agile, but according to Paasivaara, Lassenius, and 
Heikkilä (2012), it causes some challenges since it is not detailed enough in 
how it should be applied. Nevertheless, the available research is usually on how 
Scrum and Scrum-of-Scrums have been applied for large agile projects—even 
though Scrum has been designed to scale to any size, which could be to an en-
terprise level as stated by two cofounders of the Scrum framework, Ken 
Schwaber and Mike Beedle (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). 

The limited use of Scrum may have occurred because in many companies, IT 
has not previously had much greater significance than serving as an infrastruc-
ture for cost reductions and administrative efficiency, an IT management re-
sponsibility that typically has been delegated from the CEO (chief executive 
officer) to the subordinated specialist CIO (chief information officer) (Masli, 
Richardson, Watson, and ZMud, 2016). However, with the growth of the inter-
net and e-commerce market around the turn of the millennium, new software-
driven companies emerged and began to challenge the established companies. 
For example, Amazon challenged physical bookstores by providing an online 
bookstore with ordering and home delivery available 24/7, often at reduced 
prices compared to the physical stores. More recently there have been digital 
startups such as Slack, founded in 2009, which was able to challenge a tech 
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giant like Microsoft after a few years on the market (Clayton, 2020). If techno-
logy giants do not have the capability for immediate sensing and seizing of 
threats by digital startups, they might wake up too late and be outcompeted 
within a particular domain. In this case, Microsoft seems to have sensed in time 
and developed the Microsoft Teams platform, launched globally in 2017 to 
meet the Slack competition (Clayton, 2020). In the current digital market, in-
cumbents can quickly face challenges similar to those faced by U.S. hardware 
companies in the late 1980s. Above all, incumbents are particularly challenged 
by startups whose core strength is software development in the innovation of 
digital platforms and services. Given the impact of information technology on 
companies' product development, the deployment of IT is far too important to 
be delegated entirely from the CEO to a subordinate such as a CIO (Masli et 
al., 2016). An example presented by Masli et al. (2016) was the IT management 
challenges associated with Boeing's 787 design and production program, chal-
lenges that arose due to IT being intertwined in practically everything Boeing 
does. However, the IT strategic leadership remained fragmented and essentially 
nowhere, making it hard for the CEO to sense and seize the internal organiza-
tional challenges and their impact on market competition (Nolan, 2012). Fur-
thermore, Masli et al. (2016) claim that senior executives would benefit from a 
better understanding of the IT management issues for which they are likely to 
be held responsible if poor IT-related outcomes should occur. An example 
would be the software problems with the Boeing 787, which could lead planes 
to fall out of the sky under certain conditions, and also might be vulnerable to 
potential hacking attacks (Griffin, 2015). 

As Masli et al. (2016) have shown, now that information technology is every-
where, it becomes far too important to be delegated to a subordinate like the 
CIO. The value that if offers has migrated into the company's core business in 
the form of digital innovation, impacting all structural layers within the organ-
ization (Svahn et al., 2017). A similar context shift has taken place among re-
searchers in information systems, who are increasingly paying attention to con-
tributing to the literature in digital innovation. This may be explained by the 
fact that digital innovation is more tangible than ever, and another type of con-
text now exists with the need to be explored and better understood, in order to 
address current dilemmas in the new digital environment (Nambisan et al., 
2017; Burchardt and Maisch, 2019). Hence, the literature background in this 
thesis is divided into the following subsections: literature review methodology, 
digital innovation, and an introduction to organizational agility. 
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Literature Review Methodology 
The literature review encompasses both core information systems research and 
literature from affiliated disciplines covering organizational agility. Given that 
information systems is an interdisciplinary field, the search scope was continu-
ally expanded to disciplines other than core information systems research to 
enable a broad understanding of organizational agility (Webster and Watson, 
2002). My literature research was primarily targeted to the so-called basket of 
eight top journals within the Association for Information Systems (AIS). The 
Scopus database was used to search for “organizational agility” in titles, ab-
stracts, or keywords for articles or conferences papers between 1999 and 2018. 
The search identified 275 papers with relevance for organizational agility. The 
titles and abstracts were scanned to identify which papers would be of interest 
for further reading. The scanning resulted in 40 papers within information sys-
tems. To find relevant research on organizational agility within information 
systems for “digital innovation,” I added the keyword “digital innovation” to 
my search, resulting in 12 papers. Of these 12 articles, just over half were rel-
evant to this research, as they addressed how organization agility is influencing 
digital innovation in various ways. Some articles had the focus of what it takes 
to succeed with organizational agility from a business perspective. With the 
hope of finding more articles, another search was made in another database, the 
ABI/INFORM Global, which resulted in 37 articles for organizational agility. 
The search term “organizational agility and digital innovation” yielded two art-
icles. This literature search constituted the background for the review of literat-
ure on organizational agility and digital innovation. 

To verify if any major changes had taken place in the information systems lit-
erature since the first search round in 2018 regarding organizational agility and 
agile, a third literature search was performed recently but this time limited to 
the AIS basket of eight journals. The search keywords applied were “organiza-
tional agility” and “agile” in titles, abstracts, or keywords. The search term 
“agile” was added this time to identify any differences in the literature between 
the subjects of organizational agility and agile itself. Most publications dealt 
with agile software development projects, peaking in 2009 when nine articles 
were published. Publications dealing with organizational agility occurred very 
late and were few, peaking in 2017 with four publications. Even this last search 
round was broadened to cover some AIS SIG (special interest group) recom-
mended journals, in order to gain broader insight into organizational agility 
(Figure 1). The following additional journals were included, with a search for 
the terms “organizational agility” or “agile” in the title or abstract: The MIS 
Quarterly Executive journal had three papers meeting the search criteria. The 
journal Information and Management had 160 such papers, of which seven 
were of relevance. Of 28 papers in Information and Organization, three papers 
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were of relevance. Information Technology & People had 58 papers, of which 
two were of relevance. In total, the basket of eight journals plus AIS SIG journ-
als yielded 45 journal articles covering “agile” and 21 covering “organizational 
agility” (Figure 1).  

In further structuring my review after the systematic search of the literature, 
two different phenomena emerged (Table 1). The researchers who studied agile 
primarily focused on agile leadership, practices, methods, digital tools, and pro-
ject management challenges in software development projects for software 
products and/or digital innovation. Researchers studying organizational 
agility focused on the agile enterprise concept as the originating source, as 
presented in 1991 by Goldman et al. (1995) and further developed by Yusuf et 
al. (1999). These publications were primarily in the International Journal of 
Technology Management, International Journal of Production Economics, and 
International Journal of Operations & Production Management. Researchers 
focusing on the more general concept of “agile” based their research on a 
definition of agility that has historical roots in the Agile Manifesto (e.g., 
Schwaber and Beedle, 2001; Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001) and in publica-
tions such as Journal of the ACM and the IEEE Computer journals. The study 
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Figure 1. Published papers on agile and organizational agility in 
the basket of eight and AIS SIG journals.
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Search 
Term Organizational Agility Agile

Foundational 
Concept Agile Enterprise Agile Manifesto

Organiza-
tional View

Strategic & IT Management 
1. IT & Business Executives 
2. IT Managers 
3. Managers

R&D Software Development of new software 
products 
1. Team Members 
2. Project Managers 
3. Managers

Driver Rapid Market Changes Rapid Market Changes

Enablers IT Technology Resources, Processes Leadership and Employees, Practices, Methods, 
Tools

Research 
Context

How IT capability (investments & IT Technology) can 
enable cost and organizational efficiency. 

How agile practices and methods, tools, teams, 
and leadership can enable efficient (high pace) 
continuous digital innovation.

Research 
Questions

Does IT capability enhance or impede agility? (Lu and 
Ramamurthy, 2011) 

How does IT capability complement other organiza-
tional resources, namely, IT spending, to enhance 
agility? (Lu and Ramamurthy, 2011) 

How does an organization’s internal IT service percep-
tions influence its IT agility? (Lowry and Wilson, 2016) 

Does business process agility play a mediating role in 
the relationship between IT capability and perfor-
mance? (Chen, Wang, Nevo, Jin, Wang, and Chow, 
2017) 

What are the effects of environmental factors (such as 
environmental hostility, dynamism, and complexity) on 
the relationship between IT capability and business 
process agility? (Chen et al., 2017)

How agile methods are used and tailored in 
practice? (Fitzgerald, Hartnett, and Conboy, 
2006) 

How agile methods can be combined to address 
the overall software process? (Fitzgerald et al., 
2006) 

What requirement engineering practices (RE) are 
adopted in software development in agile envi-
ronments? (Ramesh, Can, and Baskerville, 2010). 

What problems are encountered when these 
practices are used? (Ramesh et al., 2010). 

Do these practices mitigate or increase require-
ments risks? (Ramesh et al., 2010). 

How are IT funding decisions adapted for agile 
development projects? (Cao, Mohan, Ramesh, 
and Sarkar, 2013). 

How can agile development teams systematically 
assess and mitigate risks in effective knowledge 
sharing? (Ghobadi and Mathiassen, 2016) 

How are coordination artifacts used to support 
coordination throughout the lifespan of Agile 
software development projects? (Zaitsev, Gal, 
and Tan, 2020) 

How does their informational potential influence 
their capacity to facilitate coordination in Agile 
software development projects? (Zaitsev et al., 
2020)

The role of 
Agility in 

Digital Inno-
vation

• Increased ability to respond proactively to unexpect-
ed environmental changes (Appelbaum, Calla, 
Desautels, and Hasan, 2017) 

• Increased employee satisfaction ensures the organiza-
tion achieving its business goals (Burke, Graham, 
and Smith, 2005) 

• Mitigates organizational rigidity (Chan, Teoh, Yeow, 
and Pan, 2019) 

• Develops innovative capabilities (Chan et al., 2019) 
• Balance the tension of organizational ambidexterity 

(Chan et al., 2019)

• Leadership supports the employees by coach-
ing, empowerment, and removing impediments 
they themselves cannot remove, enabling 
people stay focused on the digital innovation 
initiative (McAvoy and Butler, 2009) 

• Employees possess an ability to act speedily 
and flexibly to change (Breu, Hemingway, and 
Strathern, 2001) 

• Agile practices can enable agile people to 
move flexibly, rapidly and effectively into any 
collaboration environments (Forsythe, 1997).  

• Agile practices can mitigate affordable loss in 
digital innovation initiatives (Schwaber and 
Beedle, 2001) 

• Agile practices can enable continuous digital 
innovation deployment (Hüttermann, 2021)

Table 1. Literature comparison between organizational agility and agile



of agile often emanates from an interest in understanding how agility in soft-
ware development projects can enable organizations to tackle constant unex-
pected changes in turbulent markets (Gerster et al., 2021). Researchers who 
study organizational agility primarily have a strategic or IT management view, 
focusing on how IT investments can lead to organizational efficiency and cost 
efficiency, leading to organizational agility. The organizational agility research-
ers focus primarily on IT and processes as enablers. Organizational agility has 
two different focus areas: tactical and operational IT—e.g., addressing issues 
like efficiency, service delivery, and cost reduction—versus digital innovation. 
As digital innovation capability becomes increasingly crucial for companies, a 
shift of focus is starting to occur. The use of IT is increasingly becoming a stra-
tegic priority, as companies realize the importance of concerns such as business 
mobility, innovation, the speed of change in the organization, and the overall 
value of IT for the business (Kappelman et al., 2014). 

Within the information systems literature, there is more published research on 
agile than on organizational agility. As Figure 1 shows, despite the fact that 
research on agile and organizational agility only started to be published in 
2004, the subject of agile seems to have attracted more researchers and editors. 
Organizational agility seems to have begun arousing the interest of information 
systems researchers roughly in line with the growing interest in digital innova-
tion. Drawing upon the summaries in Figure 1 and Table 1, there appears to be 
an indication that little is known concerning how organizational agility can 
support high-pace digital innovation in the product development process, from 
idea to market launch. 

Digital Innovation 
The fact that companies increasingly believe digitalization to be essential for 
their business is perhaps not something that stands out. However, according to 
Gartner (Costello and Meghan, 2020), the COVID-19 pandemic has acceler-
ated digitalization investments to get through the emerging situation, as com-
panies were forced to adapt quickly to unanticipated new realities regarding 
customer engagement, users' needs, and temporary support of remote workers. 
Furthermore, in the Gartner Board of Directors Survey conducted from May 
through June of 2020, with 265 respondents in the USA, EMEA, and APAC, 
69% stated that they accelerated their digital business initiatives and changed 
their business models as a result of the pandemic disruption. There seems to be 
an expectation that organizations will create new roles such as “Chief Digital 
Officer” (CDO), who, unlike the traditional CIO, would be primarily respons-
ible for deploying digital technology in a transforming role to achieve strategic 
business priorities (Costello and Meghan, 2020). The role of digitalization has 
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been a topic that researchers have found interesting, and they have had an 
awareness of the importance of digital innovation, while at the same time there 
is some uncertainty about what is meant by digital innovation and how it dif-
fers from traditional IS/IT research (Fielt and Gregor, 2016). Information sys-
tems research on innovation has previously focused more on the role of IT as a 
supporter of the innovation process and its results, while new research has fo-
cused on IT as a trigger or initiator of innovation (Nambisan, 2003; 2013). The 
following sections will give an introduction to digital innovation, digital innov-
ation pace, and digital innovation enablers. 

Digital Innovation 

A company’s competitive advantage depends on its ability to innovate success-
fully to create more value than its competitors (Adner and Kapoor, 2010). Digi-
tal innovation is defined by Fichman, Dos Santos, and Zheng (2014, p. 330) as 
“a product, process, or business model that is perceived as new, requires some 
significant changes on the part of adopters, and is embodied in or enabled by 
IT.” Nambisan et al. (2017) define digital innovation more narrowly, as the use 
of digital technology during the process of innovating. Digital technology has 
fundamentally transformed firms and industries across different domains dur-
ing recent decades (Nambisan et al., 2017). Digitalization has radically 
changed the nature and structure of new products and services (Nambisan et al., 
2017). Digitalization is changing the demands on companies' ability to quickly 
develop new digital services and deploy them as soon as they are invented 
(Nambisan et al., 2017). The digital economy as a whole could be considered to 
be a networked intelligence (Tapscott, 2015). In the past, information flows 
were physical. They occurred in forms such as cash payments, paper invoices 
and reports, face-to-face meetings, analog telephone calls, and handwritten let-
ters. In the new economy, information in all its forms becomes digital, reduced 
to bits stored in computers and racing at the speed of light across networks 
(Tapscott, 2015). Some decades ago, companies like Facebook, Twitter, Uber, 
Airbnb, OpenTable, TripAdvisor, Slack, and Spotify did not exist. The auto-
motive industry is an example of a sector that digitalization has reshaped with 
new players, particularly with a company like Tesla, which many car manufac-
turers until 2016 saw only as a hobby company. Tech giants such as Google 
with its Android Automotive OS platform have forced many incumbents in the 
automobile industry to fundamentally rethink how they generate ideas and 
bring them to market (Chesbrough, 2003; Tapscott, 2015; Svahn et al., 2017). 
In various ways, these completely different types of companies have affected 
innovation in the auto industry and created increasing demands for organiza-
tional agility. 
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Digital Innovation Environments 

In past decades, the traditional “closed innovation model” was the most com-
mon model that companies applied, but today the focus of innovation is mov-
ing beyond the internal R&D unit and is spreading to universities, startups, and 
other actors outside the organization’s walls (Chesbrough, 2003). The closed 
innovation model essentially means that companies own and drive their innova-
tion lifecycle; they generate all the ideas, and develop and commercialize them 
(Chesbrough, 2003). The approach is supported by attempting to hire the 
smartest people in the field for the company. The company's mindset is that to 
profit from R&D, they need to discover ideas, and then be the first to develop 
an innovation and ship it to market (Chesbrough, 2003; Adner and Kapoor, 
2010). The company also needs to control its intellectual property (IP), to mit-
igate the chances of competitors exploiting and profiting from the company's 
ideas (Chesbrough, 2003). In this context, “exploration” is defined as the activ-
ity in which organizations attempt to explore new technological opportunities, 
and “exploitation” is the activity of exploiting an existing product by adding 
incremental improvements, e.g., increasing the value of a digital platform by 
adding new functionality to it. The approach of owning an entire innovation 
initiative may face some challenges in a digital economy, as a company that 
wants to survive may struggle to achieve rapid delivery capacity and account 
for the high innovation costs that this will entail (Tapscott, 2015). 

Open innovation is a more pragmatic model than internal, closed innovation. 
Companies do not need to hire all the smart people in a given field, as long as 
they know how to tap into the knowledge and expertise of bright individuals 
outside the company (Chesbrough, 2003). Open innovation is defined as a “dis-
tributed innovation process based on purposively managed knowledge flows 
across organizational boundaries, using pecuniary and non-pecuniary mechan-
isms in line with the organization's business model” (Chesbrough and Bogers, 
2014, p.3). Innovation can come from anywhere at any time. However, to cap-
ture it and capitalize on it, companies need to be open-minded, have a collabor-
ative capability across company boundaries, and be able to include business 
model innovation along the way. Innovators must tap external actors into the 
company's innovation process and vice versa to deliver results to the market-
place, using the most effective means possible (Chesbrough, 2003). Embracing 
external ideas and knowledge in conjunction with internal R&D may seem like 
an obvious way to create value today, but it was new to many companies not 
long ago. 

According to Adner and Kapoor (2010), the success of an individual innovation 
usually depends on the success of other innovations in the company's external 
environment. According to Chesbrough (2003), the company's R&D function 
needs to extend its role beyond its boundaries to convert promising research 
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results into products and services that satisfy customers' needs. There are vari-
ous forms of open innovation based on the openness of both the innovation 
process and the outcome. The most widely known open innovation concepts 
are outside-in and inside-out (Chesbrough, 2012). The outside-in approach in-
volves the company opening up its innovation processes to external actors for 
inputs and contributions. With the inside-out approach, the company allows 
unused and underutilized ideas to go outside the organization, to be exploited 
by external actors in their businesses and business models. According to Huiz-
ingh (2011), open innovation is not a clear-cut concept; it comes in many 
forms. Open innovation reflects a dichotomy of open versus closed, rather than 
varying degrees of openness (Dahlander and Gann, 2010). Open innovation 
encompasses various activities like inbound, outbound, and coupled activities 
with different levels of openness (Gassmann and Enkel, 2004). Another per-
spective is to consider the different knowledge flows in open innovation: 
knowledge exploration, retention, and exploitation, which can be applied either 
internally or externally, enabling one to construct a 3 x 2 matrix that identifies 
six knowledge capacities (Lichtenthaler and Lichtenhaler, 2009). A salient 
question is to what extent companies need to develop all open innovation capa-
cities, or to distinguish which capacities would give them the optimal combina-
tion for a specific, differentiated innovation strategy. 

Innovation practices could also be grouped by distinguishing between the in-
novation process and its outcome; both the process and the outcome can be 
either closed or open (Huizingh, 2011; see Figure 2). This model links innova-
tion management discussions with those in IT/IS management, focusing on 
open-source software (Huizingh, 2011). In the first category, closed innovation 
reflects a situation where a proprietary innovation is entirely internal (Ches-
brough, 2003). Both the process and the outcome are closed. In the second cat-
egory, private open innovation, the outcome is closed—i.e., the resulting in-
novation remains proprietary, owned and controlled by the company—but the 
process is opened up, either by externally exploiting an internally developed 
idea or by using external partners' input. In the third category, public innova-
tion, the outcome of the innovation process can be either closed (proprietary) or 
open (freely available to others). An example of the latter could be standard-
setting. The original innovators do not exclude others from gaining the benefits 
of a de facto market standard that they have set—such as when JVC developed 
the VHS format for videotape, and then allowed it to become an open standard 
which eventually prevailed industry-wide. 

The fourth category, open-source innovation, refers to instances where both 
innovation processes and outcomes are open, for example with open-source 
software. However, there seems to be a schism over where to include open-
source software concepts in the definitions of open innovation. Chesbrough 
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(2012) claims that open-source ignores the business model and takes no ac-
count of false negative projects. Chesbrough (2003) refers to false negatives as 
projects that initially seem almost worthless, but turn out to be valuable in new 
markets or worthwhile when combined with other projects. 

Open innovation has gone from being applied as a series of collaborations 
between two organizations to open up the internal innovation process, to a 
wider phenomenon that orchestrates a significant number of players across 
multiple roles (Chesbrough, 2012). Open innovation is therefore moving more 
toward innovation communities and ecosystems. In line with Chesbrough's 
(2012) argumentation, it has been shown that the design and management of 
innovation communities are increasingly crucial for open innovation. To suc-
ceed with open innovation, companies need to manage the movements of 
people and knowledge to take full advantage of the inside-out approach (Ches-
brough, 2012). People in every organization possess knowledge, and if their 
ideas want to move on the outside, they can be facilitated by those who have 
the the ideas taking steps to implement them together with external actors. An 
essential insight was expressed very well by Heemsbergen (2015, p.5) as fol-
lows: “Innovation systems are networks, not hierarchies; they work through 
trust and diversity of input, not through control.” This indicates an innovation 
paradigm shift, from secrecy and opacity to a philosophy of transparency 
among organizations that want to accelerate innovation and secure survival 
(Chesbrough 2012; Heemsbergen, 2015; Tapscott, 2015). 

Digital Innovation Enablers 

What characterizes digital products is that they are malleable, editable, open, 
and transferable; they can be continually changed (Yoo, Henfridsson, and Lyyt-
inen, 2010). The scope, features, and value proposition of a product can contin-
ue to evolve after it has been implemented or launched on the market (Nambis-
an et al., 2017). Enabling digital innovation to evolve, continually and rapidly, 
seems to require new working methods and leadership approaches for co-in-
novation efforts in open innovation environments such as ecosystems, com-
munities, or networks. The stage-gate model frequently used by process-driven 
organizations does not provide the needed flexibility (Nambisan et al., 2017). 
Open innovation environments place new demands on how to lead (Pera et al., 
2016), and on how contracts should be written to enable rapid changes of scope 
and technology as people adapt to new opportunities or conditions in the mar-
ket or even internally, within the company (Svahn et al., 2017). According to 
Cameron and Quinn (2014), successful Silicon Valley companies have leaders 
who succeed in integrating polar opposites as they integrate creativity with ef-
ficiency control mechanisms, and integrate collaboration with market sense to 
respond quickly and effectively to new opportunities. This is a leadership char-
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acteristic that not many business leaders possess and is usually regulated by 
replacing those leaders as the company matures and grows, to meet the com-
pany's actual needs. Turning a heavy detailed product lifecycle model and its 
stage gates into a light framework when needed and then back again when the 
company starts to get out of control is challenging and time-consuming. This 
was a problem that the U.S. was trying to solve in the late 1980s and early '90s, 
when U.S. companies started to lose their competitiveness against Japanese and 
European firms (Goldman et al., 1995). The American companies needed to 
build an agility capability to respond to constant unanticipated changes and 
improve their product quality and organizational efficiency. 
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Figure 2. Various ways of innovation based on the openness of both the 
process and the outcome of innovation (Huizingh, 2011)



Organizational Agility: Introduction 
The problem of how organizations can manage successfully in an increasingly 
competitive digital market, which constantly presents unexpected and unpre-
dictable changes, has been a common topic in both industry and academia for 
several years. The need for organizational agility in the current digital age is 
more palpable than ever, but the necessary knowledge development seems to 
be too slow, given what is reported by various researchers (Goldman et al., 
1995; Maples, 2009; Paasivaara and Engblom, 2013; Denning, 2016; Steiber, 
2018; Gerster et al., 2021). Organizations seem to have a hard time applying 
the agile concepts described in the growing body of literature, whether it be the 
agile enterprise concept of Goldman et al. (1995), which provides a organiza-
tion-wide vision of how organizations can continually renew themselves, or 
whether the problem is understanding how to scale agile for the entire organiz-
ation by applying Scrum as described by Maples (2009). The difficulty seems 
to be that the various concepts do not provide guidance on how to interpret 
them, or to see the necessary conditions under which the concepts can be ap-
plied successfully. This leads organizations to experiment with new ways of 
working based on their interpretations of agile concepts through the lens of 
their incumbent structure and culture. 

Findings in the business literature go back to 1915, where agile capability is 
described as the need for increased flexibility, a characteristic of agility 
(Drucker, 2015). The post-World War II period was a time of high pressure on 
manufacturing due to high customer demand, creating extended backlogs of 
customer orders which served as firm orders for material planning (Plossl, 
1985). Consumers did not prioritize quality and speed in this period, but the 
price was the dominant factor determining their preferences (Draaijer, 1992). 
However, in the 21st century, the customer demand changed, and companies 
had to overcome the challenges of new demands where customers were seeking 
high quality, low-cost products and that companies were able to meet their spe-
cific and rapidly changing needs (Yusuf et al., 1999). In order to meet these 
challenges in a changing competitive environment, there is a need for organiza-
tions to develop an ability to respond flexibly and quickly (Breu, Hemingway, 
Strathern, 2001). Agility addresses a way of running companies to meet these 
challenges and managing demand for goods at a lower price through compre-
hensive automation of production (Yusuf et al., 1999). According to Conboy 
(2009), the definition of agility is “the continual readiness of an information 
systems development method to rapidly or inherently create change, and learn 
from change while contributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, 
and simplicity), through its collective components and relationships with its 
environment.” Yusuf et al. (1999) claimed that the marketplace in the first half 
of 1990’s had turned into battlefields. Several criteria for competitiveness had 
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emerged, including flexibility, responsiveness, new product introduction, qual-
ity, concern for the environment, and international competition. 

The concept of agility as a term was coined as early as 1991 by a committee at 
the Iaccocca Institute at Lehigh University (in Pennsylvania), which aimed to 
study the lack of international competitiveness of American industry, in partic-
ular against Japan and Europe (Goldman et al., 1993). The work of this group
—which consisted mostly of industry executives, coordinated by Lehigh com-
puter science professor Roger Nagel—resulted in a visionary concept of the 
agile manufacturing enterprise. The concept was described in a report titled 
‘‘21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy,’’ written as a response to a 
Congressional request to identify the requirements for U.S. industry to regain 
its global manufacturing competitiveness. The report's chief insights were that 
gradual improvements of current manufacturing systems would not be enough 
to meet constantly unforeseen market changes, which were strongly influenced 
by the pace of availability of new technologies on the market. According to 
Goldman (1994), an entire array of fast-manufacturing, computer-based, in-
formation, communication, and production technologies are synthesized into a 
completely new production system—agile product development. The main 
driving forces for agility are the need to respond to change (Highsmith and 
Cockburn, 2001; Conboy, 2009), and the need for abilities of rapid and easy 
movement and rapid thinking combined with a thoughtful method (Wageeh, 
2016). 

In the literature, there are a plethora of definitions of organizational agility, 
which vary somewhat depending on the contextual starting point used, e.g., 
whether it is manufacturing or software development. The original definition of 
organizational agility is delivering value to customers, being ready for change, 
valuing human knowledge and skills, and forming virtual partnerships (Gold-
man et al., 1995). Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) emphasize the newness of 
agile as recognizing that people are the essential drivers of project success, 
coupled with an intense focus on effectiveness and maneuverability and not the 
actual practices they use. Agility primarily focuses on crafting organizational 
dynamics and aggressively embracing and mastering change to enable the cre-
ation of new opportunities for profit and continuous innovation growth (Gold-
man et al., 1995). It is not about focusing on efficiency improvement, cutting 
costs, or dealing temporarily with market competition or market declines 
(Goldman et al., 1995). The hyper-efficiency and increased quality that organ-
izations can achieve is rather a side effect of being agile (Goldman et al., 1995; 
Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). Highsmith and Cockburn (2001) argue that al-
though Goldman et al. (1995) formed their concept of the agile enterprise for 
application in manufacturing, their definition of agility is equally valid for the 
software development environment. Organizational agility is rooted in two re-
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lated concepts: organizational adaptability and organizational flexibility 
(Wageeh, 2016). Organizational adaptability focuses on how an organization's 
form, structure, and degree of formalization influence its ability to adapt rap-
idly to its business environment. Organizational flexibility relates to an organ-
ization's ability to adjust its internal structure and processes to respond to anti-
cipated changes in the environment. Constructs of organizational agility are 
based on three core elements: sensing agility, decision-making, and acting us-
ing agility and its application (Wageeh, 2016). 

Agility has become a paradigm for how organizations should prepare for digital 
innovation that puts speed and efficiency in focus. As early as the 1980s, 
Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) stated, “In today's fast-paced, fiercely competitive 
world of commercial new product development, speed and flexibility are essen-
tial. Companies increasingly realize that the old, sequential approach to devel-
oping new products simply will not get the job done.” Goldman et al. (1993) 
claimed that “Agility is becoming a condition of survival” and that agile capab-
ilities are not limited by equipment, only by the “imagination, creativity and 
skills of the workforce.” Steiber (2018) further claimed that companies urgently 
need to apply a fundamentally new approach to managing in the digital era. 
According to Steiber (2018), the traditional model for incumbent management 
is outmoded. The current market landscape favors companies that put a premi-
um on qualities like continuous innovation, adaptability, and rapid response. 
Another critical remark is that it is not enough to adopt modern tools and pro-
cedures. If companies keep their core bureaucracies locked into the old struc-
tures, procedures, and culture, they will be slow to change course effectively. 

Agility Concepts 

There are several researched agile concepts, of which the most widely known 
are Agile Enterprise, addressing manufacturing, enterprise level (Goldman et 
al., 1995), and Scrum, which addresses software development, project and team 
level. Scrum is by far the most widespread agile concept in that industry 
(Schwaber and Beedle, 2001; Digital.ai, 2021). Agile is an umbrella term in-
corporating several agile software development methods and practices. When 
Scrum is mentioned, it usually includes other agile practices and methods such 
as XP (extreme programming), pair programming, BDD (behavior-driven de-
velopment) or TDD (test-driven development), and lean software development 
(Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001). The two most common methods for scaling 
agile seem to be the Scrum-of-Scrums framework and SAFe (scaled agile 
framework enterprise) (Digital.ai, 2021). The two original concepts, the agile 
enterprise and Scrum will be briefly described in the following sections to fa-
cilitate understanding later in the discussion section. 
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The Agile Enterprise 

The Agile Enterprise concept includes four dimensions that enable organiza-
tional agility (Figure 3): virtual organization, capability for reconfiguration, 
core competence and management, and knowledge-driven enterprise (Yusuf et 
al., 1999). Overby, Bharadwaj, and Sambamurthy (2006) offer another view of 
the agile enterprise based on David Teece's concept of dynamic capabilities, 
defining it as “the ability of firms to sense environmental change and respond 
readily.” This definition would use the construct comprising two components: 
sensing and responding (Overby et al., 2006). The agile enterprise concept en-
ables the organization to become agile, which means being able to act proact-
ively, apply fast decision-making along with the innovation initiative, and max-
imize knowledge utilization. The latter means being able to continually develop 
new knowledge and apply it where it is most needed, to rapidly reconfigure and 
re-align the business to serve a particular purpose as the window of opportunity 
opens up, regardless of which concept the company chooses to apply. There are 
some differences between the two agile enterprise concepts on a meta-level, 
where Goldman et al.'s (1995) would provide a more holistic enterprise per-
spective, compared with Overby et al. 's (2006) definition on a higher level. 
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Figure 3. Agile Enterprise Concept (Goldman 
et al., 1995 and Yusuf et al., 1999)



The term virtual organization was first coined in 1986 by Abbe Mowshowitz 
(1986). The concept includes different kinds of collaboration inside and outside 
the organization (Mowshowitz, 1997). According to Mowshowitz and 
Kawaguchi (2005), the definition of virtual organization captures a manage-
ment principle and not a new form of organization. The concept offers the free-
dom of co-capability and transferability of resources (Mowshowitz and 
Kawaguchi, 2005). However, the transferability of people and knowledge de-
pends critically on information technology (Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi, 
2005). According to Goldman et al. (1995), a virtual organization is a pragmat-
ic tool for organizations to use if seeking a strategic concept they can apply in 
an environment of change and uncertainty. Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) 
presented a holistic approach that they believed could get the job done in a tur-
bulent market. Their holistic approach consisted of six characteristics: built-in 
instability, self-organizing project teams, overlapping development phases, 
multi-learning, subtle control, and organizational transfer of learning. The ap-
proach was described as having six pieces that fit together like a jigsaw puzzle 
to form a fast and flexible process for new product development. Takeuchi and 
Nonaka (1986) argued that each element in itself does not lead to speed and 
flexibility, but the combined elements develop a powerful new dynamic that 
will make a difference. This approach acted as an agent of change and could be 
seen as a tool for introducing creative, market-driven ideas and processes into 
an old, rigid organization (Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986). 

According to Goldman et al. (1995) there are six strategic reasons that organiz-
ations should take into account when applying the virtual organization concept. 
Furthermore, they argue that the virtual organization's value is that it focuses on 
the company's strategic benefit when adopting this model of cooperation. The 
six reasons are 

- Sharing infrastructure, R&D, risk, and costs. 
- Linking complementary core competencies. 
- Reducing concept-to-cash time through sharing. 
- Increasing facilities and apparent size. 
- Gaining access to markets and sharing market or customer loyalty. 
- Migrating from selling products to selling solutions. 

According to Yusuf et al. (1999), a truly agile enterprise focuses on individual 
resources—people, machinery, and management, including the functions that 
make up the enterprise—to achieve the best possible output. It is the harmoniz-
ation of these aspects of the organization that leads to agility rather than their 
respective optimization. There are three levels of agility implicit in the defini-
tion. Goldman et al. (1995) have highlighted agility for individuals and enter-
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prise, and Yusuf et al. (1999) suggested a third level of agility for inter-enter-
prise. Figure 4 presents the three agility levels. 

The idea of a virtual organization is that in an ideal world, there should not be 
any physical structure in place; all resources should belong to the organization 
root level and be used where they add the most value for the time being, 
whether it is inside or outside the organization (at the micro or macro-level). 
Having agile teams work across the company's partners could be stated as the 
climax of cooperative venturing (Yusuf et al., 1999). Cooperation among enter-
prises provides a platform for rapid response to demand at a level which would, 
in the normal case, be impossible for individual organizations to achieve (Yusuf 
et al., 1999). Adding this third level of agility to the virtual organization model 
enables complex new products to be easily created through interactive net-
works. This is referred to as a virtual corporation. 

Agile Software Development: The Scrum Framework 

As previously mentioned agile is an umbrella term that incorporates many agile 
methods and practices within agile software development. In software and sys-
tems engineering, Rick Dove was a co-principal researcher of the agile research 
conducted at Lehigh University, resulting in the visionary Agile Enterprise 
concept in 1991. It is probably from here that research within software engin-
eering took the lead in continuing to evolve agility for software development, 
with a focus on software development challenges. The literature in agile soft-
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Figure 4. Hierarchy of agility, model developed based on Goldman, et al. 
(1995) and Yusuf, et al. (1999)



ware development practices and methods often references Rick Dove. Usually, 
agile software development is referred to as being originated in the Manifesto 
for Agile Software Development in 2001, developed by representatives of in-
dustry-leading methods such as Extreme Programming (XP), Scrum, DSDM, 
Adaptive Software Development, Crystal, Feature-Driven Development, and 
others. 

The Scrum framework, Figure 5, was co-developed by Ken Schwaber, Jeff 
Sutherland, and Mike Beedle (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). Scrum is strongly 
influenced by Takeuchi and Nonaka's (1986) research, where they concluded 
that small interdisciplinary groups have constantly been able to show high per-
formance over time. Agile product development methods and practices require 
close customer partnership (Highsmith and Cockburn, 2001; Schwaber and 
Beedle, 2001). Scrum is a lightweight iterative and incremental framework to 
handle large-scale complex product development characterized by constant 
changes from customers or the market. Scrum is defined in the Scrum guide as 
“a lightweight framework that helps people, teams and organizations generate 
value through adaptive solutions for complex problems” (Schwaber and Suth-
erland, 2020). The idea with Scrum is that complex problems require real ex-
perience to gain a better understanding of the problem in order to efficiently 
find a solution delivering value over time. This empirical process is a funda-
mental element of Scrum. As the continuous development of technology and 
the market changes, the Scrum framework is also continuously developed to 
better match new needs by keeping the Scrum Guide updated (Schwaber and 
Sutherland, 2020). 
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Figure 5. The Scrum Framework



The Scrum framework calls for a flat structure consisting of only three roles: 
Product Owner, Scrum Master and Scrum Team Member. The Product Owner's 
main responsibilities are to maximize the product's return on investment, sup-
port the team with clear product goals, create and prioritize the product backlog 
(the list of things to be done), and ensure that the product backlog is transpar-
ent, visible and understood. If some of this work is delegated the Product Own-
er is still accountable. The Scrum Master is responsible for establishing Scrum 
theory and practices, and this is not a project manager role that focuses on the 
development deliverables. Instead, the Scrum Master focuses on the team 
members and ensures they learn Scrum, the agile mindset and practices. How-
ever, the Scrum Master is accountable for the teams’s effectiveness. Scrum 
teams are cross-disciplinary, meaning members have the various skills needed 
to create value in each sprint (a working period, typically less than a month) by 
delivering the agreed-upon sprint goals in the sprint backlog. Scrum scales 
from the team level to a multi-team and eventually enterprise-wide level 
through the Scrum-of-Scrums (SoS), an empty framework with one principle: 
The person who best represents each team attends the Scrum-of-Scrums meet-
ing to explain and address the team's need for support. The purpose of SoS is to 
ensure efficient coordination and integration of output from the various teams, 
by supporting them in eliminating impediments that they themselves cannot 
solve. SoS scales for all levels within the agile enterprise and replaces, for ex-
ample, the product steering board meeting in companies that apply waterfall or 
stage-gate models for their product development lifecycles. 

According to Schwaber and Beedle (2001, p. 123): “Scrum works for all pro-
jects of all sizes, projects that involve multiple applications reusing compon-
ents; projects where extremely high quality is expected, and business projects.” 
Scrum embodies five core values: commitment, focus, openness, respect, and 
courage. The Scrum team commits to deliver the agreed-upon sprint goals and 
to support each other. The team focuses on the sprint work and making the best 
possible progress toward the committed sprint goals and the agreed-upon defin-
ition of done. The Definition of Done (DoD) holds the doneness criteria, which 
describes the quality criteria that must be met before a team member can mark 
a sprint backlog item or a User Story (a software feature described from the 
user's viewpoint) as completed. The DoD is usually agreed upon before starting 
the agile project/program, but can be modified before start of a sprint if agreed 
to by the Product Owner. The team and its stakeholders are open about the 
work and challenges. The team members respect each other to be capable, in-
dependent people and are respected by others in the organization. The team 
members have the courage to do the right thing and raise questions when 
needed to deliver on the sprint goals. The Scrum framework defines only the 
parts needed to implement Scrum theory; it is purposely left incomplete. The 
idea is that Scrum is built based on the collective knowledge of the people us-
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ing it, meaning they themselves will choose to apply the agile practices and 
tools that best suit their needs at the time in order to accomplish their work. 
Instead of providing detail processes, the simple rules of Scrum guide its rela-
tionships and interactions. Although Scrum is a lightweight framework, it em-
bodies control mechanisms for cost, efficiency, and risk throughout the whole 
product development cycle by cutting through complexity, thereby enabling the 
Product Owner and team to remain focused on building software that meets 
business needs (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). Some of the control mechanisms 
are the time-boxed Scrum events: a) Not starting a sprint if the team and 
Product Owner are not in agreement on sprint goals. b) The daily Scrum en-
ables the team to assess progress toward the sprint goals and adapt the sprint 
backlog, in agreement with the Product Owner. c) The aim of sprint review is 
to deliver and inspect the sprint outcome and determine future adaptations, ul-
timately to demonstrate the working product so far to the Product Owner and 
other stakeholders present at the sprint review. d) The sprint retrospective aims 
to reflect on how the work has been conducted during the sprints and decide if 
any adjustments are needed to the product, individual, interactions, processes, 
tools, or to the definition of done. The retrospective also enables knowledge 
sharing between the team members. The retrospective concludes the sprint. Re-
garding risk mitigation, the affordable loss does not need to be larger than the 
actual sprint, depending on what has been agreed upon with the paying cus-
tomer. The affordable loss principle is one of Sarasvathy's five principles of 
effectuation (Sarasvathy, 2001), and in Scrum it is a way for the Product Owner 
to mitigate risk by deciding what he/she is willing to lose. A rule of thumb that 
can be applied is that the higher the risk, the shorter the sprint should be. 

These two different agility concepts — agile enterprise and agile software de-
velopment — can provide a holistic perspective on organizational agility by 
integrating characteristics from the two perspectives. The agile enterprise 
concept contributes a CEO's and executive management's top-down perspective 
on driving product innovation. The Scrum framework’s organizational focus is 
software development projects and teams, a bottom-up approach contributing 
to our understanding of how agility drives digital innovation in large, complex 
systems development. In the information systems literature (Table 1), the focus 
is on organizational agility for efficiency and cost savings, and on Agile for 
high-paced digital innovation. By integrating the two streams, a holistic enter-
prise perspective can be achieved that more corresponds to what Goldman et al. 
(1995) intended with their visionary concept of the agile enterprise. The 
primary aim of that concept was achieving high-paced innovation with a side 
effect of creating hyper-efficiency as a result of being agile. Scrum is the 
widely accepted framework for agile product development, but the literature 
reports difficulties making Scrum work for large-scale digital innovation in 
large organizations. In the information systems literature, it is often argued that 
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scaled agile product development is not straightforward, and that agile methods 
and practices were developed to suit small product development projects in 
small companies, e.g., startups. However, as shown by Takeuchi and Nonaka 
(1986), large companies can succeed in responding quickly to changing market 
conditions without organizing for efficiency if they use detailed processes, and 
instead apply a more holistic approach by addressing the six organizational 
principles suggested by Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986): built-in instability, self-
organizing project teams, overlapping development phases, multi-learning, 
subtle control, and organizational transfer of learning. An insight one can draw 
from their studies is that innovation at a high pace seems to be more successful 
when the organization applies a suitable logic of thinking, e.g., agile thinking, 
instead of following highly detailed processes that are often too extensive to 
oversee and difficult to maintain over time. The two different research streams 
on agility in information systems need to be connected to achieve a holistic 
approach to organizational agility for digital innovation, enabling the core or-
ganizational problems to be addressed correctly. If these two approaches to 
agility are not connected, research and practice alike might act upon symptoms, 
leaving the core problems unresolved. 

The Five Dimensions of Organizational Agility 

In the review of information system literature, five agility aspects appeared to 
recur in different agility streams as significant factors influencing organization-
al agility and digital innovation. These aspects were; organizational culture, 
transparency, adaptability, co-creation, and digital tools as an enabler for digital 
innovation. 

Organizational Culture 

Organizational culture promotes the behavior and values that the company re-
wards, which leads to fostering both the desired leadership characteristics and 
employee characteristics (Crocitto and Youssef, 2003; Schein, 2004; Cameron, 
Quinn, DeGraff, and Thakor, 2014; Steiber and Alänge, 2013). Crocitto and 
Youssef (2003, p. 392) claim that “Culture is formed from the collective history 
of a company’s decision, actions, symbols, and philosophy.” An organization's 
culture can be characterized by how management handles necessary changes in 
power and communication when implementing innovations (Crocitto and 
Youssef, 2003). Appelbaum et al. (2017a) highlight the need to build know-
ledge on how organizations can develop agile capabilities and incorporate 
commitment to continuous change into the organization's DNA. Agility goes 
beyond processes and into people's mindsets, thinking, and behavior while 
driving the organization forward. The agile organization with the customer in 
focus requires the organizational associates, meaning managers and employees, 
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to have a mindset of teamwork. This is necessary to mitigate the separation of 
managers and employees among functional areas of specialization, as a way to 
tear down the walls within the organization, increase engagement, and make 
the best use of available knowledge (Crocitto and Youssef, 2003). It requires 
high awareness of the need for boundary-spanning, networking, and self-organ-
ized individuals if the company is to succeed with agile product development. 
Moore and Spense (2008) highlight the challenge they faced in a large-scale 
global innovation initiative, in which they were involved in implementing agile 
methods, practices, and tools at an incumbent firm. They concluded that for 
large-scale agile initiatives, it is important to have enough people with the de-
sired behaviors. Moore and Spense (2008) argued that allocating these indi-
viduals is as important as having the appropriate infrastructure and processes. 
They had some extensive challenges in finding the “right” talents to be in-
volved in the development work, and claimed that it is much easier to find 
people interested in joining and contributing to large-scale agile product devel-
opment than it is to find people who are fit for the task. Similar insights and 
conclusions have been recorded by Steiber and Alänge (2013; 2016) in their 
research on successful Silicon Valley companies. Knowing how to “do” agile 
does not mean the person is suited for the job. Individuals must have the mind-
set and behavior needed to thrive and flourish in an agile environment (Moore 
and Spense, 2008). Four behaviors were reported to be must-haves for indi-
viduals to be high performers in large-scaled agile product development. The 
persons must be able to (Moore and Spense, 2008): 

- Think and operate outside team-room walls, meaning they must have a 
boundary-spanning capability. 

- Think like a business owner, not just like a product owner. This means 
being able to think beyond what is best for the team and instead think 
what is best for the overall result, customer and company, even if the 
team is sacrificed. 

- Quickly detect and raise issues as they emerge and get them solved. 
Suppose the team is not able to solve the issue(s). In that case, an indi-
vidual should be comfortable communicating uncomfortable truths to 
a broader audience, be able to face challenges in unfriendly environ-
ments, fight for priority against other competing issues, and be persist-
ent enough to drive issues to conclusions. 

- Accept change and trust decisions made out of their sphere of control. 
To fully communicate the drivers for decision(s) taken outside the 
team boundaries and come to a consensus within the team is easy. 
However, getting everyone's buy-in to a decision or change made out-
side the team boundary can be tremendously difficult. Solving prob-
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lems in a large-scale environment will force changes upon a team that 
an individual might not want to adopt (e.g., employing specific testing 
methods to support another group's requirements, or using a specific 
toolset to ensure commonality). The trust among team members must 
be extended across the scope of the project. 

Gerster et al. (2019) have shown that agility is an ongoing transformation jour-
ney that will play a significant role as companies need to increase the speed of 
innovation and flexibility to deliver new products and services to market. Agil-
ity is achieved through knowledge of human behavior in understanding the mo-
tivation of organization members, external partners and customers (Crocitto 
and Youssef, 2003). To keep up with the evolution of the market and environ-
ment it is vital that leaders promote a learning organization and acceptance of 
change (Crocitto and Youssef, 2003; Burchardt and Maisch, 2019). This comes 
with the social challenges of requiring incumbents to regain their innovative 
agile beginnings, and for startups to retain theirs by continuing to foster dy-
namic capabilities as they grow (Cameron et al., 2014; Appelbaum et al., 
2017a). Furthermore, Gerster et al. (2019: p. 4965) argue that there are some 
learnings to be captured and some capabilities to be developed when compan-
ies evolve from a state of “doing” agile to “being” agile. 

Organizational Transparency 

Organizational transparency can be defined as an organization’s openness to 
sharing information, within or outside the organization. Transparency is related 
to trust, even though it may not be apparent how transparency contributes to 
trust in an organization-stakeholder relationship (Schnackenberg and Tomlin-
son, 2014). There is a mutual relationship between trust and transparency, ac-
cording to Parris et al. (2016): Trust is both an antecedent to and a consequence 
of transparency, while the same applies to the converse relationship between 
transparency and trust. However, to increase trust, organizations need to be 
more open and transparent in their communication (Rawlins, 2008; Ches-
brough, 2020). In order for people to develop and maintain the behavior needed 
for an agile environment, trust must first be established (Moore and Spense, 
2008). However, even if trust has been achieved, it does not necessarily create 
an environment of mutual respect and care (Edmondson, 1999). It is merely a 
foundation for further developing a psychologically safe environment, which 
means an environment where people feel safe to express their opinions or 
communicate uncomfortable truths without negative consequences from man-
agement (Edmondson, 1999). Transparency and trust are essential for open in-
novation in ecosystems or communities, requiring certain characteristics in the 
organization's leadership and people in order to make co-innovation happen 
with external actors (Chesbrough, 2012; Tapscott, 2015; Pera, Occhiocupo, and 
Clarke, 2016). Research has shown that there is a mutual relationship between 
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trust and collaborative culture, meaning trust fosters collaborative culture, and 
the same applies to the reverse relationship (Kucharska, 2017). In the informa-
tion systems literature, most research on transparency has been done in the con-
text of customer relationships and digital markets. Organizational behavior re-
searchers have instead explored transparency in the context of organizational 
trust development, organizational identity, perceptions of leadership, and or-
ganizational culture (Schnackenberg and Tomlinson, 2014). Companies that 
design their organizations, products, and services with transparency in respect 
to data privacy, and with ethics in mind, can gain credibility and loyalty from 
employees and customers (Morey, Forbath, and School, 2016; Parris et al., 
2016; Sarasvathy, Dew, Read, and Wiltbank, 2008). Trust is an important facil-
itator and enabler; the more reliable a brand is, the more willing the customers 
are to share their data and to collaborate (Morey et al., 2016; Kucharska, 2017). 
In order to achieve credibility, a perception of transparency is not enough. If an 
organization does not behave accordingly it might backfire, and one way to 
mitigate this risk is by incorporating transparency into the organization’s ethic-
al code of conduct (Parris et al., 2016). 

Adaptability - Continuous Learning 

Organizational adaptability can be defined as an ability to master the process 
of deliberately changing routines (Basadur, Gelade, and Basadur, 2014). Adapt-
ability and flexibility are linked to organizational agility and depend on innov-
ative thinking (Basadur et al., 2006). Adaptability is primarily a proactive qual-
ity, enabling organizations to intentionally and continuously change and create. 
Its drivers are characteristics such as curiosity and creativity, which enable 
people to experiment proactively with new technologies and methods of solv-
ing new challenges. Such activity can give the organization new insights, 
knowledge, and solutions ahead of the competition (Basadur et al., 2014). To 
execute ideas toward an outcome efficiently, organizations need to handle 
complexity by aligning systems and processes, which requires them to possess 
an operational adaptability (Uhl-Bien and Arena, 2017). If organizations devel-
op the ability to continuously and intentionally scan the market to identify new 
problems and proactively find new ideas to innovate, it can ultimately give 
them a competitive advantage (Basadur et al., 2006). Creativity is primarily a 
collective process that facilitates different perspectives and accelerates new 
insights that can lead to innovative solutions to new challenges (Basadur et al., 
2006; Nonaka, Toyama, and Konno, 2000). Effective innovating requires 
knowledge and know-how for the whole innovation process, from ideation to 
implementation (Basadur et al., 2006; Nonaka et al., 2000). It seems that organ-
izations usually do not have a shortage of ideas; instead, the challenge is how 
to capture ideas and engage in networked dialogues to develop, test, evaluate, 
and refine the ideas for innovation growth (Uhl-Bien and Arena, 2017). A 
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thinking organization facilitates better success with adaptability, but first it may 
be necessary to transform into a thinking organization, which requires develop-
ing the organizational capabilities of both unlearning and inventing (Basadur et 
al., 2006). Innovation cannot be commanded by management or be turned on 
and off; instead, it requires that people in the organization understand the im-
portance of all four stages of the innovation process: generation of ideas, con-
ceptualization of ideas, optimization of ideas, and implementation of ideas 
(Basadur et al., 2006; Basadur et al., 2014). For innovation to happen, psycho-
logical safety (Schein, 2004) is vital to assure that managers and people feel 
safe in the innovation environment. They must be able to overcome their fears 
of losing control or not being accepted for their ideas and recommendations 
(Basadur et al., 2006). 

Co-Creation 

For purposes of this research, co-creation is defined as collaborators' contribu-
tion to increasing the resource capacity and speed of digital innovation to 
achieve competitive advantage. Co-creation enables innovative ideas to be 
drawn from all actors involved, which increases the company's capability to 
generate new insights and knowledge that otherwise might be missed, and 
thereby take greater advantage of new opportunities (Ramaswamy and Gouil-
lart, 2010). Furthermore, co-creation can reduce financial risks by using global 
networks and communities (Ramaswamy and Gouillart, 2010). Co-creation-
driven innovation as a concept is derived from the research on service-domin-
ant logic (Vargo and Lusch, 2006) and business model innovation (Osterwalder 
and Pigneur, 2002; Chesbrough, 2010), and it has become part of organization-
al agility (Holbeche, 2018; Mihardjo, Sasmoko, Elidjen, and Rukmana, 2019). 
Multi-stakeholder co-creation demands that individuals have certain character-
istics, such as creativity, flexibility, and the willingness to negotiate for shared 
value (Pera et al., 2016). Value creation is an essential aspect of open business 
models, which seek to integrate available competencies, wherever they are, into 
networked communities for co-creation (Romero and Molina, 2011). Co-cre-
ation has become an essential aspect of organizational agility (Goldman et al., 
1995; Holbeche, 2018). Co-creation enables “greater” products and services to 
be launched into the market, challenging the traditional distinction between 
supply and demand (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). All interaction points 
between the customer and the company are opportunities for value creation and 
extraction (Prahalad and Ramaswamy, 2004). To make co-creation happen effi-
ciently, all actors must recognize that the interactions between them need to be 
based on trustworthy relationships, inclusiveness, and transparency (Prahalad 
and Ramaswamy, 2004; Pera et al., 2016). 
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Digital Tools 

Digital tools can be defined as a set of information technology-enabled capabil-
ities such as programs, knowledge systems, or online resources that can make 
tasks easier to complete. Crocitto and Youssef (2003) argue that changing IT 
and other organizational subsystems in ways that offer user-friendly digital 
solutions can have a lengthy and wide-reaching impact on organizational pro-
cesses and relationships, since compatible IT systems are essential for having 
employees participate in supplier and customer networks effectively. Burchardt 
and Maisch (2019) even concluded that the rapid development of new techno-
logies seems to increase how employees, external actors, and customers can 
influence the organization's core value structure and culture. Technical changes 
seem to include a social aspect that can impose adoption of normative value 
structures into organizations (Burchardt and Maisch, 2019). 

Given the need for fast, user-friendly communication and collaboration tools 
that work across company boundaries, social media has entered the organiza-
tion's corporate toolbox, in the form of enterprise social media (Brisco, White-
field, and Grierson, 2016; Harrison, Hédi, and Boukef, 2021). However, rolling 
out new digital tools into an organization does not necessarily enable the organ-
ization to reap the expected benefits, such as supporting culture change (Har-
rison et al., 2021). To enable co-creation in open innovation environments, all 
actors involved need to exchange information quickly, whether verbal or visu-
ally, e.g., by sharing images and documents, or by gaining access to the digital 
product under development (Tumbas et al., 2017; White, Grierson, and Wode-
house, 2017). In order to accelerate innovation, co-creation can, for example, 
involve two actors from different companies in the practice of pair program-
ming, which means that these people work together to solve a complicated in-
tegration problem or other software problem (Tumbas et al., 2017). Harrison et 
al. (2021) concluded that the application of new technology can have either 
positive or negative effects on a company, either enabling significant organiza-
tional change or hindering it and reinforcing the status quo. In one example the 
authors presented, management and employees perceived the rollout of enter-
prise social media differently. Management wanted to promote new ways of 
working by bypassing existing culture, but instead replicated the existing cul-
ture in the new medium (Harrison et al., 2021). Employees perceived the para-
dox as “flattening the hierarchy while maintaining distance, encouraging 
communication while enforcing silence, and reducing workload while increas-
ing workload” (Harrison et al., 2021: p.6). Another challenge seemed to have 
been that the enterprise social media unintentionally caused a great deal of 
anxiety, since some managers had fears of losing power due to the social media 
being available to everyone within the organization. According to Harrison et 
al. (2021), just the notion that enterprise social media could change the power 
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structure created more attention to the relative power positions of individuals 
collaborating on the tool. 

Cloud services are digital tools that give startups significant flexibility and op-
timal value for their money, while providing a culture fit that leads to boosting 
organizational efficiency. These digital tools support collaboration in global 
virtual teams regardless of the team members' availability and location, as they 
do not need to communicate face-to-face as they might in, for example, a cus-
tomary open innovation environment (White et al., 2017). Furthermore, these 
tools provide efficient real-time communication and enable shared access to 
information to manage the ongoing work effort (White et al., 2017). Cloud ser-
vices also enable any company to serve virtual teams adequately since they are 
not dependent on people having access to a company-specific network. Some 
digital tools have additional integrations that can support developers in their 
work, e.g., Slack bots (Lin, Zagalsky, Storey, and Serebrenik, 2016; Gofine and 
Clark, 2017). Bots are software applications programmed to do repetitive tasks 
without human intervention, and they usually are much faster at the work than 
humans (Lin et al., 2016). 

Approaching a Broader Perspective on Organizational Agility 

As shown in the literature review (Table 1), there are two literature strands 
concerning agility in information systems. One strand has the agile enterprise 
concept of Goldman et al. (1995) as its foundation, primarily addressing IT 
capabilities that enable organizational agility and cost-efficiency. The other 
strand has the Agile Manifesto as its foundation and focuses on how agile 
methods can enable fast, agile software development. If these two strands of 
literature were to be integrated, we would approach Goldman et al.'s (1995) 
visionary, agile enterprise concept, which would mean achieving a broader per-
spective on organizational agility. An enterprise perspective is essential for 
achieving high-pace continuous digital innovation capability. According to 
Holbeche (2019), it is necessary to go beyond the R&D perspective to succeed 
with organizational agility. Innovation involves many different actors within an 
organization, and everyone contributes to the innovation production flow in 
different ways, whether by participating directly in innovation activities or by 
playing a supporting role like providing adequate IT infrastructure. 
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Research Methodology 

The research methodology chapter is organized in the following way. First 
comes a walkthrough of the chosen research approach, followed by the meth-
odology approach chosen for this thesis. Second, a short walkthrough of the 
studied organizations and why these where selected for the two empirical stud-
ies. Third, I will describe the process by which data collection was conducted. 
Fourth, a review of the most common set of quality criteria for qualitative re-
search and how I have ensured that my studies meet these qualitative quality 
criteria. Fifth, this chapter will give a walkthrough of research ethics, which is 
an especially important quality criterion in all research, calling for a more elab-
orated section on how ethical issues were dealt with and requirements met dur-
ing the research process. 

Research Approach 
Within information systems, qualitative research is a common approach for 
studying subjective meanings in organizations (Myers and Avison, 2002). Re-
gardless of the type of research conducted, whether quantitative or qualitative, 
there are usually underlying assumptions of what constitutes good research and 
which method to apply (Myers and Avison, 2002). According to Silverman 
(1998), the particular strength of qualitative research is that it provides an abil-
ity to focus on how organizations and people are actually acting. Within qualit-
ative research, the most pertinent philosophical assumptions are those related to 
the underlying epistemology that guides the research, meaning the assumptions 
concerning knowledge and how it can be obtained (Myers and Avison, 2002). 
Qualitative research can be positivist, interpretive or critical. Positivist research 
assumes that reality can be described and measured by an independent observ-
er, who also can test a theory with the aim of increasing the predictive under-
standing of phenomena, and this research usually results in formal propositions 
(Myers and Avison, 2002). Interpretive research assumes that access to reality 
is only feasible through social constructions, e.g., by understanding phenomena 
through how people assign meanings to them. Critical research usually assumes 
that social reality is historically constituted and that people can produce and 
reproduce this reality. The foci of my research lay in better understanding the 
interplay between people and technology in an organizational context that 
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Bansler (1989) refers to as the socio-technical school. In particular, the goal of 
my research is to better understand how organizations develop a capability for 
continuous digital innovation in order to respond quickly to change. This has 
become increasingly important in current times when digital innovation capab-
ility is vital to the survival of organizations in a continuously changing market 
(Fichman et al., 2014). Organizational agility is culture-driven and people-
centered, so it may be necessary for both leadership and people to thrive in this 
type of environment in order to successfully pursue continuous innovation at a 
high pace (Burchardt and Maisch, 2019). When we try to understand how the 
interactions between humans and technology work, and how cultural aspects 
affect human collaboration, the choice of research methodology should enable 
the collection of data that can help us better understand how the interactions 
take place. I believe that an interpretive approach to studying how startups ap-
ply organizational agility is best suited to understanding how these organiza-
tions drive their digital innovation initiatives. An interpretive approach can help 
to achieve a deeper understanding, as it can make it easier to reveal the under-
lying processes of how people do things and how they think about their actions 
(Silverman, 1998). If an entirely positivistic model had been chosen, it might 
have been harder to capture the cultural construction of the variables studied. 
An important note is that an inductive process can include an element of deduc-
tion and vice versa, which means that in an inductive study, there may be ele-
ments of subjective metrics such as “low” and “high” when comparing qualitat-
ive data (Bryman, 2012). 

Methodological Approach 
One way to study organizational agility for digital innovation is by “going to 
Gemba,” which means visiting practitioners and conducting the study where 
the actual work takes place (Tyagi, Choudhary, Cai, Yang, 2015). My research 
approach is based on three cornerstones: my own work experience, literature, 
and two empirical studies (Gummesson, 2000). Because the purpose was to 
understand how behaviors, values, beliefs, drivers, collaboration, and co-cre-
ation are related to organizational agility in digital innovation, a qualitative re-
search approach was chosen, which led to two empirical studies. This approach 
is commonly used when there is relatively little prior knowledge, and the goal 
is to better understand a phenomenon (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). The qualitative 
approach aims to conceptualize empirical phenomena to generate theory (Ben-
basat and Zmud, 1999; Bryman, 2012). Qualitative research covers several re-
search paradigms (critical, positivist, and interpretive), within which there are 
many methods—for example, ethnography, field studies, case studies, and ac-
tion research (Carroll and Swatman, 2000; Bryman, 2012). A common qualitat-
ive research approach, regardless of the research paradigm, is to do empirical 
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studies based on data collection in the form of words and images, and afterward 
analyze the data by applying different analytic approaches (Bryman, 2012). In 
my research, the initial literature study identified five main aspects of organiza-
tional agility — culture, transparency, adaptability, co-creation, digital tools — 
and the analytical work has largely applied an inductive approach 
(Gummesson, 2000; Corbin and Strauss, 2015). In the fieldwork, despite my 
experience working with organizational agility and reviewing the literature on 
the subject, I have been open to new insights when analyzing the data and not 
driven by preconceived ideas due to my previous knowledge. As noted above, 
Bryman (2012) argues that an inductive approach often has traces of more de-
ductive approaches and vice versa. The study started with a literature review 
identifying five essential aspects of organizational agility. However, in practice, 
I used these as a starting point to explore how organizations enable digital in-
novation. The five aspects of organizational agility identified in the literature 
eventually led to identifying nine organizational agility capabilities, of which 
some were found in previous literature and others identified through a more 
bottom-up analysis, based on the empirical findings from exploring these five 
aspects in the context of automotive startups’ ways of pursuing digital innova-
tion. 

A qualitative multi-case method was chosen where one company corresponds 
to one case (Eisenhardt, 2021). Semi-structured qualitative interviews were 
conducted (Carroll and Swatman, 2000; Bryman, 2012) to gain a deeper under-
standing of how companies gain organizational agility in their digital innova-
tion initiatives. In terms of the level of analysis, the foci of the research lay on 
studying organizational agility, understanding what agile meant to the inter-
viewees and how they applied this in their digital innovation initiative, and how 
they applied agile practices (methods and tools), rather than on the outcomes of 
digital innovation. By choosing this approach, it is possible to get a better un-
derstanding of the practices and inner workings of digital innovation in a star-
tup (Yoo et al., 2010). Although my focus was not on analyzing the digital in-
novation results per se when I compared the different startups, the research did 
compare their innovation progress, business, and market availability. The data 
showed a spread in this regard, as the startups ranged from a barely surviving 
company to a unicorn. An essential part of studying organizational agility was 
discovering what agile meant to the interviewees and how they applied it in 
their digital innovation initiatives. There can be differences of interpretation 
and different degrees of understanding. (For example, some people have a deep 
grasp of agile principles, knowing why the various tools and methods are used 
and how they work, whereas others are more in the category of so-called pro-
cess slaves. They can follow the procedures and are therefore capable of “doing 
agile,” but do not really have the agile mindset of “being agile,” which can lead 
to the agile gains not been achieved.) In the research I found that for some 
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companies, agile meant that they strived to make all employees feel included 
and supported them in developing their talents. One way of doing this was to 
use transparency to communicate openly to everyone (as far as legal matters 
allowed), and encouraging employees to make decisions and take actions 
without first seeking the founders' or managers' approval. This made decision 
processes fast and enabled the companies to innovate at a high pace. These 
companies were anticipating significant commitment and loyalty from people, 
and wanted anyone at the company to be able to step in for any of the founders 
if needed. Their approach was a way to make full use of employees' skills and 
knowledge and promote collaboration where and when required, whether it was 
within or outside the company. 

In practice, when people talk about agility, they can be referring to anything 
from practices, methods, tools, or organizational culture to organizational struc-
tures. When interviewing participants and listening to what they say and how 
they say it, their statements can convey how organizational agility impacts their 
innovation initiative. “Agile” has become somewhat of a buzzword that can 
mean various things (Conboy, 2009; Denning, 2019). Some see it as a method 
for gaining efficiency. Others might primarily see it as a method that supports 
innovation, and efficiency would come as a bonus. In the research literature, as 
noted earlier, organizational culture was mentioned as an essential aspect that 
can impact innovation capability (Burchardt and Maisch, 2019), but how ex-
actly do companies build their culture, and how does it hinder or enable their 
digital innovation capability? What are the drivers for the companies' digital 
innovation initiatives? Are they technology-driven, business-driven, big chal-
lenge vision-driven? Why are these drivers vital to them, and in what way does 
this enable their digital innovation capability? How do the companies engage 
external actors in their digital innovation initiatives, and to what degree? Also, 
how, why, and when do they use agile practices and tools—for example, self-
organization, retrospectives, experimentation, prototyping, demonstrations, 
continuous learning, cross-disciplinary teams, team empowerment, collective 
product ownership, refactoring, simple design, agile contracts, cloud-based 
communication and development tools (Wang et al., 2012; Steiber and Alänge, 
2016; Appelbaum et al., 2017b). 

The initial research design resulted in a comparative interview study, where I 
selected both incumbents and startups to understand how companies use organ-
izational agility to leverage digital innovation. The first study's insights were 
that startups stood out with their ability to innovate compared to incumbents. 
That led to a decision to design a second qualitative interview study, focused 
only on startups. The qualitative method helped me to gain a deep understand-
ing of the interviewees and their organizations in the cultural contexts in which 
they act (Myers, 2019). 
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Furthermore, it enabled me to gain a more in-depth understanding of people's 
thinking and reasoning as I continuously learned during our dialogues (Bry-
man, 2012). According to Myers (2019), one of the primary motivations for 
choosing a qualitative over a quantitative research method comes from ob-
serving peoples' ability to talk. It is only by talking to people or reading what 
they have written that we can capture what they are thinking and, in turn, be 
able to follow and understand their actions (Myers, 2019). It is sometimes 
equally important to note what the interviewees are not saying, to explore im-
plicit assumptions that have become part of the participants' common sense 
(Tracy, 2010). The semi-structured qualitative interview makes it possible for a 
researcher to ask follow-up questions and enables the interviewee to exemplify 
what is happening, why it is happening, and how it has come to happen this 
way (Myers, 2019). When interviewing people in their context, events occurred 
that provided additional knowledge about the role of organizational agility. For 
example, when interviewing a person at one company, the only available space 
for conducting the interview was in their small printer room without any visib-
ility beyond the room. Halfway into the interview, people in the office next to 
the printer room started to argue, which I was not paying attention to while 
conducting the interview. The person I was interviewing was entirely focused 
on answering my questions. Suddenly, he asked if we could pause for five 
minutes since he thought his colleagues might need his support. He left the 
printer room, tried to talk to his colleagues, and mediated between different 
parties to determine how to proceed. When the task was accomplished, he 
stepped back into the printer room, and the interview could continue. Just being 
there gave me a glimpse of how people collaborated in a rather loud environ-
ment with all kinds of dialogues going on at the same time and the type of 
commitment that people had at this company. The interviewee could have ig-
nored his colleagues and stayed focused on the interview. Instead, he heeded 
his team commitment and tried to ensure that the team members could agree on 
how to proceed with their problem solving, since an investor would pay them a 
visit within two hours. Within agile practices, team commitment and collabora-
tion are success factors for agile product development, which to some extent 
could be verified through observations, although this was not designed into the 
research as a core method for data collection. 

Most of the interviews took place on-site at the companies, which is an advant-
age when the research aim is to get an understanding of the environment in 
which the company conducts its business and how it can affect the company's 
ability to innovate. When being on-site, the researcher can observe how people 
move, act, communicate, and collaborate. All this helps with interpreting the 
data afterward. The researcher gets a sense of the environment that people work 
in, which helps to interpret what they mean in the interview. Another advantage 
of interviewing on-site is that it helps to build a trusting relationship, which can 
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have a positive effect on how much information the interviewee wants to share. 
However, some interviews were conducted over an online service such as 
Zoom. In these cases, trust-building took a little longer than when interviewing 
at the location. Furthermore, the internet connection was not always good 
enough to function with web cameras enabled during the whole interview, and 
sometimes the camera had to be disabled. When this occurred it became harder 
to collect data at the same rich level that was provided by interviews conducted 
on-site. Nevertheless, the collected data maintained an excellent quality and 
was quite good enough to be included in the study. 

The Studied Companies 
Twelve automotive companies, all doing business internationally, were chosen 
because of their active approach to digital service innovation. The automotive 
industry is involved in substantial digitalization for autonomous driving, elec-
trification, mobility sharing, and agile software development. Such changes can 
challenge the OEMs' business models, and there are many indications that low 
integration and low pace of innovation has impeded progress in the industry. 
For example, according to Voigt at CleanTechnica, a cleantech-focused website 
(2020): “Traditionally, over recent decades and since the software started to 
dominate more and more devices in our lives, each little automotive function 
received its dedicated chip, software, and related computer, but the different 
parts of the car still do not talk to each other.” The lack of holistic systems 
thinking, whereby all software in the car would be seen as a system and where 
all the parts would be connected, makes the automotive industry very interest-
ing to explore in the current situation. This is especially true when we consider 
that startups can challenge the OEMs despite their limited resources, for ex-
ample in autonomous driving. 

In both studies that I conducted, the interviewees included people who held top 
management positions and other strategic positions in the companies. They 
were chosen to convey knowledge of how the company's board and top man-
agement led the company. The choice was based on previous research showing 
that for incumbents, the most significant obstacles to gaining organizational 
agility are a lack of executive management sponsorship and insufficient efforts 
to develop and maintain an appropriate organizational culture (Steiber and 
Alänge, 2013). In a global survey conducted by Collabnet VersionOne (2020), 
the survey participants (agile executives, practitioners, and consultants) were 
asked to name the major challenges they encountered in adopting and scaling 
agile across a company. The top five challenges were 1) general organizational 
resistance to change, 2) not enough leadership participation, 3) inconsistent 
processes and practices across teams, 4) organizational culture at odds with 
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agile values, and 5) inadequate management support and sponsorship. In both 
of my studies, the founders/CEOs were the entry ports to the organizations, and 
from there, I worked my way in to get several different voices in each organiza-
tion. The purposes were to get a sense of the voices that report to the founders 
and management; to learn how the team members work and collaborate on their 
innovation initiatives, both internally and with external actors; and to verify 
management's interview statements. 

First Empirical Study 

The first study was aimed at better understanding the differences between 
automotive-industry incumbents and startups in their ways of innovating. For 
this study, the sample consisted of three OEMs and two startups. The incum-
bents were selected based on the work they were doing to master the new digi-
tal service market, and the two startups were chosen because of their relative 
success in the global automotive market within a couple of years, which can be 
considered fast in this domain. One of the startups had launched autonomous 
driving software on the market. The other had developed an electric concept 
car, planning that pre-orders of the anticipated car would raise capital to fin-
ance the first round of volume production. The three incumbents and one star-
tup were located in Sweden, and one startup was based in the USA. The USA-
based company was chosen because of its interaction with the OEMs in the 
Swedish market. 

During the research, the incumbent companies were undergoing significant 
changes that included, for example, cultural and structural changes, since they 
wanted to transform into agile enterprises to increase their competitiveness. 
Previously they had outsourced the major part of their software development to 
suppliers, under arrangements where they provided the specifications and the 
supplier would deliver the sub-product to them. According to the former head 
of Audi R&D, Peter Mertens, the major part of all Volkswagen software is out-
sourced, meaning a key resource is in the suppliers' hands and not in the car-
maker's (Voigt, 2020). Incumbents have previously been hardware-driven, and 
software had not played a key role in their products. This has now changed 
with digitalization, to the point where a car has many digital components and 
functions, all of which can be connected and integrated on a platform that en-
ables remote upgrading, adjustment, or delivery of new digital services. (Voigt, 
2020; Hohl, Münch, Schneider, and Stupperich, 2016). Some OEMs have in-
vested considerable resources to develop software skills by collaborating with 
their suppliers on their software development projects. Another major challenge 
for the three incumbents in my study was the agile transformation journey that 
each had independently initiated. This transformation journey impacts all en-
terprise levels, including suppliers and partners (Fuchs and Hess, 2018). This 
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agile transformation flips a company from previously having been hardware-
driven to now trying to become software-driven, with all that entails. The main 
reason for the transformation is a valiant effort to build digital innovation cap-
ability to improve the companies' competitiveness. In contrast to the incum-
bents, the two startups had different challenges related to their limited financial 
resources. 

The results of this first study, based on a comparative research approach, 
provided insights into significant differences in how organizational agility 
leveraged the respective companies' digital innovation capability. During the 
research, there were various initiatives and government programs in Sweden 
focused on startup companies, aimed at improving the Swedish market's innov-
ation climate—and there was also experimentation with concepts for innova-
tion collaboration between incumbents and startups. The goals of this type of 
collaboration were different for the different actors. Incumbents were interested 
in gaining new ideas and learning how to build an entrepreneurial culture, 
while some startups were interested in teaming with incumbents for innovation 
collaboration due to lack of resources. Meanwhile, although my comparative 
research had identified some differences between the studied incumbents and 
startups in how organizational agility could enable and leverage digital innova-
tion, it became clear that more research was needed. I did not know enough 
about what generates organizational agility in startups, and previous research 
had not given satisfying results for identifying and explaining the differences. 
Instead, as I found in both studies and in the literature, organizational agility 
was something that startups were assumed to “naturally” have to a greater de-
gree than incumbents, but there was little knowledge of how that agility actu-
ally worked in relation to digital innovation or whether this could be transfer-
able to incumbents, to help them become more agile (Gerster et al., 2019). This 
led to the decision to concentrate a second empirical study on the role of organ-
izational agility for digital innovation solely in startups. 

Second Empirical Study 

The second study aimed to gain a more in-depth understanding of how digital 
startups proceed in their innovation initiatives. While the findings in the first 
study showed how some startups seemed to be very successful in managing 
organizational agility to leverage digital innovation, the focus for the whole 
thesis work was narrowed down toward studying how organizational agility 
varied between the startups. For the second study, an additional seven interna-
tionally active startups were selected, all based in Sweden. In total, nine star-
tups were selected for the research. These startups were chosen because of their 
active approach to digital innovation. The initial screening had shown that they 
wanted to master new digital service markets and technologies such as IoT, 
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artificial intelligence (AI), big data, and blockchain. These startups were dir-
ectly or indirectly connected to the automotive industry and focused on devel-
oping, e.g., test tools for vehicle radar systems, or software integration for 
autonomous driving cars. 

The main result from the second interview study was that the degree of organ-
izational agility did indeed vary between startups. Some had done better at ap-
plying organizational agility in digital innovation and thus possessed better 
digital innovation capabilities. Due to these differences, they had different 
paces of innovation. Another critical insight, related to organizational agility 
for digital innovation, was the importance of “smart capital” (investors). Ac-
cording to Pietro, Prencipe, and Majchrzak (2017), investors can be a resource 
that affects startups' ability to innovate. These external actors play an essential 
role in startups. For example, when investors support startups throughout the 
innovation phase, they become co-creators by engaging in the innovation pro-
cess's various stages, such as ideas, development, and launch. 

Data Collection 
This subsection presents the method for data collection for both studies presen-
ted in this thesis and applied approach for analysis. 

Sampling 

For both studies, I applied a generic purposive sampling (Bryman, 2012). The 
meaning of purposive sampling, according to Urquhart (2013), is to sample for 
a purpose and be able to explain the rationale for that purpose. According to 
Bryman (2012), it is a non-probability-driven form of sampling, meaning that 
the researcher does not seek to sample research participants on a random basis. 
When using a generic purposive sampling approach, the researcher establishes 
criteria needed to address the research question (Bryman, 2012). Generic pur-
posive sampling (or variations of it) is often employed for participant selection. 
The method ensures that participants will help to answer the research question 
since it involves a particular purpose, and the selected participants are know-
ledgeable about the problem. I established the sampling criteria for startups that 
I wanted to include in my study, such as the domain for the companies, which 
was within automotive products and services. The reason for this selection cri-
terion was to study companies operating in the same domain as the incumbents, 
thus identifying how approaches to similar challenges differed from the previ-
ously studied incumbents and from information in the literature on organiza-
tional agility in incumbents. A “startup” was defined as a company no more 
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than ten years old and still managed by a founder. The selected startups should 
have a headcount of at least four employees. The company should be a product 
development company, and digitalization should be an essential part of the 
company strategy. To identify potential startups that met our criteria, we 
screened the automotive startup landscape in Europe. The initial scanning was 
done through an internet search, which included searching startups' websites 
for information that matched the predefined sample criteria. Selected compan-
ies were contacted, and a validation check was done through personal commu-
nication to confirm that they met the sample criteria. The companies that re-
mained in the final sample were contacted and asked to participate in the study. 
Interviews were scheduled. Additional interviewees were selected using snow-
ball sampling (Noy, 2008): the company's contact person selected employees 
who fit the researcher's profile of desired interviewees, to provide the study 
with alternative views on how the company worked with digital innovation ini-
tiatives. This method's advantage was that it included the type of people I 
wanted for answering my research question. 

Semi-Structured Interviews 

Semi-structured interviews were conducted for both studies. Semi-structured 
interviews typically build on a series of questions in the general form of an in-
terview guide, meaning that the questions are generally within the areas of in-
terest that could help to answer the research question, but variations are permit-
ted as the interview proceeds (Bryman, 2012). The interview guide was based 
on the five dimensions identified from the literature: organizational culture, 
transparency, adaptability, co-creation, and digital tools. Questions were also 
asked to collect background data on the interviewee and the company. The ad-
vantage of using semi-structured interviews was that the method permitted me 
to ask additional questions for a deeper understanding of the role of organiza-
tional agility to leverage digital innovation in automotive startups. 

For the first study, an interview guide with 13 predefined open-ended questions 
was developed. The interview guide helped me understand the company's vis-
ion, cultural values, and the view of how the company chose to work with in-
novation, particularly open innovation. For example, I asked, “How and when 
do you involve external actors in your innovation initiatives?” Here I was able 
to capture how the studied startups collaborated with external actors and the 
reasons for success in some cases. Another theme was to capture how compan-
ies measured their innovation capability, and here I asked, “How do you meas-
ure your innovation maturity?” Before starting the second study, I improved the 
interview guide based on learnings from the first study. A reflection from the 
first study was that specific questions could better facilitate the interview if 
more questions were predefined in order not to forget to cover a particular sub-
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area of interest, especially when it comes to how startups worked with open 
innovation. All interviewees stated that they wanted to collaborate on innova-
tion, but the results showed a variation in how they achieved co-creation with 
external actors. To better capture the different themes, the interview guide was 
improved by adding additional questions, and a total of 37 predefined open-
ended questions were created, of which 11 were demographic questions. 

For both studies, all interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcribing the 
interviews brought me closer to the data. The disadvantage of this approach is 
that context and nuances can be lost, because even in an annotated transcript, it 
can be difficult to capture nonverbal cues such as the interviewee's tone of 
voice or hesitation to respond. A way to mitigate this was to go back to the re-
cordings to verify, when and if needed. The upside is that printed transcripts 
help the researcher to notice patterns in what the interviewees are saying. For 
five of the startups, the interviews were conducted at the company site. For the 
remaining four startups, interviews were conducted online. Additional second-
ary data collection included white papers and web pages (e.g., Filloux, 2020; 
Voigt, 2020) and a literature survey to enforce or exemplify our findings (Eis-
enhardt and Graebner, 2007). 

An interactive online dialogue is not as advantageous as interviewing at the 
location since it hinders the interviewer from engaging in observation (Irvine, 
Drew, and Sainsbury, 2013). The disadvantages are the potential types of data 
loss: the absence of visual cues like nonverbal data, body language, and facial 
expressions (Novick, 2008). Irvine, Drew, and Sainsbury (2013) concluded that 
researchers could gain knowledge more completely in face-to-face interviews, 
while interviews conducted via telephone had slightly more requests to the in-
terviewees regarding clarifications and checks on the adequacy of their re-
sponses to questions. Face-to-face interviews tended to be longer than tele-
phone interviews. It is important to note that this applies to telephone inter-
views, which are voice-only. Most of our interactive online dialogue was con-
ducted with a web camera, which to some degree mitigated the loss of visual 
cues but did not provide insights concerning the interviewee's work environ-
ment. According to Bryman (2012), there is some evidence that it is more diffi-
cult for interviewees to answer sensitive questions in an online dialogue than 
when speaking face-to-face. The interviewee does not know if someone else is 
listening to the dialogue, and this creates an untrustworthy relationship. When 
we interviewed people regarding the companies' leadership, it left the inter-
viewees in an exposed position, and a face-to-face dialogue could have built a 
more reliable connection that eased the awkward situation and made the inter-
viewees feel safer. The way to mitigate the online dialogues without a web 
camera was to ask for clarifications when not understanding the interviewee, 
and to mirror the interviewee's responses to verify that we had understood cor-
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rectly. We also asked the interviewees if they had any questions or requests for 
clarification from us researchers. When we sensed that an interviewee was try-
ing to avoid answering a sensitive question, we reformulated the question to 
remove the word or statement the person had reacted to; instead, we used an-
other word or statement that did not come with such an emotional charge. We 
applied this approach to both face-to-face and online interviews. We always 
asked the interviewees if there were any questions they had expected us to ask, 
which we did not ask. This was done to capture any perspectives that we would 
otherwise have missed. 

Data Analysis 

A systematic combining approach was applied, meaning going back and forth 
between data, extant literature, framework, and analysis (Dubois and Gadde, 
2002). All data was anonymized and afterward coded by applying a bottom-up 
approach (Myers, 2019). Nothing in a particular data record could be traceable 
to the actual interviewee (Myers, 2019). Anonymizing data is an important 
measure that protects the interviewees and also reduces bias since the collected 
data is “disconnected” from the individuals. 

I chose to apply a bottom-up approach to the data analysis of both studies. The 
bottom-up approach is derived from Grounded Theory to code data (Dey, 
2005). It means that concepts will emerge from the researcher's detailed analys-
is of the data that has been collected (Myers, 2019). The analysis phase started 
when significant parts of the data had been collected (Bryman, 2012), which 
differs from the Grounded Theory approach, where the analysis starts as soon 
as the first piece of data is collected (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). 

Afterward, each recorded answer was compared to the corresponding interview 
question theme to systematically identify similarities and differences between 
the companies' approaches to, e.g., applying transparency to strengthen their 
digital innovation capability. Quotes were selected from my interviews to illus-
trate my reasoning better and give a sense of how the studied companies ap-
plied organizational agility for digital innovation, and how they approached 
their business and market opportunities. These quotes are intertwined with the 
theory to demonstrate the connection between empirical evidence and emergent 
theory (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). According to Myers (2019), quotes 
from interviews give some face validity and more credibility than when para-
phrasing what an interviewee has said. This intertwining approach aims to con-
vey the emergent theory and the rich empirical evidence that supports the the-
ory (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). 
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To better convey the results to readers and facilitate discussion from our semi-
structured interviews, we applied a quasi-quantification method. Quasi-quantit-
ative measurements are based on qualitative raw data and contain a subjective 
element of interpretation (Bryman, 2012; Flick, 2018). The raw data is inter-
preted based on how well it corresponds to a set of variables. These variables 
have been correlated in advance to some indicators in the form of linguistic 
concepts. The more indicators found in the raw data for a specific variable, the 
higher the numerical value attributed to the variable. For this research, finally, 
the variables were standardized so that the company that showed the highest 
numerical value for a particular indicator was given the value of 100%. 

Based on a literature study for each paper, an initial framework was identified 
that guided the empirical data analysis. The framework functioned as an organ-
izing device in empirical research (Ritchie and Lewis, 2013). For paper 1, The 
Competing Values Framework by Cameron et al. (2014) was further developed 
to better understand the companies' competing cultural values. I also used a 
quasi-quantification approach to plot the data on the framework to visualize the 
results. For paper 2, a conceptual framework was developed based on 
the DART framework of Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) by combining the 
four key building blocks of DART—dialogue, access, risk assessment, and 
transparency—to visualize and present the results. For paper 3, The Framework 
of Prediction and Control (Wiltbank, Dew, Read, and Sarasvathy, 2006: p. 983) 
was used to analyze and visualize the results by plotting the resulting data 
about the “entrepreneurial” logic that each of the startups applied. For paper 4, 
I applied Basadur, Gelade, and Basadur's (2006) framework for creative prob-
lem-solving styles as an analytic lens. The framework was applied to support 
the analysis of how startups transition between all four stages of innovative 
thinking. For paper 5, I applied agile culture as my analytical lens, since the 
findings from paper 1 indicated that organizational agility seemed to be culture-
driven and not process-driven. 

Quality Criteria for Qualitative Research 
Quality criteria in social research often have their origin in the quantitative tra-
dition, from which criteria such as validity and reliability have been taken 
(Seale, 1999). The question of how the quality of qualitative research should be 
assessed has been debated between different methodologists, who have not al-
ways been in agreement. Sometimes this has led to qualitative methodologists 
during certain periods developing new quality criteria terms that either replace 
or add new ideas to these terms (Seale, 1999 ). There may sometimes be a view 
that in order to be able to demonstrate something, the case must be proven with 
measurements and statistics and have a sufficiently large sample. Otherwise, 
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the results are not considered credible or able to be generalized and transfer-
able. In the following subsections, I will reflect on my research based on eight 
quality criteria for qualitative research usually identified in the method literat-
ure (Tracy, 2010; Bryman, 2012), and discuss how my research meets these 
quality criteria. 

Worthy Topic 

The quality criteria “worthy topic” means that the research topic is relevant, 
timely, significant, and interesting (Tracy, 2010). Concerning relevance: digital-
ization has become a significant force for change in society, affecting almost all 
sectors. In respect to timeliness: many organizations are embarking on agile 
transformation journeys driven by digitalization, turning agility into an area 
that engages many, both in research and in society at large. Regarding signific-
ance: there is a need to contribute to fill the gap in the literature concerning 
how entire organizations can become agile to develop a capability for continu-
ous innovation (Maples, 2009; Denning, 2016; Nambisan et al., 2017; Denning, 
2019). The current literature gap must be filled in order for society to under-
stand better the consequences of the development of digitalization in our soci-
ety. What makes this topic interesting is that it can have a significant impact on 
society both positively and negatively. 

Rich Rigor 

"Rich rigor" means that the study needs to have applied sufficient, abundant, 
appropriate, and theoretical constructs (Tracy, 2010). The chosen research ap-
proach is based on three cornerstones: my own work experience, literature, and 
two empirical studies (Gummesson, 2000). Applying a qualitative multi-case 
method where one company corresponds to one case (Eisenhardt, 2021) en-
ables a broader perspective to be achieved, which is crucial since not all star-
tups might possess equal organizational agility to drive digital innovation. The 
semi-structured qualitative interviews that were conducted (Carroll and Swat-
man, 2000; Bryman, 2012) enabled a deeper understanding of how companies 
gain organizational agility in their digital innovation initiatives, especially since 
a significant part of the interviews were conducted on location. When conduct-
ing the interviews at a company's location, observations can simultaneously be 
made, facilitating a broader understanding of the inner workings of the startup's 
digital innovation practices (Yoo et al., 2010; Tyagi et al., 2015). Rigor was 
achieved by systematically applying well-known frameworks: the competing 
value framework (Cameron et al., 2014); the prediction and control framework 
(Wiltbank et al., 2006); the DART framework (Pralahad and Ramaswami, 
2004); the framework for creative problem-solving styles (Basadur et al., 
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2014); and a framework for data analysis as described in the data analysis sec-
tion, and in more detail in the included published papers. My work experience 
in scaled agile product development made it easier to capture patterns and re-
flect on the reasonableness of what was stated in on-site interviews. If doubts 
arose, I asked additional questions, and also did this when I applied the various 
frameworks as analytical lenses to analyze the data. Applying a combining ap-
proach —which meant going back and forth between data, literature, and the 
different frameworks used as analytical lenses in the various included publica-
tions — enabled a more profound analysis (Dubois and Gadde, 2002). 

Sincerity 

The quality criterion “sincerity” refers to self-reflexivity about the researchers' 
subjective values, bias, and inclinations, and transparency about the methods 
applied and challenges faced in the conduct of research (Tracy, 2010). Sincerity 
has been met by being transparent about my professional experience that has 
made me familiar with the field, and by being aware that this professional ex-
perience needs to be mitigated in different ways. Given my long work experi-
ence during the pioneer years of scaled global agile product development, 
which covered an enterprise product value chain, there might be a risk that my 
analytic work has been indirectly affected. While this prior knowledge helped 
shed some light on which dilemmas needed to be understood better, it may also 
have contributed to the studies' direction. I have tried to mitigate bias by reas-
oning out my ideas with other researchers and my supervisors in particular, 
both in the form of dialogue and by reviewing literature in the various discip-
lines. 

Credibility 

Credibility concerns whether the research is characterized by thick description, 
with concrete details, explanation of silent (contextual) knowledge, and a prac-
tice of showing rather than telling. In line with Tracy's (2010) research, these 
issues are primarily addressed in the results and analysis section. Credibility 
also concerns whether triangulation, multivocality, and/or member reflections 
have been applied (Tracy, 2010). Triangulation means that when two or more 
data sources, theoretical frameworks, collected data types or researchers con-
verge on the same conclusion, then the conclusion is more credible. Multivoc-
ality is defined as ensuring the inclusion of several voices in both the qualitat-
ive analysis and the report. In this research, triangulation has been achieved in 
different ways, as described in the various method sections. For data collection, 
a combined approach was used by conducting semi-structured interviews with 
the possibility of making smaller observations during on-site interviews, which 
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meant paying attention to the interviewees' body language and noting the en-
vironment itself, which could provide further understanding of how the inter-
viewee answered my questions or even why they might have left out something 
(Tracy, 2010). According to Tracy (2010), good qualitative research tries to 
look beneath the surface to explore assumed, implicit issues that might have 
become part of the interviewee's common sense. In an on-site interview at one 
of the startup companies, the interviewee said that the company did not have 
any structure, in contrast to incumbents. While listening to his story, I could see 
past him that there was a sketch drawn on a whiteboard with a description of 
how a problem would be solved. This gave the sense that two or more people 
had been discussing how to solve a problem by drawing during reasoning as 
sounding-board support. For me, it was a structure that I noted without men-
tioning anything to the person, but it was clear that there was none at their 
company. Concerning multivocality, it is crucial to notice, analyze, and unpack 
this implicit knowledge to understand the interaction and behavior at the inter-
view location. In addition to interviewing the startup founders and leaders, 
supplementary team members were interviewed to enable a broader view of 
how the company proceeds when it innovates and whether there are different 
views within the company, which in that case enables a better understanding of 
why the divergent views exist. Different secondary data was used for similar 
reasons. To reinforce the participants' points of view, I have incorporated 
quotes in the published papers and this cover paper to bring out their perspect-
ives without distorting their meaning. The hope is that the reader will get a 
sense of the participants' perspective, tone, context, and the consequences of 
these, i.e., a more detailed description without being distorted in the report. Ac-
cording to Myers (2019), quotes from interviews give some face validity and 
more credibility than when paraphrasing what an interviewee has said. Member 
reflections go a step further than paying attention to multiple voices; they in-
clude collecting data during the data analyzing process and while producing the 
research report (Tracy, 2010). When I was unsure of a particular analysis, I 
have gone back to the relevant interviewees for clarifications, and to fill gaps 
that emerged during the different stages of analysis and writing. 

Resonance 

Resonance concerns how the research impacts, influences, or speaks to the in-
terests of certain readers or a variety of target groups through naturalistic gen-
eralization, and how the results can be transferred to other domains (Tracy, 
2010). Transferability is achieved when the research outcome can be applicable 
to another research area. The context for my research is automotive startups 
driving digital innovation but the outcome can be transferred to other types of 
startups and might even be transferred to incumbents as long their business is 
digital innovation, i.e., software development as an innovation outcome. Natur-
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alistic generalization is achieved when the research describes what has been 
studied in sufficient detail so that readers can assess for themselves whether the 
results are valid for their activities. This research reports on how organizational 
agility relates to digital innovation and provides a conceptual framework with 
four organizational agility patterns that the readers can use as a navigator to 
guide them in assessing their current organizational agility capability. The aim 
is that the readers will apply this framework into their innovation environment, 
facilitating an understanding of their current organizational agility capabilities 
for digital innovation and what organizational capabilities they might need to 
improve to develop a desired digital innovation capability. 

Significant Contribution 

Research is considered to make a “significant contribution” if it extends current 
knowledge, improves practice and generates ongoing research (Tracy, 2010). 
This research has theoretical significance by integrating two different research 
streams in the information systems literature, organizational agility and agile 
software development, leading to a broader perspective on organizational agil-
ity. This perspective provides a broader basis for shedding light on the organiz-
ational agility capabilities of an organization and how they contribute to 
achieving digital innovation. Further, the empirical contribution made with this 
broader analytic lens enables the study of organizational agility from the per-
spective of how startup founders/CEOs pursue digital innovation, enabling an 
agile enterprise perspective that expands the knowledge of organizational agil-
ity in the information system literature. Heuristic significance means that the 
research arouses curiosity in readers, inspiring them to further explore or act on 
the research in the future. The empirical findings of this research extend current 
knowledge on organizational agility and also contribute to heuristic signific-
ance by paving the way for future researchers to explore organizational agility 
further from an enterprise perspective. Given the interest in organizational agil-
ity for digital innovation, this research can have a heuristic significance by in-
fluencing various audiences, such as researchers from different disciplines, 
practitioners from industry, and other domains. Finally, the research contributes 
in terms of practical significance since it helps to shed light on how the entire 
organization, not only teams, can develop capabilities to promote agility for 
digital innovation from an enterprise perspective. The research also shows that 
IT is a strategic resource, which points to the great significance of companies' 
organizational agility capability for digital innovation. 
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Meaningful Coherence 

The quality criterion “meaningful coherence” concerns whether a qualitative 
research study achieves what it proposed to achieve (Tracy, 2010). According 
to Tracy (2010), the research methods and procedures must fit the study's stated 
goals, and the study should meaningfully interconnect literature, research ques-
tions, findings, and interpretations with each other. When the reader has read 
the piece, the reader should feel that it lived up to what was promised. Mean-
ingful coherence has been achieved by providing transparency concerning this 
compilation thesis by aggregating five publications. Each paper addresses one 
of the five organizational agility aspects that I intended to explore to shed some 
light on how organizational agility relates to digital innovation by answering 
the research question: How do startups use organizational agility to drive digi-
tal innovation? When I combined all the analyses from the five different pub-
lications, it generated five different analytic perspectives on organizational 
agility for digital innovation, which I then further analyzed into a holistic per-
spective presented in this cover paper. In this final analysis, I identified nine 
organizational agility capabilities that affect digital innovation. These nine cap-
abilities formed four different organizational agility patterns for digital innova-
tion, depending on how startups managed these capabilities. The aim has been 
to create an interest in this research and add value for the various key audi-
ences. 

Research Ethics 
Research ethics is an especially important area of quality criteria in all re-
search, which calls for a more elaborated section on how ethical issues were 
dealt with and requirements met during the research process. This research has 
aimed to follow the ethical requirements developed by the Swedish Research 
Council (2002) for work in the humanities and social sciences. These require-
ments have been further developed and extended (Swedish Research Council, 
2017). In the following section, I will discuss ethics based on the four essential 
requirements stated in the original ethical requirements by the Swedish Re-
search Council (2002). In addition, I build on the discussions of research ethics 
in Tracy (2010) and Bryman (2012). The Swedish Research Council (2002) 
provides descriptions for applying each of its requirements. The four ethical 
requirements are a) the information requirement, b) the informed consent re-
quirement, c) the confidentiality requirement, and d) the use requirement. Sim-
ilar ethical requirements have been presented by Diener and Grandall (1978), 
concerning whether there is harm to participants, lack of informed consent, in-
vasion of privacy, or deception in any form. Below are brief descriptions of the 
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Swedish Research Council's (2002) four main ethical requirements, followed 
by how I have applied them. 

Information requirement (Swedish Research Council, 2002): The researcher 
must inform those affected by the research about the purpose of the current re-
search work. This ethical principle means that researcher must make clear to all 
informants what their role in the research project is and what conditions apply 
to their participation. Informants must know that their participation is voluntary 
and that they have the right to suspend or decline participation. The information 
given to them must cover aspects of the research study that might affect their 
willingness to participate. 

For this research, procedural ethics was applied from the start for the two em-
pirical studies. All startup founders included in the research were contacted and 
asked if they would consider participating. All startup founders were informed 
about what the research referred to and how the results would be used. They 
were informed that the research would result in five publications that would 
serve as the basis for the dissertation. 

Consent requirement (Swedish Research Council, 2002): Prospective parti-
cipants in a study have the right to decide for themselves whether and for how 
long they want to participate, and under what conditions they participate. They 
must be able to exit participation without any negative consequences. A person 
who decides to exit a study should not be subjected to undue pressure or influ-
ence. Also, there should not be any dependency between the researcher and 
prospective study participants or informants. 

For this research, all founders were asked for access to other employees to in-
terview within their company, to enable a broader perspective of how the com-
pany conducted digital innovation. The founders usually asked whom I would 
like to interview and why, to enable them to provide employees with the skills 
required. I informed all interviewees what the interviews aimed at, that the in-
terviews would be recorded, and that I would be the only one having access to 
these records so that they would be comfortable agreeing to be interviewed. I 
tried to be attentive to expressions of any participant showing signs of not be-
ing comfortable being interviewed. None of the contacted employees seemed to 
be anxious about the interviews. If that had been the case, I would not have 
proceeded. I would have informed such persons that we did not have to proceed 
if they did not feel comfortable, and that I would not inform their managers that 
they had declined to participate. In this research, I have not had to interrupt an 
interview. 

Confidentiality requirement (Swedish Research Council, 2002): Information 
about all persons included in a survey should be given the greatest possible 
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confidentiality, and the personal data should be stored in such a way that unau-
thorized persons cannot access them. All personnel in research projects hand-
ling ethically sensitive information about identifiable individuals should sign 
and commit to confidentiality agreements regarding such information. All in-
formation about identifiable persons shall be safeguarded, stored, and reported 
in a way so that outsiders cannot identify the individuals. This applies in par-
ticular to information that can be perceived as ethically sensitive. It means that 
it must be practically impossible for outsiders to access the information. 

I informed all research participants that the recorded interview data was avail-
able only to me as a doctoral student. My supervisors would have access to the 
anonymized transcriptions data if needed, but never the recorded interviews. I 
informed all interview subjects that I would record the interviews in order to 
focus on the interview itself and not on taking notes, and asked them if they 
would accept the procedure. I assured them that no one would be able to link 
any data back to the individual who provided it. Interviewees and companies 
were anonymized by coding the company name with a code to represent that 
particular company, sometimes linked with the interviewee’s role, e.g., CEO at 
Startup-A. All recorded interviews have been stored under secure access avail-
able only to me. 

Use requirement (Swedish Research Council, 2002): Data collected on indi-
viduals may only be used for research purposes and may not be used or lent for 
commercial use or other non-scientific purposes. Personal data collected for 
research purposes may not be used for decisions or measures that directly affect 
the individual, except with the special consent of the person concerned. 

The data from the two studies were processed, analyzed, and then presented in 
various published articles. Five aspects of organizational agility were studied, 
and five conference papers and one journal paper were written. The informa-
tion has been used to understand better how different organizational agility as-
pects relate to each other and affect organizations' ability to innovate. By an-
onymizing the studied organizations it is not likely that the output of my re-
search can have negative consequences for individuals or specific organizations 
although the intention with my research is that the results and contributions 
should affect how organizations work with organizational agility in the future. 
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Summary of Papers 

This thesis is based on five papers. One paper is published in a peer-reviewed 
international journal. The remaining four papers have been presented at four 
international IS conferences. The research focus is on organizational agility and 
how it enables digital innovation capability. This doctoral thesis will cover the 
five organizational agility aspects: organizational culture, organizational trans-
parency, organizational adaptability, co-creation and digital tools. 

Paper 1: The Influence of Cultural Values on 
Organizational Agility 
Goncalves, D., Bergquist, M., Bunk, R., and Alänge, S. 2020. “Cultural As-
pects Enabling Organizational Agility.” Journal of Entrepreneurship, Manage-
ment and Innovation, 16(4): 13-46. 

This paper discusses the influence of cultural values as a key factor for achiev-
ing organizational agility in automotive companies when exploring digital in-
novation opportunities. The purpose was to understand how both incumbent 
and startup companies in the automotive industry apply organizational agility 
to enhance digital innovation. The automotive industry was chosen because of 
its maturity, combined with challenges from recent newcomers using very dif-
ferent approaches to innovation. The newcomers are “born-globals” with the 
ability to grow fast — primarily through co-creating with network partners 
(Andersson, 2011). Another reason for choosing the automotive industry was 
that digitalization has changed priorities for many companies, especially those 
organized in hierarchical structures supported by a culture that promotes vertic-
al integration (Schimpf, 2016). This industry has previously been more focused 
on hardware and production, and the software part has been outsourced to ex-
ternal actors since it has not been considered a core business. The lack of soft-
ware development knowledge becomes a challenge for incumbents as the phys-
ical components of vehicles become more standardized, production grows more 
automated, and software becomes the product differentiator. This shift creates a 
significant knowledge gap that incumbents need to fill within a short timeframe 
to withstand increased competition in the market. 
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This paper utilizes literature about organizational agility, applying the theoret-
ical analytic lens of Cameron and Quinn's (2011) Competing Values Frame-
work (CVF) to identify the influence of cultural values on organizational agil-
ity, and to identify how and when tensions between values either supported or 
hampered the organizations’ ability to innovate. The paper walks throughs four 
core concepts that define the agile enterprise and how these concepts 
strengthen digital innovation capability. The four core concepts are: virtual or-
ganization, capability for reconfiguration, core competence and management 
(sometimes referred to as leaders and people), and knowledge-driven enterprise 
(sometimes referred to as continuous learning) (Yusuf et al., 1999). There is a 
thorough description of the Competing Values Framework and the capabilities 
that enable organizational agility. There is also a discussion of organizational 
agility from a cultural perspective. 

The empirical portion of this study focused on a sample of five companies: 
three incumbents and two startups. A total of ten semi-structured interviews 
were conducted to identify the influence of cultural values on organizational 
agility in the context of digital innovation in the automotive industry. The find-
ings were that culture values impact organizational agility capabilities, but the 
impact differs depending on whether the company has non-competing, compet-
ing, or complementary values. One incumbent was unique in having just one 
predominant set of cultural values, namely those of a closed hierarchy culture. 
Here I could not see any tensions, most likely because no cultural values were 
competing. Due to a lack of trust and openness, this organizational culture was 
not suited for open innovation. Two incumbents spanned several cultural val-
ues, and here I could see tension due to competing values. The tensions had an 
unfavorable impact on the companies' organizational agility capability and in-
novation pace. The two startups each spanned two sets of cultural values—
those associated with a Clan and an Adhocracy (Cameron and Quinn, 2011)—
and both startups showed a high degree of organizational agility and high in-
novation pace due to complementary values. 

Based on the findings, the paper concludes that effectiveness in organizational 
agility is gained only when both Clan and Adhocracy cultures are present and 
integrated. I call the integrated sum of these two cultures “agile culture.” It 
contrasts with the competing values between Clan and the Adhocracy cultures 
identified by Cameron and Quinn (2011). A second conclusion is that Hierarch-
ical and Market cultural values are opposite to the “agile” amalgamation of 
Adhocracy and Clan cultures. Hierarchical and Market cultural values compete 
with an agile culture, in the form of control vs. flexibility (Müller, Obwegeser, 
Glud, and Johildarson, 2019). This makes it difficult for incumbents to gain 
organizational agility by incorporating a “startup culture” with the desired 
combination of Clan and Adhocracy values. It was also the main reason why 
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each of the incumbents in this study had started an “all-in” agile transformation 
journey, aimed at moving from a traditional culture that inhibited their innova-
tion capability to an agile culture that would, in particular, enable open innova-
tion. 

This paper contributes to an understanding of culture's role for organizational 
agility in relation to Cameron and Quinn's Competing Values Framework. As 
noted, in contrast to the competing values between cultures identified by 
Cameron and Quinn, I found that agile culture merged the two logics of the 
Clan and the Adhocracy cultures. This combination of cultural logics was 
shown to support organizational agility and therefore I refer to as “agile 
culture.” 

Paper 2: How Organizational Transparency 
Strengthens Digital Innovation Capabilities in 
Startups 
Goncalves, D. 2021b. “How Organizational Transparency Strengthens Digital 
Innovation Capabilities in Startups” Proceedings of the Twenty-Ninth European 
Conference on Information Systems (ECIS 2021) Research Papers. 76, Mar-
rakesh, Morocco, June 14 - 16, 2021 

This paper discusses how automotive startups apply organizational transpar-
ency to strengthen their digital innovation capability. In a qualitative multi-case 
study with nine startups, 23 semi-structured interviews were conducted. The 
results show that transparency strategies that enable trustworthy relationships 
among employees and external actors positively affect a startup’s digital innov-
ation capability. Startups that applied a transparency strategy for open innova-
tion showed an increased innovation pace in relation to the other startups. The 
study also shows that the transparency impact level depended on the quality of 
the external actor relationship. The ability to use transparency to cultivate an 
environment leads to psychological benefits, such as feelings of safety in the 
organization. 

This paper utilizes literature about organizational agility, open innovation, co-
creation, and transparency. As a theoretical analytic lens to analyze how trans-
parency affects the organization's digital innovation capability, the DART 
framework of Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) was applied. This flexible 
framework makes it possible to combine four elements as building blocks for 
co-creation in different ways, depending on what the organization wants to 
achieve. The key building blocks are dialogue, access, risk assessment, and 
transparency. The four building blocks were combined in the following ways to 
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understand better how the startups' transparency strengthens their digital innov-
ation capability: dialogue and access, to better understand the engagement and 
implications between the startups and stakeholders in their innovation collabor-
ation; and transparency and risk, for better understanding of how the startups 
handle the emerging risks that occur when they collaborate for open innova-
tion. 

Based on the findings, the conclusion is that organizational transparency posit-
ively impacts digital innovation capability. However, internal and external 
transparency have different impacts on companies' digital innovation. External 
transparency showed a positive effect when companies applied open innovation 
strategies because it builds trustworthy relationships with external actors, en-
abling collaboration across company borders. Internal transparency was used to 
get everyone aligned, engaged, committed, and enabling inter-organizational 
boundary spanning. 

Startups in this study that applied a transparency strategy for open innovation 
had an increased innovation pace in relation to the other startups. These star-
tups had thought through what parts of their innovation should be core innova-
tion and remain internal and what parts could be co-innovated, outsourced, or 
bought. They also had strategies for choosing the kinds of external actors they 
wanted to collaborate with and when, through the innovation life cycle, in order 
to maximize innovation pace, minimize the risks, and increase market success. 

Further, some startups mitigated risk with transparency by incorporating trans-
parency into the core ethical values that define their culture. Ethical behavior 
related to transparency also positively impacted the companies' brands, leading 
to trustworthy relationships, especially with their investors. It enabled some 
startups to select the investors they wanted to involve, not only for their monet-
ary contribution but also for their experience and ability to open doors. 

This paper's contribution to organizational agility theory is the empirical find-
ing that startups that apply an organizational transparency strategy strengthen 
their digital innovation capability, leading to enhanced digital innovation pace 
and market success. 

Paper 3: How Co-Creation Supports Digital 
Innovation in Automotive Startups 
Goncalves, D., Bergquist, M., Bunk, R., and Alänge, S. 2021a. “How co-cre-
ation supports digital innovation in automotive startups” Proceedings of the 
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Twenty-Nine European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS2021) Re-
search Papers. 42, Marrakesh, Morocco, June 14 - 16, 2021. 

This paper discusses how startups use open innovation to increase their innova-
tion pace through co-creation and the use of external actors' resources. Fast-
moving “born global” startups (Andersson, 2011) embrace co-creation in their 
ecosystems as an additional way to increase resources and attract the investors 
and external actors that they want to collaborate with, to develop critical peri-
pheral services that ensure a complete value offering. Co-creation in ecosys-
tems helps startups achieve a competitive advantage by product validations that 
improve their market fit for a broader segment. 

This paper utilizes literature about organizational agility, open innovation, and 
co-creation. As a theoretical analytic lens, the theory of effectuation and causa-
tion is applied, along with the framework of prediction and control presented 
by Wiltbank et al. (2006: p. 983). The paper walks through both the theory part 
and the applied framework, explaining both. The framework is drawn from a 
review of the literature on strategic management and organizational design. It 
serves as a guide to better understand how to take environmental design into 
account when designing organizations. The four organizational design logics 
are: 1) Planning approach — for a predictable environment; 2) Adaptive ap-
proach — for an unpredictable environment; 3) Visionary approach — for a 
predictable but malleable environment, imposing a vision of the future, and 4) 
Transformative approach — which assumes that future environmental factors 
are contingent on human action and design, and seeks to create them through 
interactions with others, including committing to imagined new futures that are 
viable given current means. 

To better understand how startups design their organizations for innovation 
growth and how co-creation situations supported or hindered their innovation 
efforts, 22 semi-structured interviews were conducted at eight startups, half of 
which were connected to an incubator. The results showed that most of the star-
tups connected to the incubator applied a planning approach and had also been 
out on the market for a longer time than the others. These startup companies 
had a lower innovation pace and struggled to get open innovation to happen, 
since they could not attract external actors or the right investors. Similar condi-
tions were found for one startup that applied a planning/adaptive approach. 
Two startups applied a visionary/adaptive approach and were established on the 
market but had low open innovation capability, since they could not attract the 
right investors. Their investors were just in for short-term returns. Two startups 
applied a visionary/transformative approach, and these were the startups with 
the highest open innovation pace. They were able to attract the right partners 
and investors. Their investors were very engaged in the companies' develop-
ment and also contributed with their expertise and networks. 
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Based on the findings, the paper concludes that startups that applied co-creation 
could expand their means and accelerate their digital innovation progress by 
gaining access to external resources, knowledge, know-how, and risk-sharing. 
Co-creation enabled continuous value stream validation and verification, lead-
ing to increased speed, shorter time to market, better solution precision, and 
minimized risk of market failure. 

Secondly, the companies that showed a high output of digital innovation capab-
ility related to the amount of resources put in had actively designed their organ-
izations to maximize digital innovation progress and speed. They accomplished 
these results by applying an agile culture, lean structure, and visionary and 
transformative logic that enabled co-creation. 

Thirdly, the startups applying a visionary/transformative logic were more pro-
active and strategic in leading their digital innovation initiative than startups 
applying planning and adaptive logic. 

This paper's contribution to organizational agility theory is the empirical find-
ing that a combination of visionary and transformative logic seems to enable 
co-creation that leads powerfully to continuous digital innovation. 

Paper 4: How Startups Utilize Organizational 
Adaptability in Digital Innovation 
Goncalves, D, and Bergquist. 2022. “How startups utilize organizational adapt-
ability in digital innovation” Proceedings of The Hawaii International Confer-
ence on System Sciences (HICSS-55), January 4-7 2022, Lahaina, Hawaii, 
USA. 

In a continuously changing global digital market, startups must quickly acquire 
new knowledge and efficiently utilize knowledge to adapt quickly to new real-
ities as these emerge. In particular, they must keep in mind their limited re-
sources—whether it is customer needs or other events that affect the market. 

This paper utilizes literature about organizational agility and organizational 
adaptability. We applied Basadur, Gelade, and Basadur's (2006) framework for 
creative problem-solving styles as an analytic lens. The framework is based on 
four stages of innovative thinking and two dimensions of the innovation pro-
cess. The first stage covers idea generation with the thinking focus of finding 
problems and facts. The second stage covers the conceptualization of the com-
pany's ideas to move to the next stage. Here, the thinking focus is to define the 
problem and idea for conceptualization. The third stage covers optimization of 
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the conceptualization with the thinking focus of idea evaluation, selection, 
planning implementation process. The fourth stage covers implementation with 
the thinking focus of implementing and gaining acceptance. 

A qualitative multi-case study of nine startups was conducted to gain insight 
into how startups use organizational adaptability in digital innovation, with 23 
semi-structured interviews. The results showed that all four stages and both 
dimensions applied to all startups, even though the companies had different 
strengths within the different four stages. Startups with an organizational agility 
capability efficiently managed the transition between all four stages of innovat-
ive thinking. 

Based on the findings, the first conclusion is that agile organizations can effi-
ciently handle the transition between all four stages of innovative thinking. 
Second, promoting an agile culture seems to make it easier for startups to move 
knowledge from the inside out and vice versa, retaining a growing body of 
company knowledge and enabling rapid adaptation to new opportunities. 
Third, simultaneously managing a problem from several different perspectives 
accelerates the apprehension of knowledge through concrete experience and 
abstract thinking; experimenting with new solutions develops new insights and 
knowledge. Fourth, apprehension through abstract thinking enables talents to 
view and understand other actors' points of view. Finally, integrating continu-
ous learning into daily work seems to support startups in maintaining rapid ad-
aptability, flexibility, and organizational agility. 

For future research, six propositions have been proposed for testing to increase 
the generalization and transferability of these results, since the study used a 
relatively small sample of nine startups. 

Paper 5: How Digital Tools Align with Organizational 
Agility and Strengthen Digital Innovation in 
Automotive Startups 
Goncalves, D., Bergquist, M., Alänge, S., and Bunk, R. 2022. “How Digital 
Tools Align with Organizational Agility and Strengthen Digital Innovation in 
Automotive Startups.” CENTERIS - International Conference on Enterprise 
Information Systems, Braga, Portugal, October 13-15, 2021. Procedia Com-
puter Science, 196, pp.107-116. 

This paper discusses the importance of quickly embracing and adopting new 
technologies in a volatile digital market, for companies that need to maintain 
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high technical expertise and strengthen their capabilities for high-pace digital 
innovation. 

The literature base for this article consists of literature on organizational agility, 
digital tools for digital innovation, and organizational culture. Organizational 
agility aims to enable continuous innovation at a high pace, but needs to be en-
abled by aspects including an agile culture and advanced use of digital tools. 
Literature has previously shown an indirect relationship between digital tech-
nologies and agility, since the technologies can enhance agility by providing 
digital options. Furthermore, since organizational agility seems to be culture-
driven and not process-driven, agile culture was chosen as an analytical lens for 
the analysis work of this paper. 

A qualitative multi-case study of nine automotive startups was conducted to 
understand how startups utilize digital tools to leverage organizational agility in 
their digital innovation initiatives. The study consisted of 23 semi-structured 
interviews representing the perspectives of people from founders to developers. 

The results showed some exciting arrays of tools in the startups' toolbox com-
pared to what is commonly utilized, for example, by incumbents. Some of the 
startups did not even have any infrastructure at their locations except for com-
puters and internet access. Instead, they subscribed to cloud services for most 
of the tools needed and when needed, which enabled them to stay focused on 
their innovation initiatives. All startups claimed that email was rarely used, ex-
cept in relations with new customers or authorities. Other collaboration tools 
like Slack had replaced email, and for some people, Slack even replaced the 
mobile phone. Slack seemed to support agile values, principles, and behavior to 
a great extent. Social media was what startups primarily used for marketing, 
developing trustworthy relationships with customers by maintaining a more 
transparent and direct dialogue with them. The typical startup toolbox consisted 
of Slack, Google Workspace and GCP, Github, Jira, LinkedIn, Facebook, and 
Youtube. 

Based on the findings, the paper concludes that the startups chose to subscribe 
to cloud services for three main reasons: a) It enables flexibility and effectively 
supports their agile culture; b) It allows them to stay focused on their core in-
novations without worrying about scalability or lock-in effects that could 
hinder them from radically changing direction in terms of which digital tools to 
apply, and c) Digital collaboration tools and social media seems to play a key 
role in enabling startups to access external resources needed for the innovation 
process, which they otherwise would not have been able to acquire due to lim-
ited funds. 
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The paper's contribution to organizational agility research is showing that the 
more digital tools harmonize with cultural behavior and values, the more they 
seem to catalyze agile capabilities that drive digital innovation. The contribu-
tion to practice is showing how the cloud as a service enables organizations to 
focus on their core innovations and share with others the parts that are not im-
portant for them to own. 
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Analysis and Discussion 

This section will first present the analysis performed on the basis of the initial 
five selected organizational agility aspects drawn from the literature. However, 
the analysis of these aspects lead to identifying nine organizational agility cap-
abilities. These nine capabilities are an original contribution to this doctoral 
thesis in informatics and are not explicitly detailed in the individual papers, 
where each paper focus on one organizational agility aspect. 

The organization of this chapter is as follows: first the five aspects of organiza-
tional agility will be analyzed based on the published papers. Second, the ana-
lysis will be developed and deepened to a new level by identifying nine organ-
izational agility capabilities that were made explicit in the analysis of the em-
pirical studies. Third, the analysis is taken even a step further by characterizing 
the nine organizational agility capabilities and identifying how they cluster into 
four organizational agility patterns. 

The chapter ends with discussing the analysis of the findings and relating them 
back to the information systems literature on organizational agility to position 
the contribution within the information systems research agenda on organiza-
tional agility. 

Analysis 
This subsection will describe how the five organizational agility aspects are 
related and how they influence digital innovation. Afterward, based on the five 
published papers, the findings will be discussed in relation to the research ques-
tion posed for this dissertation: How do startups use organizational agility to 
drive digital innovation? The analysis of the qualitative studies shows how dif-
ferences between startups' ability to use organizational agility in digital innova-
tion is related to the chosen five aspects of organizational agility as previously 
described in the literature. The analysis is divided into two parts. First, I will 
analyze the findings from the two empirical studies presented in the five pub-
lished papers. Second, after analyzing the five studied aspects of organizational 
agility, I will describe nine organizational agility capabilities that emerged from 
data analysis of the studied startups. After that, the analysis is developed one 
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step further, arguing that these nine capabilities actually cluster into four dis-
tinct patterns of organizational agility. Finally, this analysis section revisits the 
discussion about the importance of a holistic approach to organizational agility 
introduced in the first part of the cover paper. The analysis aims to show the 
benefits of such a holistic approach in understanding how the nine organiza-
tional agility capabilities form the four different organizational agility patterns 
identified in the studied startups, and how these affect the startups' ability to 
drive digital innovation. 

The Relationship Between The Five Aspects of Organizational 
Agility 

The five aspects of organizational agility that were chosen from the initial liter-
ature review and then empirically studied in nine companies relate to each oth-
er in varying degrees and affect the capability to drive digital innovation in 
startups. The five aspects are: culture, transparency, adaptability, co-creation, 
and digital tools (Figure 6). The empirical results show that organizational cul-
ture affects organizational agility in different ways, since organizational agility 
is culture-driven, not process-driven. To illustrate, Figure 6 shows transparency, 
adaptability, and co-creation as embedded in culture. These three aspects are 
influenced by each other and agile organizational culture, and the reason why I 
have illustrated these embedded in culture (Figure 6). However, the role of 
digital tools in driving digital innovation differs from the other four aspects in 
some essential ways due to its mutual influence, meaning the tools can directly 
influence digital innovation when utilized (for example) as IT infrastructure, or 
indirectly when enabling, imposing or hindering an agile culture. To elaborate 
on the relation between the studied aspects, the following sections will go 
through each aspect of organizational agility, analyze its role in digital innova-
tion, and discuss the relationships between the aspects, as highlighted in Figure 
6. I will first analyze the five aspects of organizational agility studied in the 
startups and then analyze the relationship between these five aspects from the 
perspective of how they affected the identified four organizational agility pat-
terns. 

Organizational Culture 

Organizational culture consists of people's logic: how they view things, collab-
orate, and share knowledge with others (Schein, 2004). The studied startups 
highlighted the importance of collaborating and sharing knowledge with others 
and solving newly discovered problems faster. To develop and maintain organ-
izational agility, organizations must create and maintain the ability to proact-
ively respond to change when new opportunities arise. Here, organizational 
culture was identified as one of the most important influencing factors. Organ-
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izational culture is crucial for startups to succeed in a volatile digital market 
(Tumbas et al., 2017). In the studied startups, organizational culture was often 
characterized by leadership through horizontal coaching (Goncalves, Bergqvist, 
Bunk and Alänge, 2020), openness, inclusion, collaboration, and employee em-
powerment, motivating employees to share their experiences and knowledge. 
The startup founders often promoted the organization's core values and behavi-
ors as qualities that are valued and rewarded, in particular when trying to attract 
necessary talent to join the company and the necessary external actors to col-
laborate with. The latter included investors who would engage with the com-
pany in supportive ways, such as by connecting the startup to their networks 
(Goncalves et al., 2020). Given that research has proved that agile culture leads 
to positive job satisfaction (Lund, 2003), it is understandable why these star-
tups use the positive qualities of their culture as a marketing strategy to attract 
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the needed talents and investors. To management in the startups, it was seen as 
being of the utmost importance to recruit people who can fit well into an agile 
culture, to ensure that they would thrive in an agile work environment, have the 
ability to drive innovation work forward, help to resolve problems along the 
way, and collaborate with colleagues or external actors to deliver progress. 
Since the startups often have limited funds and resources, and the founders do 
not always have time to help each individual, people throughout the company 
must collaborate effectively to reach their goals and cover for one another if 
needed, whether it is for internal or external activities. Organizational culture is 
crucial for employees' empowerment, engagement, and commitment to acceler-
ating innovation. The studied startups' organizational culture influenced how 
they used their available resources to ensure that ongoing innovation activities 
moved quickly to meet market needs within the window of opportunity. 

Furthermore, failing fast and learning fast is perceived as positive, as long as 
the employees learn and share their learning with others. In addition, openly 
and continually questioning others when not understanding or agreeing is per-
ceived as a positive behavior (Goncalves et al., 2020). These values and beha-
viors are not usually seen as positive in the cultures of non-agile organizations. 
The reason why non-agile organizations usually perceive agile behavior as 
negative seems to be that managers do not want to lose their power, and ques-
tioning can be seen as employees hindering the managers who have power over 
them (Goncalves et al., 2020; Harrison et al., 2021). Behaviors that are valued 
as positive in those organizations include focusing on internal work, creating 
stability, following plans and fixed processes, controlling changes, and redu-
cing costs (Goncalves et al., 2020). Even when such organizations decide to 
pursue an agile transformation journey, which means transforming their organ-
izational hierarchies and power structures into a new way of working character-
ized by transparency, trust, collaboration, and team empowerment, the previous 
values and behaviors seem to continue to be rewarded (Goncalves et al., 2020; 
Harrison et al., 2021). This claim is supported by other research that has 
demonstrated how large companies such as Google, Facebook, and Amazon 
have been able to maintain a startup mentality through their growth periods, 
bringing the companies to the level at which they are today without losing their 
original spirit and digital innovation culture (Steiber and Alänge, 2013; Seppälä 
and Cameron, 2015). Agile cultural logic leads organizations to be proactive 
and build the capability for continuous digital innovation at a high pace (Gon-
calves et al., 2020). 

Organizational Transparency 

Organizational transparency can be defined simply as an organization’s “open-
ness” to sharing information (Parris et al., 2016). Organizational transparency 
is an aspect of organizational agility influenced by organizational culture. Agile 
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culture promotes continuous learning, team collaboration, and co-creation re-
gardless of where the team members are located, inside or outside the company 
(Goncalves et al., 2020). For collaboration or co-creation to happen, trust-
worthy relationships must be established among all actors involved (Goncalves, 
2021b). These are abilities that the studied startups emphasized and valued as 
important qualities they rewarded. For trust to be established, there needs to be 
transparency and an environment of psychological safety, enabling everyone to 
dare to speak up and stick out their necks (Schein, 2004; Goncalves, 2021b). 
One way to achieve this objective was highlighted in one of the studied star-
tups, where the CEO constantly promoted the concept that employees should 
respect the persons but not the ideas within the organization (Goncalves, 
2021b). The results show that transparency seems to be an important character-
istic of organizational agility, and especially dependent on organizational cul-
ture. The absence of transparency can hinder the formation of trustworthy rela-
tionships, both within the organization and in collaborations with external act-
ors. Examples found in the studied companies included cases where people felt 
that their potential collaborators were not honest and might hold something 
back (Goncalves et al., 2020; Goncalves, 2021b). In a specific case, a person at 
one of the startups stated that his degree of transparency depends on national 
culture (Goncalves, 2021b). He meant that in Sweden, there is a certain level of 
trust that we are comfortable with, while when working with external actors 
from Asia or eastern Europe, he was not confident that he could trust them to 
handle transparency reliably. When trustworthy relationships are not achieved 
between collaborators, it can create an insecure environment that often hampers 
engagement and commitment as well the pace and progress of innovation 
(Goncalves, 2021b). In one of the studied startups, one of the founders argued 
that collaboration tools were essential for inclusiveness within their organiza-
tion. According to this founder it was the transparency that created the sense of 
inclusion: “I think in some unconscious way you feel a team affiliation. You see 
that others talk; when you come to work, then you know that a discussion has 
happened, and you are involved.” 

Transparency has become a buzzword in the industry and is somewhat misused 
(Goncalves et al., 2020). Results show that some organizations have used 
“transparency” as a marketing strategy by sending messages that were not ne-
cessarily consistent with their actions, neither internally nor externally. This 
was particularly evident with one of the incumbents in this research. The com-
pany communicated a challenging social vision on its website, but when I 
asked an interviewee to elaborate on it, the person quickly stated that this could 
not be done since the information was confidential. After some more question-
ing the interviewee finally admitted that the vision was something the company 
founder had created but inside the organization they did not really know what it 
meant (Goncalves et al., 2020). The incident gives a sense of how executives at 
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the studied incumbent handle significant changes. First they market the desired 
position or behavior and then work on adapting the organization to the mes-
sage, hoping that the market will perceive them as a company at the forefront 
even though the company is not yet practicing what it promises. The main 
reason for this behavior is essentially to attract the desired competence and cus-
tomers. In contrast, the studied startups had built their staffs by hiring people 
on the basis of cultural fit, and were usually very careful not to pretend to be 
something they were not or would have a hard time being. The startups con-
sciously applied transparency and were also aware of the importance of being 
honest, to ensure that they did not claim something they could not live up to. 
All startups brought this up as being an essential value for them, and for one 
startup in particular it was crucial. This company incorporated its ethical values 
into its core values. The startup practiced external transparency to a great ex-
tent, using the customer base as a channel for capturing new product ideas 
through social media. This approach differs significantly from companies with 
traditional thinking, where opacity and holding onto information seems to be 
the norm, even though some incumbents have started to change toward an agile 
mindset when pursuing an all-in transformation journey. 

Another critical insight that has emerged in this research is the importance of 
establishing psychological safety so that all employees feel secure when shar-
ing their thoughts, ideas, knowledge, and experiences (Schein, 2004). A lack of 
psychological safety harms the organization's digital innovation capability, 
which was evident in one of the incumbents (Goncalves et al., 2020; Gon-
calves, 2021b). When an organization claims it is transparent and values trans-
parency highly, the words have no significant positive effect if the company 
does not act accordingly (Parris et al., 2016). On the contrary, the organization 
may lose credibility and be perceived as unreliable, a risk that some startups 
were concerned about and tried to avoid (Parris et al., 2016; Goncalves, 
2021b). Their approach was to mitigate the risk of being perceived as unreli-
able by being transparent regarding who they were and what they could con-
tribute and deliver. 

Companies that master transparency as an aspect of organizational agility build 
trustworthy relationships both internally and externally, which facilitates in-
clusiveness of their employees and more optimal utilization of available know-
ledge (Goncalves, 2021b). Although the startups in this research promoted and 
tried to explore how best to apply transparency to gain leverage in digital in-
novation, there was a clear difference in capability (Goncalves, 2021b). The 
startups that showed the best transparency had a boundary-spanning ability, 
enabling them to build trustworthy relationships with external actors, which 
they achieved by applying a strategy for managing internal and external trans-
parency (Goncalves, 2021b). The boundary-spanning ability enabled them util-
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ize resources more efficiently, both for activities within the organization and for 
collaboration with external actors. When needed, their employees could stand 
in for the founders in customer meetings (Goncalves, 2021b). These companies 
also applied co-creation in open innovation environments to a greater degree 
than others did (Goncalves, 2021b). 

Organizational Adaptability 

Organizational adaptability is another aspect of organizational agility and is 
defined as an organization's ability to master the process of deliberately chan-
ging routines (Basadur et al., 2014). It also means that organizations need the 
ability to adapt quickly when unplanned, emerging changes occur. Organiza-
tional adaptability is primarily a proactive approach influenced by organiza-
tional culture and one of the two concepts around which organizational agility 
is built (Basadur et al., 2014). This research has shown that leading an innova-
tion initiative at a high level of abstraction, constantly measuring speed, remov-
ing obstacles, reducing risks, and maintaining a holistic perspective instead of 
following detailed plans leads the organization to develop an ability for pro-
activity (Goncalves and Bergquist, 2022). One key to risk reduction is main-
taining a close dialogue with customers and requesting rapid feedback on de-
liverables—so that, for example, if Scrum is used, the risk is often no more 
significant than the length of the ongoing sprint (Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). 
The rule of thumb when driving digital innovation with Scrum is that the less 
we know, the higher the risk. A way to mitigate uncertainty is to use shorter 
sprint length and see the sprint as an affordable loss that the organization is 
willing to take. The mitigation approach creates transparency and control that is 
not easily achievable in organizations where product development is not agile-
driven. It also requires management to be more involved and engaged, which 
was clearly seen in the studied startups as opposed to the non-agile product de-
velopment organizations. 

Some characteristics of organizations with rapid adaptability are recruiting for 
culture fit and incorporating continuous learning into everyone's daily work. 
Having people, including managers and leaders, who can change their thinking 
when needed, have good collaboration skills, and openly share their insights 
and learning also contributes to increasing the speed of digital innovation 
(Goncalves and Bergquist, 2022). Ideas develop when different minds discuss 
or work together to solve a problem and constantly question each other. This 
behavior was commonly found among the startups with a high pace of digital 
innovation (Goncalves et al., 2020). The startups could suddenly change direc-
tion if needed to respond quickly to change, regardless of whether the change 
was due to events in the market or new developments in technology. The star-
tups saw this as a common and effective way of openly reducing the risk for 
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everyone involved. It fosters an organizational ability for rapid sensing, seizing, 
and transforming. 

Co-Creation 

Co-creation is an aspect of organizational agility which can be defined as the 
ability of companies to utilize resources to increase innovation, regardless of 
where the resources are located or who owns them (Goldman et al., 1995). Co-
creation is influenced by an agile organizational culture, which promotes col-
laboration in many forms, but it is essential to apply a visionary and transform-
ative logic to succeed with co-creation (Goncalves et al., 2021a). Besides hav-
ing the ability to craft trustworthy relationships that get other actors to tap into 
joint innovation activities, “agile thinking” significantly impacts an organiza-
tion's digital innovation capability. Usually, transformative thinking is pro-
moted and facilitated in an agile culture (Goncalves et al., 2020; Goncalves et 
al., 2021a). The ability to keep an open mind until the very last minute before 
making a decision is something that one of the startups brought up as a vital 
element of its success with high-pace digital innovation, since it expands the 
collaboration window and maximizes the utilization of others' knowledge, 
thereby increasing innovation pace (Goncalves et al., 2020; Goncalves et al., 
2021a). Co-creation in ecosystems, where different actors complement each 
other, is a faster way to bring innovations to market. In the studied startups that 
have the ability for high pace innovation, the companies worked with external 
actors who held multiple roles, e.g., as co-creators, suppliers and customers. 
This is an efficient way to launch innovations with broad market reach, as the 
various needed parts of the value stream will be brought to market simultan-
eously by different companies. Some of the studied startups sometimes partner 
with external actors who are potential future customers. This enables them to 
get all the pieces of an innovation in place and assure that the external actor's 
product will fit with the startup’s product, as both can develop their products 
concurrently. Sometimes they even coded in each other's products. Some star-
tups had the ability to get incumbents involved in their innovations, and further 
were able to decide the terms of such involvement (Goncalves et al., 2020). 
The incumbents' intentions can vary. Some might see added value in using the 
startup's product as a testbed for their own product, or they may wish to incor-
porate the startup in their work as a proof of concept for their own product and 
show that it could scale from small to large. In other cases, startups and incum-
bents might collaborate for branding purposes. In any such collaboration it is 
all about creating win-wins and finding ways to drive each other's innovations 
forward. 

However, to achieve this level of co-creation, all actors need the ability to 
transform their thinking and see new opportunities in collaboration constella-
tions that they might never even have thought of in the past. Taking a broader 
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perspective during the innovation process will likely influence the product's 
design in a positive way. It also fosters the ability to fail fast, learn, and retry 
while driving toward a more optimal solution. The business perspective needs 
to be included from the beginning since the business model can influence the 
direction of product design. For example, a new electric car with a subscription 
business model might require collaborations with completely new domains 
than in the past. This kind of thinking was evident in the startups with capabil-
ity for high-pace innovation, as they were highly aware that they would prob-
ably need some serious innovation effort around their business models along 
with the product development cycle. 

Digital Tools 

Digital tools/technologies can be defined as a set of information technology-
enabled capabilities such as digitized work processes and knowledge systems 
(Sambamurthy et al., 2003). Digital tools have impact on all other aspects of 
organizational agility: transparency, adaptability, and co-creation (Figure 6). In 
addition the use of digital tools was influenced by the organizational culture, 
and this in a triple sense, as digital tools enabled, imposed and hindered the 
creation of organizational culture, which in turn affected the organizations' 
digital innovation capability (Figure 6). Digital tools can also directly influence 
digital innovation capability that is in the development of the actual innovation. 

A fascinating insight from this research was that all startups had chosen SaaS 
(software as a service) as their digital toolbox (Goncalves, Bergquist, Alänge, 
and Bunk, 2022). The startups stated that this solution was more effective in 
adding value and covering their needs than the standard licensed software usu-
ally used by incumbents, such as Microsoft Office. For startups, it was essential 
to choose solutions that were compatible with their way of working, both in-
ternally and externally, and that also supported their culture and enabled scaling 
when needed. Only the startup engaged in hardware development had physical 
tools in place, but cloud solutions were primarily applied for software. SaaS 
suppliers providing digital tools on a subscription basis enabled the startups not 
to have to continue paying when the tools were no longer needed, as the com-
panies could easily terminate their subscriptions. Given the financial con-
straints of startups, it is imperative to keep costs down and not get stuck in 
long-term license contracts that the company may need to cancel with short 
notice for various reasons. 

An interesting finding was the importance of fit between organizational culture 
and choice of digital tools. The startups viewed software as tools for transpar-
ency, inclusion, and open collaboration, and as ways to remove obstacles that 
could slow down internal or external communications. Almost all startups 
stated that they rarely used email, except for formal communication with au-
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thorities and dialogues with new customers. All other communication was 
through Slack. Some even stated that they preferred to use Slack instead of a 
cellphone. During the analysis it became clear how a digital tool like Slack eas-
ily and effectively supported the startups’ collaboration for digital innovation, 
both internally and externally. Communication in these startups occurs predom-
inantly through dialogues, not documentation. The innovation work usually 
takes place in collaboration with other actors who may be both within and out-
side the company and requires that data, information and knowledge can easily 
be shared with others. In pair programming, the partners need a shared view of 
the code that they are co-developing (Goncalves et al., 2021a). Choosing a tool 
that has been developed to bring people together to collaborate may not be sur-
prising, since the choices of solutions are driven by needs in an agile company. 
It seems that the startups have asked themselves which tasks will need to be 
supported with digital tools, and how the tools can be chosen and used without 
compromising their culture. They have not organized themselves around struc-
tures dictated by digital systems or tools, but rather have opted for digital tools 
that would facilitate the preservation of an agile culture and effectively support 
their digital innovation initiatives. On the other hand, incumbents were driven 
by structure, process, and control, and for them it became more natural to 
design organizations around the structure for optimal efficiency and to keep 
structural costs as low as possible. However, this approach will cause tensions 
when companies with cultural differences attempt to collaborate for digital in-
novation (Goncalves et al., 2020). 

Organizational Agility: Nine Capabilities Shaping Four Patterns 
Affecting Digital Innovation 

As has become evident in the analysis, organizational agility is dependent on 
capabilities that the studied organizations developed and applied in their digital 
innovation practices. This study started by analyzing five aspects of organiza-
tional agility derived from a literature review. However, during the data analys-
is, nine agility-related capabilities emerged as essentially impacting digital in-
novation: leadership agility, employee agility, transparency, adaptability, 
lifelong learning, co-creation, digital tools leverage, business model innovation, 
and investor selectivity (Table 2). When analyzing the nine capabilities further, 
it became apparent that they formed four organizational agility patterns for 
digital innovation. These four patterns are: digitally industrializing, comple-
menting, exploiting, and disrupting. A description will follow from the identi-
fied nine organizational agility capabilities (Table 2) that emerged from the 
data analysis of the nine startups (Table 3), and depending on how startups 
handled these abilities, four organizational agility patterns for digital innova-
tion are formed. When analyzing the patterns (Figure 7), it became clear that 
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the differences indicate why some startups developed more digital innovation 
capability than others. Table 3 shows the startup's ability to master the nine 
capabilities impacting digital innovation. 
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Company: A B C D E F G H I

Pattern (dominant): DC DC DD DE DD DE DI DI DD

1. Leadership Agility

2. Employee Agility

3. Transparency

4. Adaptability

5. Life-Long Learning

6. Co-Creation

7. Digital Tools Leverage

8. Business Model Innovation

9. Investor Selectivity

Table 3. Capabilities supporting digital innovation: ■Strong, ■Medium, ■Weak

Organizational Agility Capabilities Definition

1. Leadership Agility The ability of an entrepreneur, be it as a visionary, innovator, 
team builder, and/or mentor.

2. Employee Agility The ability to think and act as an entrepreneur, take the initia-
tive, be creative, be a team player, and embrace change.

3. Transparency
The ability to build trust creates a psychologically safe envi-
ronment where leaders and others can feel free to speak up, 
collaborate, share knowledge, fail fast, and learn from their 
failures.

4. Adaptability The ability to embrace change and adapt quickly to new reali-
ties. 

5. Lifelong Learning The ability to continuously learn, unlearn and re-learn to enable 
continuous digital innovation at a high pace.

6. Co-Creation The ability to co-create with other actors in open innovation 
environments, e.g., ecosystems, communities, networks. 

7. Digital Tools Leverage The ability to utilize digital tools to support innovation activi-
ties efficiently, with both internal and external actors

8. Business Model Innovation The ability to adopt different business models to create cus-
tomer value along the innovation cycle.

9. Investor Selectivity The ability to use financial investments to improve the success 
of innovation.

Table 2. The definitions of the nine organizational agility capabilities



Nine Organizational Agility Capabilities 

This subsection describes from a generic perspective the nine organizational 
agility capabilities impacting digital innovation (Table 2). 

1. Leadership Agility is defined as the ability of an entrepreneur to be visionary, 
innovative, a team builder, and a mentor (Table 2). The founding team influ-
ences the organization's leadership characteristics in ways that go beyond 
agility, but that will be our focus here. Having a team of founders from a 
single dominant discipline usually limits organizational agility. And con-
versely, organizational agility increases with a broader interdisciplinary 
founding team. The founders set the tone and create the organizational cul-
ture and mindset that will be rewarded. Visionary, agile leadership inspires 
people to commit and contribute to a company's ambitious social vision. It 
makes people want to be part of the company's digital innovation journey, to 
influence the direction of innovation and to be associated with the company 
and its innovations. Leadership agility usually invites people to deliver to the 
best of their abilities, leading to high-pace digital innovation capability. 

2. Employee Agility is defined as the ability to think and act as an entrepreneur, 
take the initiative, be creative, be a team player, and embrace change (Table 
2). The driving characteristics of agile employees include incredible curios-
ity, and a need to explore and experiment with new ideas. These employees 
allow ideas to emerge and evolve while working with customer/user feed-
back to capture needs and respond with value-creating solutions. They are 
driven by being part of a journey in which they deliver value while learning 
to contribute to higher purposes in society. They thrive as boundary spanners 
and want to be involved in a context where they can make a difference. Em-
ployee agility has the characteristics needed to enable high-paced continuous 
digital innovation. 

3. Transparency is defined as the ability to build trust, creating a psychologic-
ally safe environment where leaders and all others can feel free to speak up, 
collaborate, share knowledge, fail fast, and learn from failures (Table 2). Or-
ganizations that possess this ability are keenly interested in creating inclu-
sion, benefiting from collective access to knowledge and continuous, 
lifelong learning. The ability to handle transparency requires some experi-
ence in how it can be applied internally or externally. For example, some of 
the studied startups were comfortable with total transparency internally, but 
did not trust external actors, i.e., they were not as open. Transparency usu-
ally leads to increased digital innovation capability by enabling people to 
utilize accumulated knowledge to a greater degree. Problems also come to 
the surface quickly and can be remedied promptly, leading to high quality 
and cost efficiency. 
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4. Adaptability is defined as the ability to embrace change and adapt quickly to 
new realities (Table 2). Adaptable organizations can quickly sense changes 
in the market and grasp what will be needed to respond to these changes, if 
they choose to respond. Being able to capture new patterns opens up the or-
ganization to becoming proactive, taking the lead, and doing what is needed, 
whether that is to follow the stream of events or redirect the stream in anoth-
er direction that better meets the organization's business objectives. Proactiv-
ity leads to competitive advantage. The organization can develop a more 
precise sense of the optimum time to launch a digital innovation on the mar-
ket, and can also gain advantage by having the ability to adapt faster than its 
competitors. 

5. Lifelong Learning is defined as the ability to continuously learn, unlearn and 
re-learn to enable continuous digital innovation at a high pace (Table 2). 
Lifelong learning is essential for all organizations that want to ensure that 
they are always one or two steps ahead of their competitors. This ability en-
ables sensing, seizing, and transforming whenever the market circumstances 
demand it. A lack of accurate, up-to-date knowledge can retard progress in 
innovation and impede proactivity, which in turn can lead to the organization 
becoming reactive and missing new opportunities as they emerge. 

6. Co-Creation is defined as the ability to create with other actors in open in-
novation environments (Table 2). This ability is crucial for any organization 
that wants to thrive and hold a leading position in a volatile market. It is a 
way to quickly master high-pace innovation by gaining access to additional 
resources owned by external actors. At the same time it enables the organiza-
tion to respond efficiently to new market demands as they arise, while shar-
ing potential risks with the external actors. 

7. Digital Tool Leverage is defined as the ability to utilize digital tools to sup-
port innovation activities efficiently, both internally and with external actors 
(Table 2). Digital tools are valuable assets for innovation, but they require an 
organizational ability to quickly select and adapt the tools to the needs of 
innovation activities and not the other way around. Digital tools can enable, 
impose or hinder an agile culture, thereby indirectly impacting the pace of 
innovation. Subscribing to the use of digital tools in cloud services is usually 
a financially efficient alternative to providing IT infrastructure in-house, as 
long the supplier has no lock-in effect. Software as a service enables organ-
izations to choose an IT infrastructure for a culture fit and pay only as 
needed. It also opens up the path to experimentation, as trying new tools be-
comes economically feasible; the affordable loss is no greater than the sub-
scription period. 
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8. Business Model Innovation is defined as the ability to adapt one's business 
models to create customer value along the innovation cycle (Table 2). Mas-
tering business model innovation enables organizations to keep a holistic 
perspective on innovation readiness. This holistic perspective serves as a 
wide lens for easily and quickly detecting weaknesses in innovation readi-
ness. Furthermore, it facilitates a sounding-board reflection that can quickly 
resolve identified weaknesses. A holistic view enables the capture of new 
opportunities that emerge from sounding-board reflection, and could be seen 
as an organizational navigator keeping the company on track in terms of in-
novation readiness. 

9. Investor Selectivity is defined as the ability to use investors and other finan-
cial sponsors to improve the chances of success in innovation, for example 
by attracting the wanted investors (Table 2). Attracting wanted investors is 
crucial for an organization, given its significant influence on the ability to 
achieve innovation readiness in a fast-moving market. Investors can enable, 
impose, or hinder an organization's direction. They may affect how quickly 
an innovation can be brought to market and the types of innovation that can 
be implemented: exploitation, or exploration, or both. The few organizations 
with the crucial ability to select the desired investors do so from a cultural 
fit, creating a win-win for all parties involved. The startups that did best in 
this regard were those with the digitally disrupting pattern. 

Patterns of Organizational Agility 

The described nine capabilities were found to varying degrees in the studied 
startups (Table 3). These nine capabilities shape four organizational agility pat-
terns: digitally industrializing, digitally complementing, digitally exploiting, 
and digitally disrupting. The following subsection will describe how the nine 
capabilities shape the four organizational agility patterns (Tables 2 and 3; Fig-
ure 7). 

Digitally Industrializing 

The organizations that demonstrated behavior dominated by a digitally indus-
trializing pattern (Figure 7) were characterized by a planning logic focused on 
internal tech-driven innovation, primarily exploration, and by an internal trans-
parency strategy, which meant low organizational agility and low digital innov-
ation capability. These organizations do not take full advantage of all three 
levels of organizational agility or the resources that come with them. (The three 
levels are core level micro-agility, enterprise-level agility, and macro-agility at 
the inter-enterprise level, as shown in Figure 4.) Since these companies primar-
ily focus inwards, within the organization, their expected potential for applying 
an agile culture is limited and damps their digital innovation capability. 
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Usually, a company that displays the digitally industrializing pattern has been 
founded by a sole founder with a technical background. This person typically 
has mentorship skills that enable employee inclusiveness, making people feel 
safe and a part of the company. The employees usually have deep technical 
skills that influence the technical design of innovations, but they tend to remain 
focused on the innovation initiative and usually are not active in driving cus-
tomer dialogues or collaborations. Internal transparency has been shown to 
positively impact an organization by aligning and engaging its people, getting 
them strongly committed to the company's innovation. These organizations 
practice internal transparency as completely as legal considerations allow. 
Their focus on core innovation permits them to rapidly sense and adjust to new 
realities, which usually requires balancing their limited resources. These limita-
tions force employees to address lifelong learning on their own time and out of 
their own interest in knowledge growth. Additionally, the limited ability to trust 
and to build trusting relationships with external actors can slow their pace of 
innovation. By applying only internal transparency, these companies can miss 
the full potential of co-creation in ecosystems and communities. 

The most crucial factor for these digitally industrializing startups is to minim-
ize the costs of infrastructure and development environments while maximizing 
flexibility for change. They choose digital tools that can support technical in-
novation at a reasonable cost. Typically they use the various Google toolkits for 
administration and communication, and Slack for communication. These tools 
do, in fact, enable them to drive internal innovation at reasonable costs. 

However, there are multiple downsides to being technically driven, focusing on 
internal innovation without engaging the outside world, and not actively in-
cluding business model innovation along with product innovation. These 
factors can make it challenging to optimize value offerings to customers and 
may also harm a company's ability to attract external capital. The innovation 
outcomes are usually stand-alone products, sold directly to customers through 
traditional business models, and the products then have to be adapted and con-
figured into the customer's environment. 

The limited ability to attract investors usually leaves companies needing to ap-
ply for funding through various innovation authorities. Due to their limited fo-
cus and access to new knowledge, along with the lack of business model in-
novation, it can be difficult for digitally industrializing startups to adapt to new 
market opportunities. They stay focused on their ideas and work hard to deliver 
them, even if the ideas might later turn out to have little chance of business 
success. These companies do not exhibit the abilities to learn continuously or to 
sense, seize and transform rapidly in pursuit of emerging opportunities. 
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Digitally Complementing 

The organizations that demonstrated behavior dominated by a digitally com-
plementing pattern have high innovation capability and low organizational agil-
ity. They apply a planning logic with an internal innovation focus. Here, how-
ever, we found products requiring a higher involvement from the customer 
side, since the products are normally integrated into the customers's own 
products. These organizations have a direction toward enhancing their products 
and the value of digital options for customers (Tumbas et al., 2017). The digit-
ally complementing pattern spans all three organizational agility levels, al-
though to a limited extent at the macro-level (Goldman et al., 1995; Yusuf et 
al., 1999; Chesbrough, 2003). Here we often find spinoffs from universities or 
incumbents, normally with in-depth but slow capabilities for exploration and 
exploitation innovation. 

Usually, a digitally complementing startup has multiple founders with different 
disciplinary backgrounds to cover core competence areas such as tech and 
business. The founders have entrepreneurial and mentorship characteristics that 
make it possible to create value-generating innovations together with employ-
ees and customers. These organizations can apply all three identified levels of 
organizational agility, meaning they are able to utilize both internal and extern-
al resources, even though they primarily apply agile practices, value systems, 
and organizational forms of agile culture internally. The digitally complement-
ing focus in agile culture enables them to align their talents primarily for in-
ternal boundary spanning, and to facilitate customer dialogue for product integ-
ration. The employees are mainly technical experts working in internal teams 
or individually, with a focus on designing and developing innovations that can 
be integrated into customers' products. The mix of team-player and individual-
ist characteristics among the employees can both enable and inhibit customer 
dialogue and collaborations. 

These organizations practice full internal transparency as far as legal considera-
tions permit, and practice external transparency to some extent. A mentioned 
earlier, internal transparency positively impacts internal innovation perform-
ance by getting people engaged and committed and feeling they are part of the 
company. For these organizations, transparency is a way to make internal struc-
tures and processes known to the outside world, in order to build interest 
around the products, the company, and its people. Credibility is essential for 
these organizations since their products complement other companies' innova-
tions. 

The digitally complementing pattern requires rapid adaptability due to the de-
pendence on external customers' products. It is important to stay flexibility in 
design and in the choice of technologies, to fit as many customers as possible. 
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To enable the needed flexibility, these companies have developed the mindset 
of using their competence in digital innovation to complement other actors' 
products instead of developing stand-alone products. They are aware of their 
dependence on external actors for innovation, so the companies try hard to 
monitor what is going on in the market and keep up close dialogues with cus-
tomers. The goal is to proactively capture any changes that may occur in the 
near future, which enables them always to be a few steps ahead of the custom-
er. The insights they gain by monitoring market changes give them a little head 
start in building the knowledge they may not yet have, but will need in order to 
respond quickly. Co-creation is essential as long as customers are convinced of 
the value proposition and can see that it will add value to the their innovations. 
Once engaged, co-creation positively impacts all the actors involved. 

In addition, the ability of these startups to explore new technologies facilitates 
choosing the digital tools that are best suited for their innovation work. The 
focus is to enable fast and smooth communication, both within the company 
and with the external actors and customers involved. These startups primarily 
were found to use Slack for communication and collaboration, and the various 
Google tools like Google Workspace, GCP, Github, and Jira to support digital 
development. For social marketing, tools like LinkedIn, Facebook, and You-
Tube were chosen. Integrating complex products requires rapid, smooth com-
munication involving all actors as a sounding board to discuss ideas and design 
proposals, or to solve problems quickly. The digital tools also enabled inclusion 
by bringing together all of the startup's talents, regardless of location. 

Indirectly these organizations are part of their customers' business models for 
innovation (Chesbrough, 2007). The customers typically need support in visu-
alizing how the startup's innovations add value to their own and how the startup 
could support them with its continuous growth in digital innovation. The 
founding team's ability to demonstrate a broad knowledge base, covering both 
deep technical issues and business issues, enables the building of trustworthy 
relationships with sponsors, as the founders can typically show proof of previ-
ous accomplishments prior to founding a company together. 

Digitally Exploiting 

The organizations that demonstrated behavior dominated by a digitally exploit-
ing pattern are characterized by low innovation capability and high organiza-
tional agility. They apply a visionary and adaptive logic, focusing on rapid ex-
ploitation due to limited resources for exploration. Analysis shows that they 
apply all three levels of organizational agility (Figure 4). These organizations 
take more significant advantage of applying agile practices, principles, and the 
values of openness, team collaboration, and co-innovation with external actors 
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to attract the needed talents and customers to contribute to their ongoing innov-
ation initiatives. 

The founding teams of these organizations often include one founder with a 
technical background and one who is an entrepreneurial visionary. Promoting a 
big social vision strengthens their ability to attract employees, build customer 
relationship, and quickly capture new ideas that contribute to innovation 
growth. Their empowered team players embody the organization's big social 
vision by being passionate about making a significant impact on society, which 
gives them a sense of highly meaningful purpose in their work. 

Organizational culture is essential for building trustworthy relationships with 
customers, and these relationships are critical, since it is through them that the 
startups can gain insights for new business opportunities. The startups applied 
strategies for both internal and external transparency. The latter is vital to these 
companies because they depend greatly on their customers' contributions to 
new ideas and improvements. The organizations are market-driven and try to 
maintain close dialogues with customers to understand their needs and what the 
company needs to improve. In the process of building trustworthy relationships 
with customers, the companies try to balance internal and external transparency 
in ways that align their employees and customers. However, since the majority 
of customer dialogues take place via social media, these organizations must 
adhere to ethical values when applying transparency strategies, to ensure that 
they do not appear to be saying or promising something they cannot deliver. To 
do so would quickly give the company a bad reputation and might lead to a 
negative impact on sales. 

The close dialogue with customers makes it possible to listen in and gain early 
insights that can be reformulated into new ideas or improvement measures, 
which can enable quick adaptability. The employees' passion to contribute to a 
larger purpose drives a boost in knowledge growth. The organizations' limited 
means very often leave individuals pushing to pursue knowledge growth for 
lifelong learning on their own time. The agile culture, characterized by self-
organized driving and collaborative talent, enables the necessary cross-border 
capacity for exploitation. The products found here are primarily digital services 
supplied on a white label platform, which means that the actual platform seen 
in the market is provided by an external actor. Co-creation is a decisive factor 
for these companies to be able to continue to develop. 

Keeping in mind that the organizations have limited means, they can utilize 
external knowledge and insights from their customers for innovation and 
thereby boost their innovation pace without increasing costs. Here, digital 
communication tools can meet their specific need to maintain a direct dialogue 
with employees and customers openly and efficiently, in particular through so-
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cial media. Above all, their customers strongly connect with them for co-in-
novation, providing insights into product improvements and current and future 
needs that the company could use to broaden and strengthen their business. 
These digitally exploiting startups were found to use Slack and various Google 
tools, like the companies that display other agility patterns, but they focused on 
using social media as an essential communication channel given their strong 
dependence on consumer, customer, and market input for co-innovation and 
product improvement. 

These organizations can be quick to add new value propositions to their current 
platforms, as long as their current business model still holds or needs only 
minor adjustments and no new knowledge is needed. The type of investors they 
tend to attract are solely interested in short-term returns, which limits their ex-
ploration capability to a minimum. 

Digitally Disrupting 

The organizations that demonstrated a behavior dominated by a digitally 
disrupting pattern are characterized by high innovation capability and high 
organizational agility. They apply a visionary and transformative logic focusing 
on both exploration and exploitation, always incorporating business model 
innovation in their innovation initiatives. This pattern spans all three 
organizational agility levels, with boundary spanning being the companies' 
special orchestration skill (Goldman et al., 1995; Yusuf et al., 1999; 
Chesbrough, 2003). 

Usually, a company of this type has more than two founders, with different dis-
ciplinary backgrounds to cover the company's core competencies. The founders 
build their organizations around their vision. They have a genuine interest in 
supporting values and behavior based on inclusion and knowledge sharing. 
They try to make all employees feel comfortable with trying, failing, learning 
from their mistakes and sharing what they learn. Recruitment is based on cul-
tural fit so that everyone in the organization shares the same ideas about how to 
work, co-create, collaborate and learn. This kind of agile culture is perceived as 
crucial for organizing collaboration with external actors. The persistent goal is 
mainly to work with people who share the company’s vision and culture. A sig-
nificant portion of the founders' time is spent crafting and retaining the desired 
culture. Since employees are recruited with an eye to cultural fit, they usually 
have the characteristics of being entrepreneurial, multifaceted team players 
who promote collaboration with different actors. They are self-organizing and 
most of them can stand in for any of the founders if needed, e.g., to hold a cus-
tomer meeting. Employees are empowered to make their own decisions as long 
they follow the organization's cultural values. 
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The digitally disrupting startups apply strategies for internal and external trans-
parency, which maximizes their ability to drive digital innovation in ecosys-
tems and communities. They also gain competitive advantage by using tools 
and methods such as technologies for rapid, real-time communication among 
actors. The key, however, is that these organizations can craft trusting relation-
ships, which enable them to successfully engage external actors to contribute to 
their innovations. As shown in previous research on how organizational trans-
parency strengthens digital innovation capabilities in startups, trusting relation-
ships enable people to feel safe and facilitate further mutual trust-building, 
leading people and organizations to further increase transparency (Edmondson, 
1999; Kucharska, 2017; Goncalves, 2021a; Goncalves, 2021b). The stronger 
the trusting relationship, the greater the risks that people and organizations are 
willing to take, making it possible for companies to utilize the full potential of 
each talent for their innovation initiatives. These trusting relationships enable 
organizations to innovate in different external innovation environments and 
quickly acquire new knowledge and insights. 

The leaders’ and employees’ multifaceted skills enable proactivity as new op-
portunities or changes emerge. They keep an open mind to capturing new in-
sights based on what they see in the market and in their collaborations. They 
are able to change product direction quickly if needed. Their organizational 
adaptability is high, since they have both the means and the capability to con-
tinuously transform their thinking. 

The digitally disrupting startup invests in continuous learning in various forms 
in the course of daily work, adapted to each person's needs to keep up to date 
with adequate knowledge for both current and near-future work. These startups 
co-create in external ecosystems or communities, which accelerates market 
penetration of their digital innovations by assuring that once an innovation is 
launched, it adds value since all needed parts contributing to the value stream 
are available on the market at the same time. Digitally disrupting startups can 
reject external actors who they do not think will work smoothly with them due 
to cultural differences, thus avoiding tensions that could stall their pace of in-
novation. By mitigating the creation of cultural tensions they can stay focused 
on the progress of their innovations. They try to choose external actors who can 
accept their terms and conditions for co-creation and their choice of business 
models. Every person's ideas counts, and for these startups, it is essential that 
everyone can be a boundary spanner and fill in for any of the founders if 
needed for a customer meeting. Their thinking positively impacts their digital 
innovation pace and growth. The digitally disrupting startup is primarily fo-
cused on co-creation in ecosystems or communities as a way to expand avail-
able resources and accelerate the pace of innovation. The products can be either 
stand-alone or integrated with other companies' products. Similar to what oc-
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curs in the digital complementary pattern, generated data can later result in new 
business for other customer segments. 

These startups also choose digital tools for a cultural fit, enabling ultimate sup-
port for digital innovation in an efficient manner. They subscribe to whatever 
tools are needed and end subscriptions that are not needed any longer. Similar 
to what is found in other patterns, the company's general toolbox consists of 
Slack and various Google toolkits, with LinkedIn, Facebook, and YouTube 
used for social marketing. By choosing the tools that fit best with current 
needs, the startups try to gain speed by reusing components provided by sup-
pliers instead of developing their own. This enables them to focus on their core 
innovations. In addition, they choose digital tools that enable rapid communica-
tion, inclusiveness, and alignment of everyone involved in their innovation 
around current progress and problems, so that there is always a sounding board 
for ideas and design suggestions. Without these digital tools, the companies' 
high digital innovation pace would not be possible. This pattern enabled a 
faster pace to market launch than any other pattern. 

Digitally disrupting startups have the ability to continuously drive business 
model co-innovation, ensuring customer value creation along the innovation 
cycle. Their multifaceted nature permits them to have several different business 
models depending on the market or customer context. An interest in applying 
circular economy concepts is common and usually feeds into the company's 
greater, challenging social vision. These startups can drive their innovation in a 
controlled way since they can attract the investors they need for various forms 
of support, whether it is to open doors or to be actively involved in their innov-
ation activities. The digitally disrupting startups are very selective regarding the 
talents they recruit and the investors and partners they engage with. 
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DIGITALLY COMPLEMENTING 
– Internal Innovation – 

1. Entrepreneurial mentorship allows 
innovation outcomes to create more value 

2. Technically skilled team enables innovation 
integration to fit into customer products 

3. Transparency builds trust in customer relations 
4. Fast-adapted innovation outcomes integrate 

into customer products enabling value creation 
5. Systematically structured practices contribute 

to knowledge growth for lifelong learning 
6. Co-creation with external actors for open 

innovation enhances innovation value creation 
7. Continuously exploring new technology and 

innovation practices permits lifelong learning 
8. Business model co-innovation enhances cus-

tomer value creation 
9. Demonstrating initial research facilitates at-

tracting investor commitment

DIGITALLY INDUSTRIALIZING 
– Internal Innovation – 

1. Technology-driven mentorship  
enables inclusiveness for innovation growth 

2. Individual technical skills influence technical 
design in innovation outcomes 

3. Transparency builds reliable relationships 
internally and organizational inclusiveness 

4. Fast sensing of change permits fast adaptation 
to new realities and balances limited means 

5. Individual curiosity embraces new technology 
adoption and contributes to lifelong learning 

6. Co-innovates when trustworthy relationships 
are established with external actors 

7. Using cloud services effectively supports 
innovation activities 

8. Utilizes a fixed business model to drive B2B 
9. Investment via funding through various inno-

vation authorities

DIGITALLY EXPLOITING 
– Open Innovation – 

1. Entrepreneurial, great social 
vision helps to attract employees 

2. Empowered team players empower big contri-
bution to social vision 

3. Managing transparency and ethical values 
empowers communication in social media 

4. Listening and formulating new ideas based on 
customer input allows fast adaptability 

5. Passion to contribute to a bigger purpose 
drives knowledge growth 

6. Mobilizing external resources through social 
media enables co-innovation 

7. Reuse of components permits keeping focus 
on core innovation, boosts market sensing 

8. Minor business model adjustments allow new 
value propositions to be launched to market 

9. Investor funds enable short-term exploitation

DIGITALLY DISRUPTING 
– Open Innovation – 

1. Entrepreneurial, multifaceted big  
social vision attracts actors 

2. Entrepreneurial, multifaceted team players 
promote collaboration with external actors 

3. Transparency enables competitive real-time 
communication  

4. Sensing, seizing, transforming allow fast 
adaptability as new opportunities emerge 

5. Situational learning assures that knowledge 
gaps are filled when these arise 

6. Co-creation in ecosystems with external actors 
enables accelerated innovation pace 

7. Digital tools as cloud services and culture fit 
enable high-pace digital innovation 

8. Continuous business model co-innovation 
ensures value creation along innovation cycle 

9. Selects wanted investor to boost innovation
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Figure 7. Organizational agility patterns affecting digital innovation capability. 
(1) Leadership Agility  (2) Employee Agility  (3) Transparency  (4) Adaptability  (5) Life-long Learning  
(6) Co-creation  (7) Digital Tools Leverage  (8) Business Model Innovation  (9) Investor selectivity



Discussion 
This section will discuss the analysis outcome and relate them to the informa-
tion systems literature on organizational agility—first, a short motivation and 
problematization to why a holistic perspective to organizational agility is 
needed. Second, I will discuss the nine identified organizational agility capabil-
ities that emerged in the analysis of the empirical studies and relate these cap-
abilities to the four dimensions in the agile enterprise concept (Goldman et al., 
1995). Third, I will discuss the four organizational agility patterns impacting 
digital innovation at different innovation environments. 

The importance of organizational agility for digital innovation capability is in-
creasingly recognized in the information systems literature (Sambamurthy et 
al., 2003; Conboy, 2009; Tallon and Pinsonneault, 2011; Hohl et al., 2016; 
Burchardt and Maisch, 2019; Gerster et al.,2019; Hellwig, Pawlowski, and 
Schäfer; 2021). However, there are shortcomings in previous literature, where 
typically the focus has been on just one or a few aspects of organizational agil-
ity (Wang et al., 2012; Jansson, 2015; Gustavsson, 2019). An example is the 
study of how an industry applies agile practices at the level of software devel-
opment teams, to understand agility in the method-in-action or the dynamics of 
inter-team coordination routines. The focus on only a few aspects of organiza-
tional agility at a time has resulted in both a narrow understanding of organiza-
tional agility as an empirical phenomenon and a fragmentation of the research 
field. A broader analytic lens needs to be applied to better understand how or-
ganizational agility can enable digital innovation. The research needs to 
provide a lean-agile enterprise perspective similar to the organizational agility 
patterns (Figure 7) to understand how the innovation work is being carried out 
by actors ranging from top management (founder teams/CEOs) through the 
development teams. According to Holbeche (2019), top management commit-
ment to Agile is essential in providing active investment and be a role model of 
the Agile values, not just the practices. This since the behavior of senior leaders 
has a strong influence on how successful their organizations can become agile. 
It demands a behavioral and mindset shift in leaders and others to achieve 
greater organizational agility. Senior leaders have to shift their mindset from 
the traditional top-down hierarchical and system focus paradigm to a paradigm 
of a culture of change, meaning focus on networks and behavior. An organiza-
tion delivers its services along its value chain and across organizational bound-
aries, transcending more fluidly, including collaboration with external actors 
for co-creation. Indirectly, this demands a more holistic perspective since all 
actors' contributions to innovation must be aligned, including both internal and 
external actors, since agility emphasizes co-creation in open innovation envir-
onments. 
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The first agile enterprise concept was presented in 1991 as an outcome of an 
extensive research project in collaboration with industry and government lead-
ers (Goldman et al., 1995). The agile enterprise concept includes four aspects: 
core resources and management, virtual organization, capability for reconfigur-
ation, and knowledge-driven enterprise (Goldman et al., 1995, Figure 3). Or-
ganizational agility can be defined as an ability to respond rapidly to uncertain 
market changes to remain competitive in a fiercely demanding global market, 
which requires developing a capability for continuous, scaled agile innovation 
at a high pace (Goldman et al., 1995; Dove, 2001; Teece, Peteraf, and Leih, 
2016). The literature overview in this thesis showed that much of the early 
work by authors such as Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986), Goldman et al. (1995), 
and Yusuf et al. (1999), which suggested a holistic approach to organizational 
agility, is largely neglected and seldom referenced today. For digital innovation 
to generate value, it usually requires companies to deliver customer value con-
tinuously while monitoring rapid customer feedback for insights to further im-
provement and development, and this in turn usually requires cross-disciplinary 
efforts. It means that people across the entire innovation value chain need to be 
agile in their ways of working and thinking, whether they are internal or ex-
ternal contributors (Takeuchi and Nonaka, 1986; Goldman et al., 1995; Hol-
beche, 2019). It is important to understand digital innovation from a holistic 
business perspective and not just from a project perspective or from an IT in-
frastructure support perspective, because what ultimately matters is whether a 
company can succeed in the market with its digital innovation initiatives. 

Digitalization has forced many industries to rethink how they conduct their 
business to maintain competitiveness, e.g., the automotive industry (Nambisan 
et al., 2017; Hohl et al., 2016; Sebastian, Ross, Beath, et al., 2017). As more 
and more companies choose to embark on an “all-in” agile transformation 
journey, with the expectation of being able to respond rapidly to unforeseen 
changes and secure competitiveness in the global market, a need arises for a 
holistic perspective on how to drive digital innovation at a high pace (Denning, 
2016; Burchardt and Maisch, 2019; Hellwig et al., 2021; Margheritaa, Sharifib 
and Caforioa, 2021). This transformation journey seems more challenging than 
many companies have anticipated. The literature reports some differences 
between doing agile and being agile (Gerster et al., 2019). It appears that it is 
not enough to roll out new frameworks for process execution, e.g., SAFe, and 
to purchase the necessary digital tools and systems (Denning, 2016; Gerster et 
al., 2019; Burchardt and Maisch, 2019; Goncalves, 2021a). And yet in the in-
formation systems literature, there seems to be a lack of a holistic perspective 
on organizational agility that goes beyond the project level and enables a stra-
tegic enterprise perspective (Table 1). The need exists because agile product 
development involves other parts of an organization than just a solo project 
team within, for example, R&D (Holbeche, 2019). Organizations need to un-
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derstand all of the capabilities they must develop to achieve high-pace digital 
innovation. 

Therefore, the ambition for this research is to contribute to the organizational 
agility literature by studying relationships between the nine identified organiza-
tional agility capabilities (Table 2) and how these affect the digital innovation 
ability of startups, thereby conducting a broader analysis that corresponds to an 
agile enterprise perspective. Below and onwards a discussion will follow based 
on Goldman et al's (1995) Agile Enterprise concept in relation to the analysis of 
the empirical studies in this thesis. 

Agile Enterprise  

As previously described in the literature review, the agile enterprise approach 
enables organizations to become agile, i.e., to act proactively, apply rapid de-
cision-making, and maximize their knowledge utilization. The conceptual 
framework developed by Goldman et al. (1995) and further improved by Yusuf 
et al. (1999) contains four core concepts: core resources and management, vir-
tual organizations, ability to reconfigure, and a knowledge-driven business. 
Early research was aimed at enabling the USA to recover a leading role in 
manufacturing, which they were losing to countries like Japan and those of 
Western Europe. The agile enterprise concept in 1991 was seen as a vision that 
needed to be refined for further understanding. According to Yusuf et al. 
(1999), no company in the market at that time demonstrated the ability to be 
agile in the sense of having acquired all the vital characteristics identified in the 
literature on agile manufacturing. Essential concerns that were raised were the 
needs to understand how agile manufacturing might be achieved with clarity of 
purpose, focus, and goals. The early concept was also criticized for not consid-
ering differences between organizations, e.g., the concept did not consider the 
effects of organizational culture. From the 1980s into the 1990s and onward, 
conditions of relative stability in global markets gave way to the need for con-
tinuously increasing speed. In today's Digital Era, where digitalization has be-
come vital for most companies, the need for continuous digital innovation at 
high speed cannot be emphasized enough. The agile enterprise vision of 1991 
came with the idea of focusing on output, in order to enable manufacturers to 
satisfy customer orders quickly, introduce new products promptly and effi-
ciently, and move in and out of strategic alliances speedily. However, the early 
literature reported a need to develop techniques and methods for achieving 
agility. Yusuf et al. (1999) presented a framework for achieving agility by 
building a competitive foundation based on metrics, agility attributes, and 
pathways/obstacles. The framework was drawn from the growing body of liter-
ature, providing insights into what constitutes agility. The framework includes 
32 practices and ten decision domains of agile manufacturing. There is some 
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focus on decentralizing decision making and empowering individuals working 
in teams, including teams across company borders, in the hope of increasing 
the pace of innovation. There is no decision domain for leadership, and leader-
ship is mentioned only once, within the decision domain of technology: “Lead-
ership in the use of current technology” (Yusuf et al., 1999: p.41). Subsequently 
in the field of software, agile development techniques emerged with the Agile 
Manifesto as a base. Approaches like Scrum, XP, and SAFe have addressed 
agility primarily from the perspective of software developer teams and projects. 

This thesis extends prior work by offering a framework of organizational agil-
ity patterns affecting startups' digital innovation capability (Figure 7). It also 
includes some agile enterprise attributes that are new compared with the early 
literature: leadership through agile culture, transparency strategies, and innova-
tion environments. In an increasingly digitalized world where most people and 
products are almost constantly connected via the internet (Tapscott, 2015), the 
need increases for companies to quickly and continually launch new digital 
products that will work in global markets. This world requires even more agil-
ity and places new demands on organizations compared to the early 1990s. The 
framework presented here helps to show how organizational agility works in 
startups and how it affects their digital innovation capability in today's context. 
At a time when information has become quickly transferable around the world 
and is made easily accessible, for example via mobile phones, companies need 
to develop appropriate new strategies for agility—such as transparency 
strategies—that will enable them to increase their digital innovation pace and 
could ultimately give them competitive advantages. These necessary attributes 
are discussed further below, under the related core concepts. 

A brief description of the early agile enterprise concept will accompany this 
discussion, along with analysis based on the empirical studies in this disserta-
tion and their contributions to each core concept. 

Core Resources and Management: Culture and Leadership, Teams 

An agile enterprise is characterized by leadership through culture, applying 
agility as an overarching principle to guide strategic and operational activities 
(Appelbaum et al., 2017a; Appelbaum et al., 2017b). The aim of agile leader-
ship is to encourage an organization to renew itself, foster a culture of change, 
and rapidly reconfigure strategies when needed to respond to emerging oppor-
tunities (Teece et al., 2016). The focus in an agile enterprise is on individual 
resources—people, machinery, and management—including the functions that 
enable the organization to achieve the best possible output (Yusuf et al., 1999). 
It is the harmonization of these organizational aspects that leads to agility 
rather than their respective optimization. 
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Previous research has reported on organizational culture in relation to various 
cultural characteristics (Cameron and Quinn, 2011), but not from a holistic, 
agile enterprise perspective. New environments can require new cultural beha-
viors or values that have not emerged before, thereby placing new demands on 
organizations. A significant result of this research is showing how organiza-
tional agility is related to organizational culture and how the culture affects 
other important aspects of agility, all of which can affect digital innovation 
capability (Goncalves and Bergquist, 2022, Goncalves, 2021a; Goncalves, 
2021b). The importance of culture has increased, given that organizational agil-
ity is culture-driven, not process-driven, and given that cultural change seems 
to be the single main obstacle for companies that are trying to become agile. 
Along with agile culture come the leadership characteristics and values that are 
rewarded within the culture, and the agile resources that can thrive in a psycho-
logically safe environment that promotes collaboration, experimentation, and 
continuous learning. However, this does not mean that processes are not im-
portant in the agile enterprise. The difference from past practice is that these 
processes need to be much more lightweight, based mainly on how to think and 
on values and principles, as exemplified in the Agile Manifesto and Scrum 
(Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). These lightweight processes should maintain a 
high level of abstraction but still support those who apply them. If certain pro-
cesses or parts of a process are not used very often, they should be removed. 
This approach provides a way for the organization to manage its structural debt, 
assuring that structure is kept to a bare minimum, since low structure enables 
rapid response to change. Indirectly, it can be said that the need for processes 
has decreased today compared to the heavy emphasis in the 1990s on TQM 
(total quality management). Rigorous TQM procedures throughout the product 
life cycle were needed in the early years, due to the low product quality at most 
companies (Yusuf et al., 1999). Today, however, the mandatory use of detailed 
procedures is a significant obstacle to companies becoming agile, even more so 
than in the 1990s. The more urgent need now is to build virtual organizations, 
combining internal resources with external resources to increase the pace of 
innovation. This may explain why many managers seem to have difficulty un-
derstanding why organizational culture is important for enabling large-scale 
agility. However, many established companies continue to organize themselves 
around prescriptive structures and process models without realizing the need 
for a cultural change (Burchardt and Maisch, 2019; Goncalves et al., 2020). In 
order to take advantage of the agile capabilities that lead to rapid continuous 
digital innovation, “organizational agility” must indeed permeate the entire or-
ganization to enable a seamless flow of innovation, e.g., by self-organized 
teams (Holbeche, 2019). The studied startups have shown how they challenged 
a very traditional industry, namely the automotive industry, and developed the 
ability to revolutionize innovation in that industry despite their limited re-
sources. Agility requires different thinking about how to lead, measure, value, 
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and design new value propositions, none of which was previously described 
from a holistic perspective (Holbeche, 2019). It is important to understand how 
the different aspects of organizational agility relate to each other and how they 
influence digital innovation capability. This study shows the increased import-
ance of culture in developing organizational agility for digital innovation. The 
importance can be seen for example in the startups' recruitment processes, 
where they try to ensure that the recruited people not only have the necessary 
talents in terms of knowledge and competence, but also that they will fit in and 
become part of the team as individuals (Miron, Erez, and Naveh, 2004; Gon-
calves et al., 2020). Recruiting in this manner requires awareness of what the 
cultural characteristics are that organizations should match their recruits with, 
and this ability was demonstrated by the startups, particularly by the digital 
disrupters. A supportive environment can be an essential part of an agile culture 
for several reasons. It opens up the organization to transparency. It enables the 
trust that allows people to feel safe collaborating and sharing knowledge; it 
allows people to test and fail without risking negative retaliation from man-
agement (Miron et al., 2004; Wiltbank et al., 2006; Goncalves, 2021a). Creativ-
ity as a personal characteristic does not necessarily result in innovative out-
comes (Miron et al., 2004). People must be willing to take initiatives for innov-
ation to happen (Miron et al., 2004), and there are prerequisites, such as good 
agile leadership with the ability to develop a psychologically safe environment 
and to coach people as needed (Goncalves, 2021a). It is vital to have leaders 
who can coach employees in their daily work. These leaders must be able to 
point out when someone behaves in a way that is not in line with the organiza-
tion's values, and they must try to understand why people are not contributing 
to a greater extent. For example, in one of the studied startups, the founders 
were careful to often remind people that it is perfectly fine to question ideas, 
but they need to respect the individual. All of this could explain why organiza-
tions have difficulty becoming innovative, even though they have recruited cre-
ative people: the culture gap becomes an implicit impediment that prevents the 
people from performing (Goncalves, 2021a). In an unsupportive environment, 
creative people will not thrive and perform; the environment could even impact 
people's well-being (Goncalves et al., 2020). In one of the studied companies, 
which showed dominant behavior of the digitally disrupting pattern, one of the 
founders explained how much time they put into assuring that all employees 
felt seen and included. For them, it was imperative not only to have digital 
tools such as Slack, but also to have an environment where employees talked 
about jobs and hobbies. The agile personal characteristic of thriving in an agile 
environment is probably indirectly related to entrepreneurial talents. The star-
tups with a digitally disrupting pattern often mentioned these entrepreneurial 
talents as qualities that are important to look for when recruiting, in order to get 
people who are a good cultural fit. (Steiber and Alänge, 2016; Holbeche, 2019; 
Goncalves et al., 2020). 
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A finding that emerged in this research was that startups demonstrating a dom-
inant behavior of a digitally disrupting pattern could simultaneously handle 
exploration and exploitation. This ability seemed to be related to the fact that 
the organizations had interdisciplinary founding teams, which covered the 
range of knowledge and skills needed to drive continuous innovation at a high 
pace. Previous literature has reported on how small cross-disciplinary project 
teams can develop high-pace innovation capability (Takeuchi and Nonaka, 
1986; Schwaber and Beedle, 2001). In this thesis it is shown that if the same 
cross-disciplinary qualities exist among a startup's founding team, the entire 
company can develop similar innovation capability. Coming from different 
backgrounds may also help the founders create a psychologically safe envir-
onment where people can thrive, share knowledge, experiences, and risks, us-
ing each other as a sounding board. This appeared to be the case particularly in 
the startups that demonstrated dominant behavior of a digitally disrupting pat-
tern. However, the company's leadership team and board must really collabor-
ate in an agile way, with everyone being transparent, sharing knowledge, and 
focusing on what is best for the company and customer, not for the particular 
individual. This seems to be not always the case at some organizations. In those 
companies, according to Denning (2010, p.175), agile management—which he 
refers to as radical management — “is unthinkable precisely because it would 
expose the personality conflicts that now lie hidden, particularly in top man-
agement teams.” In the studied startups with two or more founders, the leader-
ship approach looked similar to what has been described at Google. The 
founders of Google fostered the company's culture, had a clear vision of chan-
ging the world, and wanted to create the best company to work for—a genuine 
culture-driven company with a chief cultural officer to support the founders in 
retaining the culture over time (Steiber and Alänge, 2013). Similar values were 
expressed by several founders at the studied startups, particularly those that 
demonstrated a digitally disrupting pattern. Top management at Google — 
meaning the founders, other members of the operating committee, and the 
board — were innovation-oriented and change-prone, strongly influencing its 
culture and organizational design, which was essential to the company's ability 
to conduct continuous digital innovation at a high pace (Steiber and Alänge, 
2013). 

Agile leadership is leadership that emphasizes transparency, people empower-
ment, team collaboration across disciplines and company borders, and simpli-
fication to lead at a higher level of abstraction. However, success requires the 
leaders to have a deep understanding of organizational agility and its culture 
and mindset, so that they can quickly see when undesirable patterns are arising 
and then quickly discover what needs to be addressed. Organizational agility is 
not primarily about technology, but about a change in thinking, behavior, and 
values. It includes seeing possibilities in situations that previously were seen 
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only as problems. The required abilities were especially noticeable in the digit-
ally disrupting startups, which strived to achieve full transparency, people em-
powerment, and engagement, facilitating collaborations across company bor-
ders (Steiber and Alänge, 2016; Goncalves et al., 2020). A fascinating insight 
gained from studying the startups was how cross-disciplinary founder teams 
truly led as a team and not by defaulting to the CEO. There was constant reas-
oning from each founder's perspective. The founders were not always in 
agreement on how to take the company forward, but in the end they came to 
joint decisions that appeared to be the best course of action given the circum-
stances at the time. Even if a particular person takes the lead on priority pro-
jects, important decisions are made by the founding team together as a core, 
based on what is best for the company and the customers and not for any indi-
vidual. The method used is pairing, although some startups have founding 
teams with more than two founders. 

Little has been reported on how startups use digital tools within an agile organ-
ization to drive digital innovation, and how the tools have enabled or hindered 
their innovation capability. Most reports are based on how software developers 
use tools like Slack in teams or projects (Lin et al., 2016; White et al., 2017; 
Gofine and Clark, 2017). This research has shown how startups apply digital 
tools in the form of software-as-a-service (SaaS) to enable organizational agil-
ity cost-effectively. The startups choose a digital toolbox that keeps structural 
costs to a minimum, while minimizing the risk of building on structures that 
would get the company stuck and perhaps lead to missing the market window 
for an innovation. The research also found that the startups have shifted the 
types of digital tools they primarily use for communication, people alignment, 
inclusion, and collaboration, e.g., from email to Slack. Since Slack fits an agile 
way of working, it proves to be far more efficient than if the employees had 
been forced to just use email. Most of the software in the startups' digital tool-
box was not allowed to be used at incumbents, which could impede efficient 
and smooth innovation collaboration between startups and incumbents. It facil-
itates the companies to focus on their digital innovation initiatives and let SaaS 
suppliers serve them with the needed infrastructure and tools without dealing 
with infrastructure operation and support. However, this requires that SaaS 
suppliers can provide prompt and adequate support to resolve any infrastructure 
impediments as these occur. The startups have a great and constant need for 
fast, high-quality infrastructure. This includes things like fast internet, the ap-
propriate development environments for developing software, and an auto-
mated continuous integration test environment. 

Virtual Organizations 

“Virtual organizations” as a concept defines a management principle, not a new 
form of organization. It includes different kinds of collaborations inside and 
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outside the company (Mowshowitz, 1997). It offers the freedom of co-localiz-
ing and transferring people and knowledge depending on where they are most 
needed at the time (Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi, 2005). According to Gold-
man et al. (1995), virtual organization is a practical tool to apply when seeking 
a strategic concept for a volatile environment, as it supports the organization in 
staying focused on strategic benefits (Goldman et al., 1995). It also supports 
the organization in sharing infrastructure, R&D, risk, and cost; in linking com-
plementary core competencies; in reducing the concept-to-cash time through 
resource sharing; in increasing facilities and effective size; in gaining access to 
markets and sharing market or customer loyalty; and in migrating from selling 
products to selling solutions. At the meta-level, these benefits are still valuable 
today. They can also be obtained more easily and cost-effectively than before, 
as new technologies such as broadband and smartphones — along with cloud 
services for infrastructure, and new digital tools, smart components, and busi-
ness applications — have enabled organizations to reap the strategic benefits 
from almost every corner of the world, at a fraction of the prices paid in 1991. 

Digital innovation often enables radically new solutions to be built quickly 
from technology components that are already available on the market (Gon-
calves et al., 2021b). It can open up new opportunities as long as one has an 
agile culture and thinking, keeps an open mind, and does not fear collaborating 
with other internal and external actors. As mentioned earlier, for example, one 
of the studied startups co-created with a potential future customer by some-
times coding in each other's products, to achieve smooth integration and assure 
that both products would work as intended. The basic technology that was used 
had been well proven for a long time. 

When an agile culture brings people form different disciplines together to think 
broadly, it tends to enhance the critical processes of sensing and seizing. The 
combined actors tend to quickly seize new market opportunities as they 
emerge, in a similar way to how a small cross-disciplinary Scrum team quickly 
delivers value in every sprint, and as seen in the studied startups where the di-
gitally disrupting pattern was dominant. People from different disciplines tend 
to capture different information and patterns that they evaluate as necessary. A 
new level of capability is achieved when people are able to use each other as 
sounding boards throughout the organization, from top management on down, 
as it was shown when Siemens Medical Solution (SMS) applied a similar ap-
proach (Steiber, Alänge, Ghosh, and Goncalves, 2020). SMS flattened its or-
ganizational structure as far as possible and then built core teams that consisted 
of a manager from product management pairing with a manager from R&D, 
along with equivalent pairings from the top structural level to the bottom 
(Steiber et al., 2020). If the manager pair did not agree, the product side had the 
final say and the full responsibility for decisions. In addition, incorporating 
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continuous learning into people's daily work seems to impact continuous digital 
innovation positively (Steiber et al., 2020; Goncalves, 2021a). The ability to 
convert learning into solutions and products is the main differentiator of a suc-
cessful business (Yusuf et al., 1999; Nonaka et al., 2000). Meanwhile, digital 
tools provide organizational agility in three ways: They enhance the transferab-
ility of both people and knowledge, which enables collaboration in virtual or-
ganizations (Mowshowitz and Kawaguchi, 2005). An essential element of or-
ganizational agility is the combination of interpersonal, cross-functional, and 
boundary-spanning relationships. These enable internal and external collabora-
tion to drive digital innovation at high speed from a holistic perspective (Cro-
citto and Youssef, 2003; Goncalves et al., 2021b). 

If a founder is unable to attend an external customer meeting, there are em-
ployees who can cover. The employees can contact external actors to solve or 
innovate around issues that they could not solve themselves. However, this re-
quires that the employees apply transparency, keep others within the company 
continuously informed, and take responsibility for their actions and decisions. 

Capability for Reconfiguration 

In the enterprise agility literature, this means an organization's capability to 
quickly make significant shifts in focus and diversity, rapidly reconfiguring its 
resources and realigning its business to serve a particular purpose as a new op-
portunity emerges (Yusuf et al., 1999). The organization is then well-positioned 
to take advantage of speed and proactivity, by bringing new solutions to market 
before competitors can act and before customer needs become evident. Achiev-
ing this capability is something that many incumbents struggle with, since they 
had lost it while growing the company from the startup stage. The literature 
reports that some incumbents have faced innovation dilemmas in regard to bal-
ancing control vs. flexibility, and that one way to start breaking down function-
al silos was to create an innovation hub, which establish a new network for 
bringing different parts of the company to the same table (Svahn et al., 2017). 
This addressed the problem of not having an integrated forum where horizontal 
discussions could be held among R&D, “global offers” units, global marketing, 
accessories, IT, design, product strategy, and customer service. Svahn et al. 
(2017) presented a case study demonstrating how hard it is to shift people's 
thinking and create the needed movement to increase the pace of digital innov-
ation. It requires more than just setting up an innovation hub with solely intern-
al people, who all have been bred in the same culture of executing processes, 
following plans, and being able to promise revenue upfront. In particular, there 
was strong resistance among middle managers who seemed to feel torn 
between long-term visions and short-term commitment, which require different 
types of capabilities. One way to get people to think in other directions was to 
encourage them to ask themselves: “Did Google and others doing similar 
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things see the revenue upfront? Or did they just have the guts to do it?” (Svahn 
et al., 2017, p. 241). However, having guts or grit is not sufficient in itself, 
either. In order to follow through on bold decisions, people need to understand 
and foster organizational agility. Research has shown repeatedly how important 
it is for organizations to build the capability for rapid adaptability, enabling a 
fast response to unanticipated changes; and how it is equally important to in-
corporate continuous learning by converting learning into solutions and 
products, since that is the main differentiator of a successful business (Gold-
man et al., 1995; Yusuf et al., 1999; Nonaka et al., 2000; Joshi, Chi, Datta, and 
Han, 2010; Kuusisto, 2017; Goncalves, 2021a). 

The holistic thinking behind new approaches also requires that organizations 
constantly keep transforming their holistic thinking, if they want to remain in 
the digital market and continue developing their business. This means building 
the capability for reconfiguration, whether it is the organizational structure, 
value propositions, or products that need to be reconfigured. The biggest differ-
ence between applying holistic thinking today compared to 20 years ago is the 
complexity and the speed of introduction of new technologies, many of which 
enable innovative solutions that 20 years ago were surreal ideas. Keeping up 
with these changes may well require co-innovation with several external part-
ners simultaneously, in new innovation environments in which employees and 
managers alike continue building on new knowledge. 

The studied startups that demonstrated a behavior dominated by a digitally dis-
rupting pattern were found to be among those that could drive digital innova-
tion in different innovation environments, mix internal and external ecosys-
tems, and achieve strong combinations of innovation collaboration that added 
the most value at a given time. These organizations can continuously re-evalu-
ate their value propositions for market fit and reconfigure themselves accord-
ingly. The ability to adapt to new circumstances by reconfiguring quickly was 
also enabled by applying continuous learning in their daily operations, which 
allowed them to sense, seize and transform effectively. One of these studied 
startups made major changes in direction when realizing that an anticipated 
market fit was no longer there; the company then opted to kill one of its innov-
ation initiatives. An additional finding that emerged from my studies was how 
to simultaneously handle exploration and exploitation. This, too, seems to re-
quire a company built around a cross-disciplinary founder team covering the 
needed knowledge and competence for driving continuous innovation at a high 
pace. The difference between now and 20-30 years ago is that companies do 
not need to take on all of the responsibilities and costs of developing and main-
taining core resources. The startups are thus enabled to really focus on their 
core innovation, using external resources as needed to support them in acceler-
ating their digital innovation capability and pace. In the past, organizations re-
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gardless of size had to develop and maintain their own infrastructure, build data 
centers, and develop tools to some extent. Over time these responsibilities were 
moved to outsourced companies, which did not enable similar efficiency and 
agility. 

Knowledge Driven Enterprise 

In the digital era, knowledge holds the notion that “sharing knowledge is 
power” (Holbeche, 2019). However, knowledge has an expiration date, which 
requires employees and management to embrace continuous fast learning in 
order to respond to the speed of business (Kuusisto, 2017). The major chal-
lenge today is that expiration dates have become significantly shorter, due to 
the rapid introduction of new technologies and digital solutions. The viable 
lifespan of an innovation on the market is becoming increasingly shorter as 
well. This requires that companies today, more than ever, have to understand 
customer needs and (where possible) give them choices of innovations that are 
relatively sustainable over time, providing the maximum returns on their in-
vestment. Therefore it is even more important today not only to have the ability 
to think in new directions, but to be able to transform one's thinking continu-
ously, given the extent of innovation needed to stay competitive in a volatile 
digital market. This is something that the founders of some large tech compan-
ies in Silicon Valley such as Google, Facebook, and Tesla seem to be well 
aware of. They have been able to design and drive their organizations to thrive 
in volatile digital markets by fostering a culture of change and innovation 
(Steiber and Alänge, 2016). The concepts of the knowledge-driven enterprise 
and continuous learning derive from the increasing recognition of knowledge 
and information as the main sources of differentiation for business success 
(Yusuf et al., 1999). The organization's ability to convert employees' collective 
knowledge and skills into solutions and products is achieved when top man-
agement can redefine the organization based on the knowledge they own 
(Nonaka et al., 2000). This task has become more challenging for large incum-
bents, given that not all people have the ability or even the interest to continu-
ously learn and unlearn (Svahn et al., 2017). One approach that could possibly 
help was described by Nonaka et al. (2000) as follows: “Redundancy of in-
formation, meaning intentional overlapping of information about, e.g., business 
activities, speeds up knowledge creation when sharing. This type of knowledge 
sharing promotes tacit knowledge-sharing since the individual can sense what 
others articulate and provide new information from a different perspective to 
others.” The challenge is to figure out how people learn, since there is no right 
way but several possible ways. Therefore the best approach may involve mix-
ing different learning practices to resolve current knowledge gaps. In each case 
one would choose the practice that promises to work best depending on the 
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nature of the knowledge gap, how the individual learns, and the current prob-
lem context. 

There is a preconceived notion that all startups are agile and disruptive, but 
what emerged from this research were four organizational agility capability 
patterns that drive digital innovation at different paces and in different innova-
tion environments. The patterns could be seen as four different maturity levels 
of organizational agility driving digital innovation, from the lowest maturity 
level represented by the digitally industrializing pattern to the most mature 
level represented by the digitally disrupting pattern. The organizations with a 
digitally industrializing pattern were the ones struggling for survival, since they 
had a hard time attracting needed investors and resources and did not show 
much success in co-innovating with external actors. This basically limited them 
to only having access to the resources that existed among their employees — 
and they were also the companies with the smallest numbers of employees. In 
contrast, the digitally disrupting organizations could grow rapidly and con-
stantly adapt their innovation offerings to the market, which enabled them to 
continue developing. Given that the introduction of new technology and solu-
tions is only increasing in speed, companies should view the digitally disrupt-
ing pattern as a goal to achieve. It represents the set of abilities that companies 
need to build if they want to stay in the market. Some of the studied companies 
seem to recognize that they need to change, and that organizational agility can 
support them in accelerating digital innovation, which is why they opted for an 
all-in agile transformation journey. But it appeared to be hard for them to tap 
into the needed agile thinking (Goncalves et al., 2020). The incumbents did not 
seem to understand the cultural clashes between traditional and agile cultures, a 
finding that also seems to have support in industry studies which report that 
culture clashes are one of the more significant barriers for companies to over-
come when adopting agile (Goncalves et al., 2020; Digital.ai, 2021). This lack 
of understanding caused tensions among the startups connected to incubators 
when they tried, unsuccessfully, to co-create with incumbents (Goncalves et al., 
2020). The structural gap between companies is, to a large extent, a cultural 
gap. On the one hand is a traditional culture that values following detailed 
plans, executing processes that can be controlled, and focusing on near-term 
revenue growth. On the other hand is an agile culture that promotes continuous 
customer value creation and values behaviors such as continuous learning, col-
laboration across company borders, and co-creation of new products to satisfy 
customers more completely. When the gap between agile and traditional culture 
gets too large, it causes tensions and often leads people to avoid working to-
gether and not delivering the expected results (Goncalves et al., 2020). It is not 
enough that an organization has the latest digital tools and tries to adapt its or-
ganization for a smooth orchestration around, e.g., the SAFe framework (Den-
ning, 2016). If the company does not have adequate senior management with a 
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deep understanding of organizational agility, engagement, and investment, the 
usual result is innovation theater — an enactment of something that resembles 
innovation, but is not the real thing — and the desired outcomes are not 
achieved. These findings are aligned with reports from industry (Digital.ai, 
2021). The company can get caught up in a costly management fad game that 
in the worst case creates ill will, damages the company's reputation on the mar-
ket, and may even finally lead to failure of the business. The problem seems to 
be rooted in a lack of understanding of what organizational agility is about and 
what it is not. Many companies seem to act on a misconception that organiza-
tional agility does not value quality, efficiency, and cost control, but in fact 
these benefits come as side effects when organizations focus on being agile. 
Agility generates hyper-efficiency, high quality, and a more accurate basis for 
making decisions due to organizational transparency and the engagement it at-
tracts. The aim with organizational agility is continuous innovation at a high 
pace, which practically requires people to work hyper-efficiently and to create 
products that deliver real value to customers. What is accomplished with agility 
is the successful integration of opposite poles of the different cultural drivers, 
such as creativity with cost control. For example in Scrum (Figure 5), the af-
fordable loss does not have to be larger than the actual sprint. If additional 
things are added to the product backlog, there will be an immediate impact in 
the product burn-down diagram in the form of an increase in total cost, clearly 
indicating that something else needs to be removed to stay within budget. 
Likewise, if the projected delivery date is shifted forward it is immediately vis-
ible to everyone, and decisions can be made about which actions to take. In-
novation collaboration for lifelong learning with market sensing and seizing 
makes it possible to quickly transform to respond to market needs as these 
arise. It is precisely these opposite-pole integrations that make organizational 
agility so powerful for driving digital innovation at a high pace in a turbulent, 
volatile global market in a fairly controlled manner. According to Cameron et 
al. (2014), the startup cycle typically begins with a highly creative entrepreneur 
who invents a new product or service and decides to form a company to bring it 
to market. At the start, there are just a few people working hard and collaborat-
ing tightly as a team, filled with hope and enthusiasm, committed to developing 
the product for market success and growing the company. Their focus is on 
creativity and collaboration, and while attention is paid to market competition 
to get a sense of how market needs can best be met, controlling and standardiz-
ation of work processes are usually seen as impediments to success by the 
founders. When the startup starts to scale, more people join the company, and 
problems start to arise. The growing company demands more structure, along 
with administrative control to get on track (or stay on track) financially. It 
seems that a common way this has been resolved in the past is to ask the 
founder to leave, and bring a more experienced, hierarchical CEO to take con-
trol. Shortly after, further problems begin to arise since the new environment 
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does not attract creative people, and these start to leave the company shortly 
after the founder leaves, and innovation starts to stall. A new, inspiring, vision-
ary CEO replaces the hierarchical CEO to resolve the innovation dilemma, and 
the phenomenon of the entrepreneurial cycle starts over again. It is precisely 
this dilemma that is mitigated by applying organizational agility since leader-
ship agility integrates the needed control mechanisms and market sensing des-
pite creativity and lifelong learning be dominating. Agility enables fast, con-
trolled innovation. It does not fit the common stereotype of uncontrolled pro-
cesses and low product quality. 

However, as noted earlier, success requires a deep understanding of organiza-
tional agility. Transforming the entire organization into an agile enterprise 
means that leaders and employees must embrace the agile culture, and be pas-
sionate about their ability to both influence and contribute to the company's 
higher social vision. When these conditions can be achieved, the combined 
force is significantly greater than the sum of individual contributions (Miron et 
al., 2004). A holistic approach for companies that enables rapid continuous in-
novation does not entail that a detailed process is needed. For instance, Takeu-
chi and Nonaka (1986) found that large product companies in a market charac-
terized by unforeseen changes were successful in driving innovation, over time, 
when following a holistic approach based on six principles: built-in instability, 
self-organizing project teams, overlapping development phases, multi-learning, 
subtle control, and organizational transfer of learning. When analyzing the 
Scrum framework (Figure 5), most of the six characteristics identified by 
Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) can be found in descriptions of Scrum events, 
such as subtle control, which involves establishing enough mechanisms to pre-
vent instability and ambiguity that could lead to the innovation process going 
off track. The subtle controls in Scrum are the outcomes from the different 
Scrum events; sprint planning, spike, daily sprint meeting, sprint demonstra-
tion, and sprint retrospective. Recent studies support Takeuchi and Nonaka's 
(1986)'s conclusion that for organizations to succeed with high-paced innova-
tion, a more pragmatic approach is required, as complex problems must be ex-
perimented with to understand the problem and how it could be solved. How-
ever, it does not seem to be a straightforward matter to conduct scaled agile 
product development in a hybrid environment (Paasivaara et al., 2018; Hol-
beche, 2019). When driving scaled agile product development without the or-
ganization embracing the agile culture and thinking, tensions will occur and 
stall the innovation pace (Paasivaara and Lassenius, 2016; Ebert and Paas-
ivaara, 2017; Holbeche, 2019). 
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Conclusions and Contributions 

This section summarizes this research and is split into two subsections: the 
conclusions from the research and the contributions that it makes. First the 
conclusions are presented. Then three types of contributions from the research 
will be presented, namely the contribution to organizational agility theory, to 
empirical findings, and finally, the contribution to practice. 

Conclusions 
This research aimed to answer the question: How do startups use organizational 
agility to drive digital innovation? The conclusion has been reached by study-
ing how companies develop and apply organizational agility capabilities to 
handle challenges when working with digital innovation. These challenges are 
partly linked to the fact that the studied companies are small startups with lim-
ited resources. However, they can wear “larger suits” than they actually own 
and can therefore move very quickly from idea to product/service market 
launch, usually by utilizing external resources through co-innovation in open 
innovation environments. This research began with a literature study of organ-
izational agility, which led to selecting five organizational agility aspects that 
recurred in the literature as essential for achieving organizational agility. These 
five aspects are organizational culture, transparency, adaptability, co-creation in 
open innovation environments, and digital tools (Figure 6). The research shows 
that transparency, adaptability, and co-creation are embedded in an agile organ-
izational culture. Transparency enables trustworthy relations to be built, leading 
people to feel safe in the innovation environment and dare to speak up, share 
knowledge, and argue for their points of view even when outside their comfort 
zone (Goncalves, 2021b). A reliable and friendly environment facilitates co-
creation when people feel they can impact the direction of innovation and to-
gether create solutions leading to a win-win for all parties involved (Goncalves 
et al., 2021a). When people share knowledge, others tend to share knowledge 
with them, contributing to continuous learning and facilitating rapid adaptabil-
ity (Goncalves and Bergquist, 2022). When information is available to those 
who need it within the organization, it enables people to base their decisions on 
more accurate information and to adapt faster to changes as these arise (Gon-
calves and Bergquist, 2022). Altogether, these three aspects out of five have 
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been clustered and embedded in the cultural aspect since the clustered aspects 
are influenced by culture, in contrast to process-driven organizations, and they 
affect digital innovation capability (Figure 6). Digital tools, however, play a 
different role in organizational agility since they can enable, impose, or hinder 
organizational culture, impacting organizational agility in various ways, affect-
ing the organization's ability to drive digital innovation (Figure 6). The results 
show a dependency between digital tools and culture in the sense that a cultural 
fit positively impacted how digital tools could support organizational agility. 
The research conclusions concerning these five aspects are as follows. Organ-
izational culture: This research has shown how agile organizational culture is 
important for recruitment. To foster a visionary and entrepreneurial culture, 
leaders recruited people with similar ideas and practices. Agile leaders coach 
their employees by imparting values and principles, rewarding knowledge shar-
ing, embracing change and collaboration across disciplines and organizations, 
and encouraging team players. In addition, a cross-disciplinary founder team 
seems vital for enabling organizational agility to be successful in driving digital 
innovation. Organizational transparency: This research has shown the import-
ance of transparency. It is an essential aspect of organizational agility that 
makes it possible to build trustworthy relationships with actors. Transparency 
also facilitates collaboration and organizational reconfiguration, moving re-
sources and knowledge to where they are needed for various innovation initiat-
ives, and makes significantly better use of available resources, both internally 
and externally. Organizational adaptability: This research has shown that when 
leaders and employees develop a proactive capability, it facilitates rapid adapt-
ability and the organization gains a competitive advantage. Co-creation: This 
research has shown that the ability to co-create in open innovation environ-
ments is greatly affected by how organizations manage culture, transparency, 
adaptability, and the use of digital tools, since these capabilities are related to 
each other to different degrees. Furthermore, transformative thinking is vital for 
seeing how to “layer” innovation for different innovation environments. Com-
panies can design their products to be easily, quickly and continuously updated 
over time, without requiring the customer to purchase a physical product due to 
component or platform incompatibility. They also are able to see which parts 
the organization should keep as its core, and which parts can be co-innovated 
with external actors. Digital tools: This research has shown the value of using 
software-as-a-service, which enables the companies to remain focused on their 
core innovation cost-efficiently. This is possible due to the SaaS suppliers' 
business models and reuse of components that are paid for only when using 
them. Without digital tools for a culture fit, the startups would not be able keep 
up their current innovation pace, due to their limited resources and funds. 

As this research progressed further, nine organizational agility capabilities were 
identified as essential for enabling the studied companies to leverage digital 
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innovation. The capabilities are leadership agility, employee agility, transpar-
ency, adaptability, co-creation, digital tools, lifelong learning, business model 
innovation, and investor selectivity (Table 2). Leadership agility was primarily 
used to create the organizational culture and mindset, recruit for a culture fit, 
set the company's tone, and exemplify the behaviors that will be rewarded. 
Employee agility primarily contributed to the startups' digital innovation initiat-
ives through the curiosity of employees and their need to explore and experi-
ment with others, regardless of the innovation environment, as long as new in-
sights could be gained while making a difference to achieve a higher 
purpose. Transparency was used primarily to develop trusting relationships 
with actors for collaboration, and to create a psychologically safe environment 
where leaders and people feel able to speak up, collaborate, share knowledge, 
dare to fail, and share their learnings with others. Adaptability was used to re-
spond to unanticipated changes to secure competitive advantages over compet-
itors. Lifelong learning was applied to enable fast sensing, which proactively 
facilitated rapid adaptability to new realities. Co-creation was primarily used to 
gain access to additional resources for innovation speed and to share potential 
risks with external actors. Digital tools provided quick access to needed IT in-
frastructure that best supported ongoing innovation activities while enabling 
effectiveness and cost-efficiency. Business model innovation was applied to 
achieve a holistic view, enabling the organization to understand customer needs 
better while showing how the company's innovation could add value to the cus-
tomer's innovation. Business model innovation furthermore enabled the com-
pany to capture new opportunities and keep track of its innovation readiness. 
Investor selectivity was mainly used to gain access to external capital, which of 
course improves the chances of innovation success — but above all, “selectiv-
ity” meant attracting desirable investor who could help the startups accelerate 
their innovation in various ways beyond financial support. 

Contributions 
This subsection summarizes the contributions of the research. It is divided into 
three parts: the theoretical contribution to information systems research on or-
ganizational agility, the empirical contribution, and the contribution to practice. 

Theoretical Contribution: A Holistic Approach to Organizational 
Agility 

The theoretical contribution to organizational agility research is the amalgama-
tion of two research streams in the information systems literature (Table 1), 
which is needed to achieve a more holistic approach to organizational agility as 
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a response to the changing role of IT in organizations. Whereas companies' in-
formation systems were previously focused on providing organizational effi-
ciency and cost savings, IT now plays an essential strategic role for digital in-
novation. As argued in this thesis, two research streams have developed in par-
allel: a) IT strategies and operations supporting organizational efficiency, and 
b) software product development as an innovation outcome (Table 1). The main 
difference between the two research streams is that information systems re-
search on organizational agility has its starting point in Goldman et al.'s (1995) 
visionary concept of the Agile Enterprise, which takes an enterprise-wide, top 
down perspective, while the research on agile software development is based 
on the Agile Manifesto as its foundation, and has a bottom-up perspective 
mainly focusing on the team level (Table 1). Goldman presents an alternative 
view compared to existing information systems research, encompassing the 
whole organization in the definition of organizational agility. This thesis argues 
that information systems research needs to integrate its two main research 
strands on agility into the more holistic view provided by Goldman to fully un-
derstand the role of organizational agility for digital innovation. This section 
will argue why a more holistic view of organizational agility is needed within 
information systems, to better understand how the various aspects can enable 
and contribute to digital innovation. 

The research on organizational agility (which peaked between 2011 and 2017, 
Figure 1) has primarily focused on IT strategies and operations, which in turn 
has generated research about the role and responsibilities of the chief informa-
tion officer (CIO) (Kappelman et al., 2014). The focus addresses issues such as 
how IT capability can make organizations more cost-efficient and effective 
(Table 1). The early research on organizational agility focused on how to gain 
acceptance for IT strategies and practices in organizations, how the perceived 
usefulness and user-friendliness of IT can affect organizational agility (Zaina, 
Roseb, Abdullahc, et al., 2004), and how the technical abilities of IT staff can 
have a positive effect on infrastructure capacity (Fink and Neumann, 2007). As 
a result of IT's increased strategic role in our current age of digitalization, in-
formation systems research has found that organizations are shifting their focus 
from tactical and operational IT to priorities like business agility, innovation, 
the velocity of change in the organization, IT time-to-market, and the overall 
value of IT to the business (Kappelman et al., 2014). A broader understanding 
of organizational agility is therefore required to understand better how it affects 
digital innovation capability. 

The other research stream in information systems has mainly addressed agility 
for software development and innovation. The perspective is on how agile 
methods, tools, teams, and leadership can enable efficient, high-pace continu-
ous digital innovation (Table 1). Information systems researchers have been 
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interested in understanding how agile software development methods are used 
and tailored effectively in practice (Fitzgerald et al., 2006). For example, Zait-
sev et al. (2020) studied how agile artifacts are coordinated throughout the 
software development cycle from a project or team perspective. However, this 
thesis argues that focusing only on agile projects and teams without taking an 
enterprise perspective creates a risk that research will act on symptoms and 
propose measures without effect, leaving problems unresolved. For example, in 
Uludag, Nägele, and Haunder's (2019) study, the authors proposed a tool to 
support a collaborative approach for establishing architecture principles and 
guidelines in large-scale agile development, without clearly stating the pre-
requisites for an innovation environment in which their proposal could apply. 
Here I would argue that they acted upon a symptom — the need for better ways 
of establishing said principles and guidelines — but did not take a broader per-
spective beyond the relationship between the enterprise architects and the agile 
team members. Their proposal will have different effects depending on the in-
novation environment where large-scale agile development is done. The de-
cision-making process looks completely different if the innovation environment 
exists within an agile enterprise, compared to a hybrid organization with a more 
hierarchical structure and leadership. Having agile teams collaborate on enter-
prise architecture in a non-agile organizational structure will probably cause 
some tension and uncertainty, due to cultural clashes and ambiguity about who 
decides and does what. That is what is liable to happen when organizations de-
cide to apply scaled agile development at a project level, but keep their current 
hierarchical structure and mandates intact. The problem they tried to address 
would most likely remain unresolved. 

This thesis focuses on the conditions under which agile practices can lead to 
increased ability to innovate digital products and services. The theory and 
methods used in agile projects/teams research have been combined with the 
agile enterprise approach to achieve a more holistic understanding of the organ-
izational agility capabilities that lead to improved ability for digital innovation. 
It is only by understanding the root causes of problems that sustainable recom-
mendations or solutions can be provided as a research outcome. 

To conclude, this section has argued for a more holistic view of organizational 
agility, so that the theoretical lens can capture the essential aspects and com-
plexity of organizational agility as it has been identified in this research. Some 
researchers have recently drawn attention to the need for a more holistic view 
of organizational agility. One of these researchers is Holbeche (2019), who ar-
gues that a holistic view of organizational agility is needed to go beyond the 
R&D perspective to become successful with agile product development. Fur-
thermore, Holbeche (2019) argues, in line with Schein (2004), that in order for 
organizations to succeed in making the major organizational changes that agil-
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ity entails, there must be a commitment from top management to set the tone 
and lead by example. However, this research shows that the CEO's commit-
ment might not be enough. The CEOs of the studied startups, especially star-
tups that were characterized as following the digitally disruptive pattern, ex-
plained that it was vital for them to be selective about which investors they in-
vited, to ensure that they could maintain control over their destiny. For these 
startups, the investors also needed to be able to lead by example, by contribut-
ing with added value beyond providing funds — e.g., by opening doors and by 
sharing their networks — and furthermore the investors needed to have similar 
transformative thinking, in order to enable smooth collaboration and under-
stand what kinds of support they could provide to help the startup accelerate its 
progress in innovation (Goncalves et al., 2021a). The CEOs of the studied star-
tups compliant with the digitally exploiting pattern claimed that due not to pos-
sessing the ability to attract the wanted investors, they were left with those fo-
cused on quick profitability. This tended to actively interfere with the startup 
management's decisions, and it affected their entire digital innovation ap-
proach, limiting them to exploitation (Goncalves et al., 2021a). These findings 
may indicate how important it is to have the company board aligned and com-
mitted to reaping the benefits of using external funds to accelerate innovation 
pace. In this research, only three startups out of nine managed to develop an 
investor selectivity capability providing them with added value beyond a mon-
etary contribution (Table 2; Figure 7). These three were all categorized in the 
digitally disrupting pattern (Figure 7). 

Empirical Contribution: Four Organizational Agility Patterns for 
Digital Innovation 

The empirical contribution is the identification of nine organizational agility 
capabilities and how they form four patterns for supporting digital innovation 
to varying degrees. This thesis work began with a literature review to identify 
aspects of organizational agility that might impact innovation capability. As an 
outcome of the literature review, five core aspects were chosen since they re-
curred most frequently and prominently in the information systems literature. 
The aim of this procedure was to get a contextualized and deepened under-
standing of organizational agility within the automotive industry. The five as-
pects are: organizational culture, organizational transparency, organizational 
adaptability, co-creation, and digital tools. Although other aspects of organiza-
tional agility have been proposed (Yusuf et al., 1999; Holbeche, 2018), these 
five are found in most information systems research regarding the role of or-
ganizational agility in innovation capability (Figure 6). However when these 
five organizational agility aspects were studied empirically, a total of nine cap-
abilities were identified which seemed to affect the studied startups’ digital in-
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novation ability. Further analysis revealed that the nine capabilities were 
clustered in ways that constituted four patterns. The analysis also revealed that 
certain combinations of capabilities were more represented in companies that 
were the most successful at driving digital innovation (Figure 7). 

The nine capabilities are (Table 2): leadership agility, which is defined as the 
ability of an entrepreneur to be visionary, innovative, a team builder, and a 
mentor. Leadership agility can develop the trustworthy relationships that are 
necessary for co-innovation with internal and external actors. Agile leaders 
have the ability to craft agile culture, practice agile thinking, emphasize team 
collaboration and transparency that leads to trust-building, and assure that a 
vital psychological-safety environment is developed and maintained, which 
makes leaders and team members feel comfortable speaking up and communic-
ating their points of view. Such an approach also builds loyalty and commit-
ment to go the extra mile if needed. These leaders can recruit toward an agile 
culture fit, thus helping to propagate and retain agile culture, which is an essen-
tial enabler for high-paced digital innovation. A chaotic innovation environ-
ment needs every individual to be empowered, courageous, self-driven, and 
having sufficient curiosity to drive digital innovation forward even when it is 
outside their comfort zone. Employee agility is defined as thinking and 
acting as an entrepreneur, taking the initiative, being creative, being a team 
player, and embracing change. These employees are usually self-driven indi-
viduals who enjoy being in a context where they can impact decisions and dir-
ections, which requires leaders to grant them empowerment if they want their 
continued loyalty and commitment. Employee agility is a crucial factor that 
positively impacts the pace of digital innovation. Transparency is defined as 
the ability to build trustworthiness to create a psychologically safe environment 
where leaders, employees and customers can feel free to speak up, collaborate, 
share knowledge, fail fast, and learn from their failures. Transparency captures 
the role of trust between actors in digital innovation, making innovation hap-
pen. Adaptability is defined as the ability to embrace change and adjust quickly 
to new realities. A key enabler of adaptability is the establishment of lifelong 
learning in daily work. When employees' knowledge develops in step with 
technical developments in the market, organizations have an opportunity to 
quickly adapt to new business opportunities as they emerge. The agile culture 
enables a proactive ability to be developed which in turn leads the organization 
to gain a lead over its competitors. Lifelong learning is defined as the ability to 
constantly learn, unlearn and re-learn, thus enabling continuous digital innova-
tion at a high pace. For organizations that want to remain competitive in a 
volatile digital market, it is essential to create an environment that both requires 
and facilitates continuous learning. Organizations that cannot develop the abil-
ity for lifelong learning quickly slip behind and find it difficult to compete with 
newer, faster startups. Co-creation is defined as the ability to co-create with 
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other actors in open innovation environments, e.g., ecosystems, communities, 
and networks. Organizations with this ability to co-create can increase their 
pace of innovation by utilizing available resources regardless of where they are 
located or who owns them. The co-creation approach in open innovation envir-
onments can have additional benefits besides increased innovation pace and the 
sharing of risks. For example, it can assure that complementary innovations 
needed for the organization's own innovation will be available simultaneously 
when going to market. Digital tools are defined as digital resources that can 
support innovation activities efficiently, with both internal and external actors. 
Digital tools become excellent assets in this regard if an organization can 
choose the tools for a cultural fit. The research results showed that digital infra-
structure is of great importance for digital innovation capability. When the 
studied startups selected their digital tools, cloud solutions were seen as provid-
ing the needed capabilities. The necessary capabilities included digital techno-
logies that were designed to provide flexibility, mobility, speed, simplicity, and 
ease of use. Digital tools should also be easy to tailor to current needs, make it 
easy to share artifacts, and provide the capability to collaborate with internal 
and external actors while enabling inclusiveness of actors. For example, most 
startups mentioned that email was rarely used because it was too formal and 
slow, which did not provide a culture fit. Instead, Slack was used for internal 
and external communication to enable rapid real-time dialogue in the ongoing 
innovation activities. The software proved to be an optimal culture fit and met 
the startups' required infrastructure criteria, enabling and supporting digital in-
novation. External infrastructure provided as cloud services allows organiza-
tions to remain focused on their core innovation initiatives and maintain their 
pace of innovation. With cloud services, the studied startups avoided investing 
in fixed and inflexible infrastructure solutions, instead ensuring high flexibility 
at low cost by accessing the latest technology on a subscription basis, which 
can also be seen as a way to manage technical debt by continuously keeping up 
with technology development. As the results show, it is crucial that suppliers 
ensure the quality and security of their cloud services and see that there are no 
lock-in effects. Business model innovation is defined as the ability to adapt dif-
ferent business models to create customer value along the innovation 
cycle. The studied organizations that forcefully practiced business model in-
novation increased the probability of remaining competitive in a volatile mar-
ket. Organizations with the ability to apply a business model innovation canvas 
can gain a holistic perspective on their innovation readiness by quickly visual-
izing weaknesses that need to be addressed. A single innovation outcome might 
need several business model options to maximize its potential for impact and 
profit growth. In the startups that followed a digitally complementing pattern, 
this ability turned out to be essential due to the nature of their innovations. 
These organizations need to co-innovate business models with their customers 
to realize the full value creation that can be achieved when integrating their 
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innovation outcomes into the customers' products. If the value cannot be visu-
alized by their customers, it might become harder to convince them of the value 
of the startup's innovations. Investor selectivity is defined as the ability to use 
financial investors to improve innovation success, e.g., by attracting the kinds 
of investors that are most needed. Organizations that seek funding for their in-
novation initiatives must have this ability to attract and select desired investors. 
Investor selectivity as an aspect of organizational agility involves combining 
several business models with technology innovation to show the potential for 
value creation. In addition, it facilitates attracting the right investor, who want 
to contribute to the organization 's success for more reasons than just profit. 

The various combinations of these nine capabilities of organizational agility 
form four patterns that influence digital innovation capability, which are 
namely: digitally industrializing, complementing, exploiting, and disrupting 
(Figure 7). The digitally industrializing pattern focuses on internal exploration 
and stand-alone products. It represents a limited degree of organizational agil-
ity, negatively impacting digital innovation capability, which stalls the pace of 
innovation. Companies falling into this pattern have no particular strength in 
any of the nine organizational agility capabilities for digital innovation (Table 
3; Figure 7). The weakest abilities, which most negatively impact digital in-
novation pace, are limited investor selectivity due to limited ability in business 
model innovation. If the business value of an innovation cannot convince ex-
ternal actors, it will be hard to get them to commit to financially supporting the 
innovation initiative. It will even be hard to attract external actors for co-cre-
ation, which means the startup has little or no access to extra resources to in-
crease innovation pace and share risk. The digitally complementing pattern 
primarily focuses on internal exploration and exploitation, although the innova-
tion result is most often integrated into an external product. This pattern repres-
ents an average strength in the nine organizational capabilities for digital in-
novation (Table 3; Figure 7). The strength of a company in this pattern lies in 
leadership agility, coaching and aligning internal resources for digital innova-
tion, and facilitating adaptability to new realities when needed. In addition, 
there is a good ability to utilize digital tools to facilitate collaborations with 
external actors, and to co-innovate business models to show how the innovation 
can add value to the customer's product innovation. The digitally exploiting 
pattern is about providing digital services on a white-label digital platform. The 
company here has limited strength in investor selectivity due to limited ability 
to demonstrate substantial business value of an innovation outcome, which 
hinders exploration from being possible (Table 3; Figure 7). The strengths lie in 
applying external transparency strategies, and engaging external actors to 
provide new ideas and service improvement feedback in real time via social 
media, thereby positively contributing to digital innovation. The strength in 
orchestrating dialogues that engage external actors through social media ex-
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tends the company's limited means for innovation collaboration. The digitally 
disrupting pattern focuses on both exploration and exploitation, and is the pat-
tern showing considerable strength in all nine organizational agility capabilities 
for digital innovation. This enables the startups to keep control and drive their 
innovations in the wanted direction (Table 3; Figure7). The studied startups 
within this pattern stood out positively compared to all the other studied star-
tups. 

To summarize briefly: This research identified nine capabilities that seem to be 
crucial to organizational agility when striving for digital innovation. A common 
characteristic of these capabilities is that they are usually related to each other 
to varying degrees, and by combining them in various ways, certain synergies 
can be created which have greater power than when applying the capabilities 
separately. Ultimately the combination can lead to continuous digital innova-
tion growth and profit. The most successful examples found in this study were 
the companies that followed the digitally disrupting pattern. 

Contribution to Practice: Organizational Agility Readiness for 
Digital Innovation Capability 

The contribution to practice is the four-pattern framework, which can be seen 
as a measure of agility readiness, and which can be used to guide practitioners 
on what they can achieve in digital innovation given their current strengths in 
the nine organizational agility capabilities. If practitioners want to develop a 
higher capability for digital innovation, the framework can point to the agility 
improvements that would help them move to a higher-level pattern. The nine 
organizational agility capabilities are related to each other. Depending on the 
organization's knowledge of each organizational agility capability, how they 
can combine these capabilities is what they at least need to master to become 
an agile enterprise for digital innovation. To recap briefly once more: This re-
search has identified nine capabilities (Table 2) forming four organizational 
agility patterns (Figure 7), which provide a broader perspective on companies' 
organizational agility readiness affecting their digital innovation capability. The 
outcome of this research (Figure 7) can be used as a framework that facilitates 
benchmarking of the company's current organizational agility readiness as a 
way to increase digital innovation capability. The four organizational agility 
patterns can thus be used as a navigator to identify what might need to be im-
proved to achieve a specific level of organizational agility readiness, and 
thereby support increasing the company's digital innovation capability. 

High-pace digital innovation is enabled when agility aligns all the organiza-
tion's employees in contributing to its innovation initiatives. As the four pat-
terns show, organizational agility requires not only that specific capabilities are 
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in place, but also that they are combined in certain ways. This combination is 
important, as different agility capabilities influence the organization’s entire 
digital innovation capability. In addition to the fact that organizational agility is 
culture-driven, it usually requires significant changes in structure if a company 
wishes to develop these nine capabilities and keep evolving them further at all 
times. An agile company may need to establish new roles compared to what a 
traditional organization has in its structure, and this may lead to a mandate for 
decisions being moved from one role to another, creating tensions. In the digit-
ally disrupting pattern, the studied startups mentioned that people knew that 
despite having a particular empowered role, the role might change the next day 
to keep the organization's innovation capability moving in the wanted direction. 
People said they were set on quickly changing roles if required to keep a high 
pace of innovation. What drove them was being able to participate in, contrib-
ute to, and influence the direction and pace of innovation, and being able to 
contribute to the company's challenging social vision, such as having a more 
sustainable planet. The overall goal was more important than the individual's 
position. The driving force in agile enterprises is how quickly people can learn 
and re-learn, to ensure they always possess adequate knowledge for innovation 
growth. The role (or job title) has no significance internally; it is only necessary 
externally when dealing with global incumbents. One of the studied startups 
mentioned that from the beginning, the company did not have any Chief Of-
ficer roles but had to establish them for people engaging in business dialogues 
with external actors, just so that they would be taken seriously. According to 
these startups, innovation can come from anywhere and anyone; therefore, 
everyone's ideas count and are equally valued. What is important is to con-
stantly keep improving the organization, ensuring that its core aims can be 
achieved. This involves developing a digital innovation capability by securing 
retention of the agile culture, and mastering the organization's structural and 
technical debts to keep them as lean as possible for innovation and profit 
growth. In a fast moving digital market with continual changes, organizations 
need to be proactive and have the ability to sense and respond to these changes 
rapidly if they want to be competitive in the market, which is a capability that 
needs to be enabled by IT infrastructure. The increasing organizational focus on 
digitalization leads to a change of IT priorities and organizations becoming 
more tightly connected internally, with increasing demands for IT to deliver 
more agility, innovation speed, and security to generate increased overall busi-
ness value (Kappelman, 2014). 

There are several ways of achieving innovation speed at a reasonable cost. 
Usually, this involves collaboration with external actors to share costs and risks 
while also reusing or co-innovating parts that do not need to be kept in-house 
as elements of the company's core innovation. Therefore, the ability to co-cre-
ate in an open innovation environment is vital for organizations that want to 
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master digital innovation, and this ability is most strongly present in organiza-
tions compliant with the digitally disruptive pattern. The ability is less promin-
ent for the remaining patterns in the following order: digitally complementing, 
exploiting, and industrializing, which at each level means a less developed abil-
ity to master the identified nine organizational agility capabilities. However, 
organizations compliant with a digitally disrupting pattern have developed sig-
nificant strength in all nine organizational agility capabilities. These organiza-
tions strive to remain flat, which means retaining an easily manageable struc-
ture, and to be knowledge-driven to enable agility capability. Therefore, seek-
ing maturity in organizational agility can lead to significant changes in organiz-
ational structures and culture, as previously mentioned. Cultural changes indir-
ectly imply that leadership and employee characteristics must change as the 
organization transforms from traditional to agile. However, in the initial com-
parative study of incumbents and startups (Goncalves et al., 2020), this change 
of thinking had not taken place at the incumbents. They continued to follow 
and execute prescribed processes, with the difference that they now were fol-
lowing agile processes and practices. It should be noted that most of these in-
cumbents did not have long experience in agile product development and were 
still in the transformation phase. An agile mindset seems to be a proactive 
choice characterized by visionary and transformative thinking. Although an 
agile transformation usually requires significant structural changes, in the form 
of new roles, flatter organizational structures, and more lean-and-light pro-
cesses, the most challenging part is typically transforming people's way of 
thinking, from reactive planning thinking to proactive transformative thinking. 
For example, as stated by van Alstyne et al. (2016: p.5), “When a platform 
enters the market, product managers who focus on features are not just meas-
uring the wrong things, they're thinking the wrong thoughts.” The mindset that 
is needed to view and design digital products for a digital market requires a 
shift in thinking from the traditional closed innovation environment where a 
planning approach is applied. The change of mindset to agile thinking, which 
entails a visionary and transformative approach, is a tremendously significant 
change. Whether it occurs or not can be the tipping point that determines if an 
organization will succeed or fail with its agile transformation. 

An important finding of this research is that agile organizational structure 
should be characterized by few hierarchical levels, employee empowerment, 
and light processes, all of which must be in harmony with the agile organiza-
tional culture because they reinforce each other and are ultimately required for 
the company to function well. When organizations try to cherry-pick the parts 
that they believe will cause only minor changes in their organization, especially 
at the leadership level, it will cause significant tensions similar to those found 
in the first comparative study between incumbents' and startups' innovation 
capability (Goncalves et al., 2020). One of the studied incumbents stated that 
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tensions were inevitable due to the differences in culture and mindsets between 
them and their parent company. This negatively impacted their innovation pace 
since they were forced to relate to the parent company's hierarchical structure 
and follow its rigidly detailed processes (Goncalves et al., 2020). Another of 
the studied incumbents had an official corporate vision statement that ex-
pressed what is commonly associated with organizations in the digitally dis-
rupting pattern, i.e., a large, socially challenging vision. However, when an in-
terviewee at the incumbent was asked to elaborate on the company's vision, the 
unexpected response was that it was confidential. The interviewee's reaction 
and behavior revealed that no organizational culture transformation had taken 
place, since agile thinking and practice are characterized by transparency and 
openness (Goncalves et al., 2020). 

Incumbent automakers are undergoing major changes to meet the competition 
from newcomers like Tesla, as the situation is very similar to what major tele-
com companies such as Sony Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola, LG and Samsung ex-
perienced with the iPhone launch in 2007. The question is whether the auto-
motive incumbents will succeed in closing the gap in time. Van Alstyne et al. 
(2016a) reported that the major telecom incumbents in 2007 collectively con-
trolled 90% of the industry’s global profit. Then Apple’s iPhone was launched 
and began gaining market share, and by 2015 (in only 8 years) the iPhone 
singlehandedly generated 92% of global profits while the other incumbents 
made no profit at all (van Alstyne et al., 2016a). It should be noted that in 2007 
Apple was seen as a weak, nonthreatening player compared to all the strong 
telecom brands with leading operating systems, excellent logistics, protective 
regulations, huge R&D budgets, and massive scale (van Alstyne et al., 2016a). 
These incumbent giants were challenged primarily by a lack of visionary, trans-
formative thinking. Apple overtook the incumbents by exploiting the power of 
digital platforms and leveraging the new rules of strategy that Apple itself had 
helped to give rise to — by bringing together producers and consumers in high-
value exchanges (van Alstyne et al., 2016a). Similar patterns of radical change 
seem to be what the automotive incumbents are facing, and the question is 
whether they will succeed in catching up with Tesla, with its big lead in com-
paratively stable digital platforms that the incumbents have barely begun to 
develop. Tesla has not yet fully blossomed, and it remains to be seen what their 
strategy will be for exploiting their digital platforms, which are part of a more 
extensive ecosystem. That being said, the question pertinent to this dissertation 
is what learnings and insights can be transferable to incumbents from the re-
search, which focuses on how startups apply organizational agility for digital 
innovation, and also the degree to which the results can be generalized to com-
panies outside the automotive sector. 
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The main transferable results from this research are: 

1) The nine organizational agility capabilities. Companies that are knowledge-
able in managing these capabilities will have a more significant opportunity to 
control their fate, similar to the startups compliant with the digitally disrupting 
pattern. These capabilities are not limited to any particular industry domain. 
They are more limited to the role of organizational agility in digital innovation 
more generally. 

2) The conceptual framework for agility readiness can support organizations by 
giving them an indication of what type and level of digital innovation ability to 
expect, given their status in achieving and combining the nine organizational 
agility capabilities. The framework can also indicate what capabilities the or-
ganizations need to improve to achieve a particular type and pace of digital in-
novation. 

3) In line with authors such as Goldman et al. (1995) and Holbeche (2019), this 
research shows that to become an agile enterprise enabling high pace innova-
tion, an organization needs a committed CEO. However, the results of this re-
search suggest that an organization may also need to have a committed corpor-
ate board, while the entire organization and the external actors involved — 
such as customers, suppliers, partners, and investors — follow an agile ap-
proach. Everyone involved in the company must be knowledgeable of organiz-
ational agility to understand how they can support and contribute most effect-
ively to the progress in digital innovation. 
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Future/Continued Research 

This research has provided an understanding of how organizational agility cap-
abilities can enable digital innovation. For future research, I would like to high-
light three important challenges: 

1. There is still a need for better understanding of how leaders can develop an 
agile culture and lead through it, instead of leading through processes. This 
is especially important, for example, for organizations that want to move 
from hierarchical to agile leadership when conducting an agile transforma-
tion. According to Cameron et al. (2014), the industry's common way of 
dealing with considerable organizațional changes is to replace the CEO. The 
necessary leadership qualities are essentially different in a traditional versus 
an agile enterprise, and few people seem to master the whole range of qualit-
ies. Having a visionary, creative CEO who shifts in the hierarchical direction 
harms the organization because the organization quickly loses its creative, 
self-driven individuals, leading to innovation ability being eroded. The board 
tends to respond by replacing the CEO (Cameron et al., 2014) — that is, the 
board acts on a symptom instead of successfully solving the core problem, 
leaving the company to start over again in a new entrepreneurial cycle, 
which means hiring a more visionary CEO. A loop that continuously spins 
the same way, a core problem that was never fixed. An interesting insight 
Cameron et al. (2014) had found in their research was that Silicon Valley 
leaders seemed to be able to handle the creative part without losing control; 
their description fit what I have described as leadership agility (Table 2). 
Research questions for future research: What are the most critical leadership 
qualities that a leader must have to succeed in developing and maintaining 
an agile culture? Are there any specific leadership qualities that are needed 
for successfully leading a company through an agile transformation? 

2. This research also has shown a difference in organizations' digital innovation 
capability related to the composition of the founder team. Startups founded 
by an interdisciplinary team had better capability to drive innovation at a 
high pace. It is essential to investigate exactly how an interdisciplinary 
founder team can enable digital innovation capability. Is this phenomenon 
related to the research conducted by Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986)? In their 
research, Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) proposed that companies take a hol-
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istic approach to replace the old rigid process-driven approach that did not 
function well in a fast-paced, fiercely competitive world where speed and 
flexibility are essential. The authors' holistic approach consisted of six char-
acteristics that have previously been mentioned in this cover paper in the 
literature background section. Cross-disciplinary self-organizing teams and 
multi-learning were among these characteristics. The authors described the 
holistic approach as a change agent, like a vehicle for introducing creative, 
market-driven ideas and processes into an old and rigid organization. Top 
management were to act like venture capitalists, with their involvement lim-
ited to providing guidance, money, and moral support at the outset. Teams 
would be largely on their own and free to set their direction, but they were 
not to be uncontrolled. Management would provide enough checkpoints to 
prevent instability, ambiguity, and tension from turning into chaos. In these 
respects, Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986) described what ought to be done but 
did not provide any further description of the top management characteristics 
or capabilities that would be required. Thus, a key research question for fu-
ture research could be: What are the specific characteristics and capabilities 
of an interdisciplinary founding team that will enable them to pursue fast-
pace digital innovation? 

3. This research has also shown the importance of engaging a certain type of 
investor to support the organization's pace of innovation and growth beyond 
the monetary contribution. Desirable investors would contribute in ways 
such as opening doors, sharing their networks, mentorship, and sometimes 
even hands-on involvement in the actual development of the innovation. 
Only three out of nine startups showed the critical ability to exercise “in-
vestor selectivity,” (Table 2; Table 3) and these startups were compliant with 
the digitally disrupting pattern. An important issue to investigate is how or-
ganizations can develop this ability, given the impact that these investors had 
on the startups' digital innovation pace and market success. These startups, 
which were compatible with the digitally disrupting pattern, managed to get 
incumbents to knock on their doors, pitching themselves in the form of the 
value that the incumbent could contribute to the startup. The incumbents 
were willing to contribute with materials, tools, and know-how, if they and 
the startup could find win-win relationships — for example in marketing 
association value, or by the incumbent using the startup company as a test-
bed. The startups could then select which incumbents they wanted to include 
in collaborations. These startups had a sizable comparative advantage over 
the startups compliant with the digitally industrializing pattern, which 
struggled to bring in external capital without succeeding particularly well, 
which led to them having a somewhat slower pace of innovation. One of the 
digitally industrializing startups paid an expert to help with a funding applic-
ation to one of the country's innovation authorities and still failed to raise 
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external capital. Between these two types of startups, there seems to be a 
significant difference in investor selectivity (Table 2). Research questions for 
future research: What makes some startups succeed in attracting the right 
investors? Is it a win-win match? For example, do investors have a passion 
for a specific technology or innovation field in which startup companies are 
present, and see the opportunity to learn more by becoming a partner in the 
company? Do investors see the possibility of how startup companies can add 
value in the form of synergy effects with other companies in their portfolio? 
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